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For Use In Florida 

This Winter 

STANDARDIZED 

Fifty-two Foot Ex- 

press Cruiser with accommoda- 

tions for a party of eight and a 

crew of two. With a speed of 

20 to 24 miles an hour. Com- 

pletely equipped in every detail. 

A type embodying comfort 

and luxury in maximum degree. 

Subject to receipt of prior 

orders, immediate shipment can 

be made of a limited number of 

cruisers. 
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An excellent type of small cruiser owned by Commodore A. B. Cartledge of the Delaware River Yacht Racing Association 

NINETEEN-TWENTY 

Motor Boat Club of America Revived 

| ‘ JITH the advent of the New Year comes the an- 
nouncement of the resuscitation of the Motor Boat 
Club of America. This is about the most encourag- 

ing bit of news which we have heard for many a year. This 
club was formerly the most influential and representative of 
any in the world in racing circles. It was they who first 
went after the British International Trophy and first 
brought it to America. It was the Motor Boat Club of 
America who inaugurated and for many years held the Na- 
tional Carnival for the many perpetual championship tro- 
phies presented by the National Association of Engine and 
Boat Manufacturers. We commend the club on its recent 
choice of commodore. We know its affairs will be efficiently 
and impartially managed by Commodore Albert L. Judson. 
We think that the plans to make the Motor Boat Club of 
America a nationwide organization and to open its member- 
ship to motor boatmen throughout the. country irrespective 
of other affiliations is a most excellent one. There is a place 
in the country for just: such an organization, especially as 
it has the idea of giving attention to cther forms of activi- 
ties besides racing. The plans to make Mr. Wood, of De- 
troit, a flag officer and to select the, other officers from the . 
various parts of the country is an excellent one also. Now 
that America’s challenge for a race in England next summer 
for'the British International Trophy has been accepted, it 
will require concerted action to get together an American 
team worthy to meet the English. 

Gold Cup Dates Already Fixed 

ETROIT yachtsmen have already organized for the 
Gold Cup Races of 1920. They have selected the sev- 
eral days around Labor Day as the dates and are 

planning a racing carnival which will pay one to travel from 
the far corners of the country to witness. There will be 
nine races altogether of major importance and most of these 
will consist of three heats each. The race for the Fisher 
Displacement Boat Championship will consist of three 
heats for fifty miles each. The three Gold Cup races will be 
of thirty miles. each, as usual. Gar Wood has presented a 
$5,000 trophy for a race for runabouts of over twenty-six 
feet in length and unlimited power to attract the aviation 

engines. Two races for boats powered with smaller motors, 
long-distance cruiser events, besides-a number of stunt and 
novel affairs are also on the program. 

Activity Down East 

OSTON has revived interest in the Power Squadron 
movement along somewhat different lines than for- 
merly. While it is to be regretted that they do not 

propose affiliation with other parts of the country, the. Down 
Easters are responsible for and deserve full credit for, start- 
ing the organization which has been of such material benefit 
to thousands of motor boatmen throughout the country. We 
are in favor of any such activity which tends to increase 
interest in the real enjoyment side of boating. 

New York Athletic Club Takes Lead 

Tove yachtsmen of the New York Athletic Club are 
preparing to take the lead in motor boating which they 
already hold in other branches of athletic sport. Their 

Ig19 record was an enviable one but they propose to.even 
better it next year. Unfortunately Commodore Sunder- 
land’s' plans for next summer would not permit him to 
accept’ the re-election which he deserves, but the club has 
been most**fartunate in being able to select such an able 
leader as Commodore-elect. H. M. -Williams. 

The next summer’s racing program of this club is already 
well worked out, and in addition to the usual ocean race to 
Block Island there will be many other important events. 

Interest in Boat Building 

S the feature of this first issue of 1920, we can not 
Ariza from calling your attention to the plans and 

designs of that master designer, William H.'Hand, Jr., 
published on pages nineteen to twenty-one. These are the 
first of the designs for twelve motor boats which Mr. Hand 
has designed for MoToR BoatinG and which we will pub- 
lish during 1920. We recommend them to you in the high- 
est terms. So, if you are thinking about a new boat for 
next summer or any time in the future, study the’ plans 
carefully as they appear. If you have no new boat in mind 
we feel sure that you will after you have seen a’ few of the 
plans of the boats which Mr. Hand has designed for you. 
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It mattered not whether it rained or blew daily life was the same old grind 

What Motor Boatmen in the Navy Had to Know 

Some Experiences in the Daily Life of the Of- 

ficers and Crew During the War and Afterward 

By Alfred F. Loomis 

\ ' JHEN the first civilians’ cruise was inaugurated since | am not an early riser and rarely smoke before 
by the Navy Department some years ago I was’ breakfast. But when I saw that smoking was prohibited 
so struck with the idea of being a sailor 

for a month (and only a month) that I was on 
the point of applying for an extended leave 
of absence from my editorial job. Just in 
time, however, my eye fell on a printed 
slip giving the daily routine of the month 
at sea, and I stopped, rang full speed 
astern, and backed away from the 
cruise. Hard work and unwonted ex- 
ercise I had expected, but the para- 
graph which occurred with greatest 
frequency in the routine seemed to 
me only to threaten cruel and un- 
usual punishment. 

I refer to the words, “Out smok- 
ing lamp,” which at first glance, 
to be sure, seemed superfluous, if 
not irrelevant. My home is in the 
country and I do not require the 
reminder of a printed slip to put 
out the lamp when it smokes. In- 
stinct tells me that if it won’t stop 
smoking on being turned down, it 
must be extinguished and given to 
someone for cleaning. From further 
study of the sheet it was borne in on 
me, however, that the phrase “Out 
smoking lamp” referred not to a lamp 
that was smoking but to one that had 
been lighted for the benefit of smokers, 
and from this I deduced that there are cer- 
tain hours of the naval day when the gobs fleet, and even the Naval Regulations were 
may and may not smoke. I was entirely interpreted according to individual fancy. 
unimpressed by the fact that the lamp was Taking horizontal bearings. Bags and hammocks were scrubbed on the 
first put out at five-thirty in the morning, Quartermaster noting result traditional first and third Mondays of the 

at eight-fifteen, at one, and again at seven-thirty 
P. M.—three of the hours of the day when I 

most enjoy the smoke of tobacco—I decided 
that the sailor’s life was not the life for me. 

Consequently I stayed home from the 
civilians’ cruise of 1916 and was still un- 
acquainted with ship routine when I 
joined the submarine chasers in the 
year following. To my delight I then 
learned that the chasers are too small 
for a smoking lamp, and that even 
figuratively speaking it is only 
“outed” when gasoline and ammu- 
nition are being taken aboard or 
transferred. Dating from that dis- 
covery I took an interest in the 
motor boats of Uncle Sam’s Navy, 
and learned as time went on that 
to make life bearable aboard them 
many departures from the regular 
Navy routine were countenanced. 

In describing the daily life aboard 
the sub-chasers it is not possible to 
speak with that degree of certainty 
which characterizes the pages of the 
Bluejacket’s Manual, for the reason 

that the authorities were usually 
willing to let individual commanding 

officers organize them more or less to suit 
themselves. As a result there was no fixed 

standard of routine such as is observed in the 



month or not at all, and bedding was aired on Friday unless 
the skipper had decided that Thursday would be as good 
a day. “Field days” occurred, not on Saturday, but 
sporadically, and sometimes in the form of an epidemic. 
If a quartermaster so far forgot himself as to air bunting 
on Sunday his example was likely to be followed by half 
the chasers in the detachment, and the day was glorified 
by rainbows of flags and pennants. 

One commanding officer with whom I had a long and 
delightful association was inflexible in his maintenance of 
an anchor watch, although many others were in favor of 
combining and rotating the nightly watch with the two 
chasers lying adjacent to them. We discussed the point 
several times, but he always concluded with a quotation 
from the Blue Book to the effect that between the hours 
of sunset and sunrise every naval vessel while in port must 
maintain an anchor watch. I might have countered with 
a quotation equally explicit which decrees that every ship 
while moored alongside a wharf must appoint a dock 
guard, belted, leggined, and armed. But as we usually had 
other demands on the men’s time I never pointed out his 
inconsistency. 

Variable as the customs were aboard the different 
chasers, the crews generally turned out before breakfast, 
aithough I have listened to the complaint of a cook who 
for some obscure reason objected to feeding the chief 
machinist’s mate in his bunk. At all events, the rigid rule 
of the fleet that five must be the hour of reveille in summer 
and five-thirty in winter was rarely followed. On a big 
ship there are hammocks and hot coffee to be stowed where 
they will do the most good during the day, and there are 
large expanses of deck to be washed down and the other 
morning orders carried out before the crew is piped to 
breakfast at seven-thirty. But there is so little deck space 
on the chasers that the work of the morning watch may be 
done in a few minutes, and it was not generally thought 
necessary to call all hands before six-thirty or seven. In 
the peaceful days following the armistice when there 
wasn’t a great deal of work to do and all day long to do it 
in, I have heard of crews which slept in 
until eight, but I was never in a 
position to verify the 
rumor. The skipper 
and the exec, as 
the two offi- 

cers of each 
chaser were 
familiarly entitled 
when no suitable 
nicknames could 
be “sthought of, 
were’ .called at 
seven-thirty, 
eight-thirty, and 
and so on 
throughout _— the 
morning. 

During these 
morning hours 
the quartermaster 
held forth in 
cheerful conver- 
sation in his 
chart-house. He 
relieved the an- 
chor watch at 
mornin colors ‘ j 
and a on dut Part of the daily routine. The Exec 
with a few linger- getting a bearing by means of the pelorus 

ing remarks to the 
cook still blistering the tip of his tongue. From eight till 
eight-thirty he maintained comparative silence while re- 
writing the log for the preceding night and filling in from 
his head the columns under “Temperature” and “State of 
Weather.” Then for the next two hours there was heard 
a steady buzz of grunts and dialogue as he and his striker 
polished the wheel, binnacle cover and other brass fixtures. 
This conversation embraced all topics from the affaires du 
coeur of the evening previous to the latest rumors from 
the scuttle-butt of the mother ship, and was broken at 
irregular intervals by messages delivered vocally to the still 
somnolent officers. Raising the cabin hatch with extreme 
care the quartermaster might call down in guarded tones: 

“Sir, Mr. Smith wants to know if you can spare him a 
can of lye and about a quart of red shellac.” 

The reply, like as not, would be 
in the form of a question: 

“How much have we 
on hand?” 

“About a 

Smother of spray and sea water coming over the stern when a following sea caught us 

9 



dozen cans of lye, sir, and two gal- 
lons of shellac.” 

“Then tell Mr. Smith that we 
can’t spare any as we haven’t any.” 
To which the Q.M. would give a 
dutiful “Aye aye, sir,” and so re- 
port to Mr. Smith. 

Although this message had 
failed to arouse the commanding 
officer to a state of full conscious- 
ness, there was one that never 
failed of creating a flurry of ex- 
citement in the cabin. It was: 
“Sir, Captain So-and-so is -passing 
by and would like to speak with 
you.” Talk about speeding up to 
answer a call to arms! Why, at 
any hour of the day or night the 
ofcers of the sub-chaser fleet 
could dress, shave, and appear on 
deck in three minutes, looking as 
fresh as a calla lily on Easter 
morning. Fresher, if anything. 

But such incidents as these could 
have occurred only during the long 
peaceful cruise that the Mediter- 
ranean chasers put in while wait- 
ing to return to home waters. 
During the war discipline was kept 
rigid, and the amount of sleep 
which anyone—officer or man— 
annexed was rarely more than five 
or six hours in one instalment. 
When the chasers left port to hunt 
for submarines they preceded the 
dawn by several hours, and during 
the four or five days at sea no one was allowed to divest 
himself of his clothing. The watches were usually stood 
four and four (that is, four hours of duty to four of sleep, 
with time for eating taken out of the off-duty period), 
although on some chasers it was customary to alternate six 
and six, or to vary the nerve-wracking strain by arranging 
reciprocating watches of five-and-seven and seven-and-five. 
Only the machinist’s mates and the men who listened at the 

*% ees 
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The Y gun and the type of winter outfit issued to the boys, 
wind-proof and warm at all times 

All deck officers had to know semaphore. 
boys became very proficient at semaphore sending 

and receiving 

submarine-detecting devices stood 
peace-time watches of four on and 
eight off, but from the nature of 
their duties below decks they fully 
earned their longer periods of 
more or less uninterrupted repose. 

References to war-time condi- 
tions are now popularly deemed 
badly out of tune, however, and 
I have introduced the subject 
only for the purpose of adding 
that no hardship, whether it was 
from wind or weather, injury or 
sickness, lack of food or sleep, 
was worth consideration if ex- 
perienced in the line of duty. 
That duty, so far as it concerned 
the chasers, consisted in blowing 
the despicable German out of 
water, or submerging him so 
effectively that he couldn’t blow 
himself out. Some of us in re- 
flecting on certain inconveniences 
of chaser existence are unmind- 
ful of the fact that the 110- 
footers were built for business 
and not for the pleasure of their 
personnel. 

3ut everyone who was in the 
chaser service has now had suf- 
ficient time to get a rosy perspec- 
tive on the daily routine, and it is 
not surprising that in looking back 
we think oftenest of its less 
serious features. In preceding 
paragraphs I may have given the 

impression that the quartermaster was the only member 
of a chaser’s company to appear on deck during the fore- 
noon. If by omission I have implied such a thing it was 
without intent to malign him or the other members of the 
deck force, and I must hasten to make amends. The 
quartermaster, as a matter of fact, was never on deck 
when he was wanted. Sometimes when his services were 
required for passing the word to another member of the 
crew it was first necessary to page him in all compart- 
ments of the chaser. Or he would be discovered in the 
crow’s-nest semaphoring personal messages to friends on 
distant vessels. This was a rare offense, however, as 
your good quartermaster after graduating from his 
apprenticeship as signal boy has a chronic aversion to 
any branch of his duties that remotely pertains to signals. 

Yet the quartermaster of a chaser had a lot to contend 
with. At ten in the morning the routine required that he 
signal to the flagship the number of sick and absentees; 
and two hours later it was necessary to announce by 
flag hoist the amount of fuel and water on hand. He 
was constantly on the alert to keep the black gang from 
resting their oily hands on his spotless paintwork, and every 
afternoon or evening he was obliged to stand by and 
receive a drill message from some boot who didn’t know 
the rudiments of signalling. It is a demonstrable fact, 
by the way, that no one except the personal friends of the 
quartermaster who happens to be receiving a message 
has the faintest conception of how it should be sent. So 
many quartermasters have proved this to me that I should 
hesitate to question their testimony. 

The dignitary whose duties are at present under dis- 
cussion was answerable to the navigator of a chaser 
(usually one and the same with the executive officer) 
for the condition of his deck log, and therein lay his 
greatest tribulation. On any naval vessel the log must 
be continuous, and should be kept by persons whose ex- 
periences qualify them to enter the day’s happenings in 
nautical phraseology. On the big ships it is written day 
and night by a succession of quartermasters; but on the 
chasers the duty of entering the events of the night 
necessarily devolved on seamen, gunner’s mates, radio 
electricians and others of the anchor watch whose train- 
ing had been along other lines. No amount of instruction 
by the quartermaster could convince the anchor watch 

(Continued on page 54.) 
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An Ultra Modern Power Plant 

Electric Motors Drive Elfay, Using Current Generated by Diesel 

Engine-Driven Dynamos after the Fashion of the Latest Battleship 

By George Story Hudson 

NOTABLE power installation is that of the two- 
A masted anxiliary steel schooner Elfay, property of 

R. A. Alger, of Detroit, which is scheduled to leave 
Boston on a world cruise early in 1920. The magnificent 
Herreshoff creation, taping 162 feet overall and 115 feet 
waterline, has an electric drive and embodies so many other 
novelties in shape of accessories and auxiliaries that one’s 
wonder is how they found space in which to install them. 

The Elfay’s long cruise has been in contemplation many 
months and the schooner was towed to the Geo- Lawley & 
Son Corp. plant at Neponset, Mass., from New York, last 
summer. Originally the vessel was known as Katoura, 
having been built at Bristol, R. I., in 1914, for Commodore 
Tod, of New York, to meet his ideal of what a two-sticker 
should be in combining speed with comfortable accommo- 
dations for cruising. A year later a power plant was in- 
stalled, only to be replaced by the remarkable outfit now 
assembled and which, on trial, worked out admirably. 

The Elfay’s main engine is a Winton Diesel of 125 h.p., 
direct connected to a 75 k.w. Westinghouse generator, in 
turn connected to a 9 k.w. exciter for control purposes, 
feeding the field of both generator and driving motor 
through a field rheostat controlled from deck. An auxil- 
iary is a 15 k-w. set with a Quayle 25 h.p. engine of the 
Hvid type, with electric starter, and either set is intended 
to do the work of the 
other. The smaller engine 
is installed to starboard 
of the main engine, and 
was built by the Common- 
wealth Motors Co. of Chi- 
cago. 

A 300-ampere hour 
Philadelphia Diamond 
Grid battery is located on 
the port side of the com- 
partment, which occupies 
the mid-section of the 
vessel and can drive the 
Elfay as well as provide 
current for the winches, 
windlass, pumps, blowers, 
heat and lighting, as well 
as for the wireless appa- 
ratus. A work bench, 
also on the port side, car- 
ries an installation for the 
electric tools, etc., while 
the two large bilge pumps 
are so arranged with a 
system of valves on a 
manifold, that any part of 
the bilge may be emptied 
as desired. 

Power is transmitted to 
the propeller, a 40x42 
Hyde, through a 3-inch 
steel shaft fitted with 
bronze sleeves at bearings 
and with zincs freely dis- 
tributed to minimize gal- 
vanic action. In fact, the 
propeller and its acorn 
nut has been plated with 
tin, as in destroyer prac- 
tice, to offset chemical ac- 
tion, and the strut, located 
to port of the rudder post, 
is well zinced, too. The 
propeller is of solid type 
and may be expected to 
detract from the Elfay’s 

Elfay, fitting out at Geo. Lawley & Son Corp. in preparation for a 
cruise round the wortd via the Panama Canal im iv20 

sailing ability in light airs, but, given a stiff wind and with 
clutch at neutral, it is calculated to rotate in the stream 
passing under the yacht’s quarter, and, if required, this 
power is to be utilized for generating current. All out- 
board connections where brass is employed are tipped with 
zinc discs secured with iron fastenings, the connection 
flanges being riveted to the inner skin and the plating coun- 
tersunk as much as three-eighths of an inch to take the zinc. 

Originally the Elfay’s exhaust line had its outlet under 
the counter at waterline, but this has now been changed 
to the starboard side, amidships, as the floor of the lazar- 
ette was lowered in order to give greater headroom. The 
muffler of the main engine is supported on brackets five 
or six feet above the manifold, and cooling water is ad- 
mitted on the outboard side of the exhaust, the pipe up to 
the muffler being water jacketed. Exhaust of the auxiliary 
engine is similarly disposed of. Weight of the two engines 
and their equipment is not far ‘from 13 tons. The fuel 
tanks also are placed amidships in a studied effort to keep 
weights out of the schooner's long overhangs, the tank 
capacity being ample for a 2,500-mile radius. The fuel 
is delivered to the engine pumps under 15-pound pressure 
through the customary system of strainers, but there is no 
gravity tank such as is frequently observed on deep-water 
ships. The main Diesel is rated at 350 r.p.m., and the 

propeller under normal 
conditions rotates up to 
that figure, delivering 
speed of about 7 nautical 
miles an hour. 

mM Of course Capt. J. H. 
<a Crawford, master of the 

Elfay, may object to be- 
ing styled “motorman” in 

eats connection with his sea- 
faring attainments, but, 
really, that is a fact, be- 
cause he controls the 
yacht from a position ad- 

f jacent to the steering 
wheel—there being a set 
of indicators panelled in- 

A to the port corner at the 
after end of the cabin 
trunk. With a quarter- 

we master at his elbow the 
captain hovers over a 
standard bearing the re- 
verse lever, cons the ship 
by glancing at the dials 
while the engineer is re- 
lieved from responsibility 
of such disconcerting mis- 
haps as stalling or racing. 

} For the Chief Engineer, 
Mr. Alger selected J. S. 
Walters of Spokane, 
Wash, who had charge of 
machinery in the U. S. 
submarine N-2 during the 
war. Chief Walters, too, 
will look after the power- 
ful wireless set. An oil- 
burning Bramhall Deane 
is found in the galley and 
a I-ton Clothel plant sup- 
plies refrigeration which 
should prove valuable in 
the tropics. 

Elfay will cruise in the 
West Indies, then to 
Alaska, Siberia,and Japan. 



Three Men, Kiddo II, 

and the Best of Good 

Luck 

A few of the many sizes and varieties of motor boats in the annual migration to the south 

from stem to stern of her 35-foot hull, engine over- 
hauled and ready to be turned over for her 1,500- 

mile jaunt, slid off the car. 
Seven bells of the morning watch with our band, con- 

sisting of a mandolin and harmonica, playing, we started 
on our first leg. Down the East River past old Liberty 
and made our first stop at John D’s docks at Bayonne to 
take on all the oil and gas our tanks would hold. Here | 
might say that before starting all oilers had been removed 
from the motor and oil added to the gas for lubricating. 
Having tanked up—that is Kiddo I]—we cast loose and 
then really felt we were on our way. 

In order to keep down our ever-rising 
spirits it started to close in and mist which 
brought out the oil skins and as is usual in 
such cases they were stored in the hardest 
places to get at—the chain locker. However, 
boys will be boys, and after a few minutes 
we were on our way and going strong for 
the Raritan River. 

At South Amboy we tied up for a while 
to put things ship-shape and get supplies 
and provisions. Then away, and the band 
once more working, we decided to keep 
going till dark. 
New Brunswick, 81 miles from home, 

was favored with our presence for the 
night, and three tired navigators ate a 
cold supper and crawled in. Five A.M. 
found the cook on the job and three eager, 
hungry men ready to do justice to his art. 
We wanted an early start, but it was after 
ten o’clock when we had been locked into 
the canal. Never will I forget the won- 
derful day and the ever-changing scenery 
we passed to port—farms and factories, 
to starboard the river with every now and 
then its rapids, or a falls. From lock to 
lock it was always different. After wait- 
ing several times for a draw-bridge to open, 
we finally decided to sacrifice the beauty 
of Kiddo by removing her signal mast. 
This saved considerable time and much 
cussing. Evening found us through the 
last lock and on the beautiful Delaware. 
A fine sunset decided us to keep going after 
first settling a mutiny between the cook 
and the dishwasher. We kept going until 

F ton bells of the morning watch and Kiddo II, slick 

12 

9:30, when we called it a day, even though we had logged 
but sixty-five miles. 

I've never forgiven Phila for her welcome to us. At 
2 o'clock in the morning we were awakened by whistles 
tooting and men shouting—but all meaning the same thing 
—Get away from the dock and let a freighter tie up to 
her pier. But we got square; we left right then and there 
for Chester. It was a moonlight night and even the range 
lights were unnecessary. 

Breakfast at Chester, a three-hour nap and we were 
off at 9 A.M. We wanted to make ‘the Delaware and 

At 1:30 we passed through 
the first lock, and by 4 

Chesapeake Canal by noon. 

were out on Chesa- 
peake Bay. Tea for 
three while drifting. 
Oyster and crab boats 
by the hundreds were 
running home after 
work, and we felt like 
interlopers in such a 
busy world. After our 
tea and a swim we de- 
cided to try and cover 
100 miles to make up 
for yesterday’s poor 
showing. However, we 
compromised by run- 
ning into Tolchester 
Beach, Md., and giving 
the summer colony a 
treat. Oh, wonders of 
a real sleep. Cushions 
were brought into the 
cockpit, and we didn’t 
even have our evening 
smoke. Sleep was the 
best thing we did after 
our ninety-mile run. 
Our alarm clock for- 

got to alarm, so it was 
after 9 o'clock when 
we were provisioned, 
gas taken aboard and 
ready to lay loose. 
Whenever possible 1 

tied to docks or to 
Among the most popular types are found many someone’s mooring if 

large motor houseboats I could find one, for 



the anchor was my 
chore, and hauling the 
anchor is not the best 
thing the writer does. 

The Potomac and, in 
fact, any river had no 
attraction for us. We 
wanted to see oranges 
and lemons grow. How- 
ever, the south side of 
the Potomac’s mouth 
took care of us for the 
night. Chesapeake Bay 
offers the boatman every 
inducement to linger 
with its many islands, 
inlets and good fishing. 

Morning brought us 
up early and, the old 
Palmer going good, we 
decided to start and not 
stop (just like regular 
sailors), not even stop- 
ping to cook. Our day 
was uneventful and sup- 
per time found us out 
of the bay and Cape 
Charles looking as 
though it wouldn’t miss a visit, and we decided on New- 
port News for our stop-over. Here we gave the kicker 
a real looking over, bought supplies, some strings for the 
mandolin (we had used some for mending an oar), and 
had a real cleaning up. Four hundred and twenty-five 
miles were logged in five days. 

It was about noon when we started. Norfolk was passed 
at 1 o'clock, but we three having at some time or other 
visited it, passed it by. A fisherman we met up with offered 
to lead us to the Dismal Swamp Canal. For this we were 
grateful, for it gave us a chance to see other things besides 
signs saying how to get there. 
‘We passed the Navy Yard, which was then a revelation. 

What it must be today I can hardly imagine, but I hope 
to see soon. 

Under bridges spanning the Elizabeth River to Deep 
Creek, into the canal, and we were really in the Dismal 
Swamp. We laughed at the wonderful and hardly be- 
lievable tales we had heard about as boys. I had reason 
to think of them all again during the night when I awak- 
ened ftom a nightmare, after having been chased by Indians 
and outlaws for many days. 

The scenery along the canal was wonderful—pictures 
Here I 

Such trees I never thought 
and 

could never do it justice much less could words. 
saw cedar ready for shipment. 
could grow. Through draw-bridges 
finally out of the canal into 
Turner’s Cut and then into 

here and there 

All yachts are welcomed at the many fine clubs in the big cities 

Tying up for the night along the banks of a canal affords the houseboat cruiser opportunities to 
visit many towns enroute 

the Pasquotunk River. We stopped at Elizabeth City, 
N. C., for the night, though it was but 7 o'clock. Up to 
this time we had used our anchor but twice, and I had 
about decided to never again use it. The anchor rope [ 
had used to tie up to docks with. You can imagine my 
feelings when on casting anchor I discovered the rope 
stayed on deck. A real lesson, but a new ninety-pound 
anchor was the result. Supplies, gas, and a general 
slicking up and we turned it. We were anxious to see 
what our motor would do in a non-stop run, so set Beaufort 
as our day’s goal, a charted run of 160 miles. 

Up with the buds and our usual music. Never again 
will I travel on a small boat with one musically inclined. 
At 6 o’clock we had passed the buoy marking Albemarle 
Sound. Across the Sound, through Croatan Sound, past 
Roanoke Island. It seemed ages before we cleared Roanoke 
Marshes Light and into Pamlico Sound. Here it was just 
a straight run to Core Island. Hundreds of bays and in- 
lets, everyone wonderful for laying in, fishing and, if no 
body’s looking, for shooting. The chart told us we were 
passing Sleepy Creek and Barkers Island. Middle Marshes 
and then, oh, the joy when we pulled up at Beaufort, N. C. 
Never once did we have a minute’s trouble. 

Our motor turned over at the same speed, except when 
we slowed her down on purpose. We were proud of 
Kiddo II and of her crew. 
The next day we devoted to cleaning up, going over 

our motor, and packing the inside stuffing box. A new 
set.of batteries for reserve, tanks filled to capacity 

with gas, a small extra barrel of gas, oil, a 
sea anchor rigged up dink (Kiddo, Jr.) 

pulled into the cockpit, all loose things 
fastened down or stowed away, anchor 

ready (and this time tied fast to the 
rope) charts in place, compass box 
open, a last look at Editor, C. F. 
Chapman’s Handbook on Prac- 

tical Navigation and Seaman- 
ship, and at 6 A.M. we were 
off on the most interesting 
part of our trip. Two of us 

could navigate, and we 
agreed on four hours to a 
watch with two of us on 
watch in case of doubt or 
storm. With pumping 

, hearts we left Beaufort. 
* Thirty- two hours of un- 
eventful traveling brought 
us to the float of the 
Charlestown Yacht Club, 
where we were splendidly 
received. 
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Canada Opens New Canal for Motor Boatmen 

The Trent Canal System Which Connects Lake Ontario with Lake Simcoe and 

Georgian Bay—A New Route Through Picturesque and Interesting Territory 

By Senator W. H. Bennett 

A 

ee = ees canal — The canal 
Ty t Hastings on 

vA ao ee... Ontario. Rice Lake Di- _ oar ae be Lh AV NN vision shows the Lock, 
Highway Bridge, Dam, 
and emergency stop log 
apparatus which is at 
right hand end of the 
dam beyond the High- 

way Bridge 

HAMPLAIN, the French explorer, 300 years ago 
coming up the Ottawa River, journeyed west to the 
Georgian Bay, then traveling south at the head of 

500 Indian warriors reached Lake Ontario over the waters 
of the above system. Parkman in “Pioneers of New 
France in the New World” describes the trip and the 
descent of Champlain and his allies on the Iroquois. Let 
the tourist read this account and give his trip a greater 
interest and while the changes of civilization have worked 
wonders there are still beauties of land and water ever 
present to charm as they did Champlain—just one quo- 
tation from Parkman—‘“The canoes now issued from the 
mouth of the Trent like a flock of venturous wild fowl, 
they put out boldly upon Lake Ontario, crossed it in 
safety and landed within the borders of New York, on or 
near the point of land west of Hungry Bay.” Contrast in 
the above the difference in safety and comfort of water Hydraulic lift lock at Kirkfield on Simcoe—Balsam Lake 

travel to-day. A truce to romance and now to “brass Division showing one pontoon fully up and the other fully 
tacks”. down in its pit. This view was taken on the opening day = 

To reach Trenton pass through the 
Murray Canal, if coming from the west 
part of Lake Ontario. But if from the 
eastern part of the lake, pass around 
Prince Edward County and sail up the 
Bay of Quinte. Trenton is passed and 
the river entered and running along, 
you are now on your inland water run 
of some 200 miles to Georgian Bay. 
The height of land here to be reached 
is 369 feet and a series of locks are 
passed with an average lift of some 20 
feet. Modern construction has made 
the locks rapid handlers and when Glen 
Ross is reached, 12 miles of a merry 
run is ahead and after locking at Percy’s 
Landing, a 7-mile fast run brings you 
to Campbellford. A 20-mile run with 
three locks to be passed, and Hastings 
is reached. Here you bid adieu to many 
lockings and you take the fast run up 
Rice Lake, a fine sheet of water for 15 
to 20 miles. Toward the eastern- end 

ye ae tr) 
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of Rice Lake you turn north up the Oto- Map showing new canal which connect 
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Trent canal—Lock and dam No. 2 with electric power houses to left of the picture. 
View taken from high hill just north of Trenton 

nabee River and with a 1o-mile run, the thriving city of 
Peterborough is reached. Here you will doubtless land and 
a few hours spent will impress the visitor of the coming 
future of this fast growing place. 

The trip resumed, a few minutes run brings you to the 
left lock and in less than ten minutes you are raised 65 
feet in this marvelously constructed lock, the highest in 
the world and from this vantage a glorious panorama of 
country is presented and now hy further water way Lake- 
field and other locks are passed and at Youngs Point Lock 
you enter Stoney Lake with its many islands, hotels and 
residences and running westward pass through Burleigh 
Falls lock and with a few more shallow locks here and 
there, Buckhorn, Pigeon and Sturgeon Lakes are passed 
through at top speed. The height of land is reached with 
the lock at Fenelon Falls and fast going takes one through 
Cameron and Balsam Lakes and at Kirkfield left lock, 55 
feet of a drop suggests that you are now on the descent 
to the upper waters of the route—now for some 15 miles 
of the Talbot River and reaches with locks and Lake 
Simcoe’s proximity is hinted at hy freshening breezes. Now 
you are on Simcoe, the largest and most beautiful inland 
lake in Ontario. Let me suggest if not pressed for a day’s 
time that you run along to Jackson Point on its south shore, 

a summer resort popular with Toronto people and here 
with a 40-mile trolley run, yon can see Toronto the capital 
of the Province. Cross the lake in a northerly direction, 
round Big Bay Point and you enter Kempenfeldt Bay at 
the head of which the town of Barrie stands. Of the 
beauty of this bay the Prince »f Wales remarked that he 
“had not seen so beautiful a sight in Canada, east of the 
Rocky Mountains.” Barrie with its fine situation and bus- 
iness impressions left behind, skirt along the north shore 
of Simcoe some 20 miles and passing through the Narrows 
enter Lake Couchicking where the town of Orillia stands 
with charms of location, well paved streets and manufac- 
turing interests well repaying more than a fleeting visit. 

Like the cry of the voyageur of old, “onward” is still the 
call and after an 8-mile run eastward, Washago is reached, 
your yacht locked through and the first view of the Severn 
River is soon seen. Once on the Severn, the route is 
westward and a short run opens up Sparrow Lake, an 
enlargement of the river islands, hotels and fine residences 
are now in evidence and leaving the western end of the lake, 
you pass to the river and its quickening current shows your 
downward course. Four miles are run and you are ar- 
rested but only for a few minutes and with your boat 
placed in the cradle, you are lowered by marine railway 50 

feet. At this point a lock is under con- 
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ra struction for larger boats and under the 
dam a large power plant is in full swing. 

‘ss Once again it is “onward” and with 
| 8 miles run with high granite banks in 
/ view surmounted with green shrubbery 

and vantage points taken up by resi- 
dences. A second marine railway low- 
ers your craft in five minutes at the Big 
Chute power plant and running on, you 
enter Gloucester Pool, an enlargement 
of the river. To your right are the 
buildings of the Modrolphin Club of 
Pittsburg where three or four times 
during the season guests to the number 
of 200 are accommodated. Pass pretty 
islands, hug the south shore and a five- 
mile run will bring you to Port Severn 
Lock where you are at the Georgian 
Bay. Run over if you please to the 
busy town of Midland or dodge in and 
see Port McNicoll, the lake port of the 
Canadian Pacific Railway from whence 
the steamers ply to Lake Superior. 

Northward now and to the left your 



cruise lies into Penetangushene Bay, or eastward if in 
search of inside waters pass over to Honey Harbor and 
following the course of the steamer to Parry Sound, you 
pass through a maze of islands, many occupied with hotels 
and residences. 

From Parry Sound another run through islands brings 
you to Point au Baril, a popular summer resort, and here 
you choose to return as you have come or take the thirty- 
five-mile run across the Georgian Bay to the north side of 
Mamtoulen Islands and among these islands thread your 
way to Sault Ste. Marie. Now follow the south going 
vessels, court summer breezes and making the run down 
Lake Huron pass Detroit up Lake Erie and via Welland 
Canal to Lake Ontario and home. 

No detailed descriptions have been attempted but to the 
lover of water travel, the admirer of nature and the observer 
of electrical power development, the trip cannot be sur- 
passed. The trip to Lake Simcoe is open to boats of 135 
foot length and 6-foot depth but from Simcoe to Georgian 
Bay, to 35-foot motor boats, but with the completion of two 
locks under construction on the Severn River a through 
route will be established for the large size boats. Of course 
the system will be taken advantage of from Detroit, etc., 
to Lake Ontario and thence home via the Welland Canal. 

And now for a few suggestions. The United States Gov- 
ernment have published copies reprinted from excellent 
Canadian charts of the Georgian Bay and Lake Huron. 
They are sold at twenty-five cents each or thereabouts 
so don’t fail to bring them along if you wish to make 
the “grand tour” or if you only go as far as Point 
au Baril through the Georgian Bay Islands. 
These charts can be easily obtained. 

Next let me suggest that from Severin 
Bridge or Orilla you take the short rail 
ride to Gravenhurst and go over the beau- 
tiful Muskoka Lakes which from year 
to year are visited by thousands of 
Americans. 

The trip will well repay one, and 
good steamer and hotel accommoda- 
tions are afforded. Again, from 
either of the above places a night 
on a sleeper will give you a full day 
in the celebrated Cobalt mining 
country famous for its wonderful 
production of silver—and now a 
word fer the younger set who next 
season will wish to make this won- 
derful and pleasant trip after read- 
ing of its possibilities and its pleas- 
ures “lest they forget” see to it that 
they bring along their kodaks to 
later show their friends views from 
scenes that are brightest and to look 
back upon when they were path- 
finders. 

And, lest they should fall into the 
error that their trip is to be through 
the wilds of far away Ontario with 
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Trent canal — Glen 
Ross Lock, Highway 
Bridge and Railway 
Bridge taken from be- 
low the locks. These 
works are on Ontario 
Rice Lake Division 

the merry mazes of the dance unknown there, let them 
bring along their dancing shoes assured of the chance of 
spending merry evenings along the way at the many hotels 
to be found en route. 

For those going from the Atlantic seaboard to the Trent 
Canal, the Hudson River will be followed as far as Albany. 
From this point two routes equally attractive are open to 
the motor boatman. One route will take the cruiser the 
full length of the new Champlain barge canal from Troy to 
Whitehall, the southern terminal of Lake Champlain. The 
trip across the full length of Lake Champlain will lead to 
the Richelieu Canal, which will be followed up to the St. 
Lawrence River. The trip up the St. Lawrence is so 
familiar as te need little publicity. Large Government- 
owned canals are used to take the motor boatman around 
the various rapids in the St. Lawrence. Passing through 
the Thousand Islands takes one into Lake Ontario, and a 
short additional run to Trenton, the entrance to the new 
canal. 

For those motor boatmen who prefer canal sailing to the 
open waters of Champlain, and who do not desire to have 
to sail against the heavy currents in the St. Lawrence 
River, the route from Albany to Syracuse via the New York 
State Barge Canal,.and to Oswego by the new Oswego 
Canal into Lake Ontario will prove very attractive. 

Trent canal—Peterboro Hydraulic lift lock showing left hand pontoon fully up and 
right hand pontoon fully down in the pit with the reach gate and lower gate on 

pontoon submerged 



A remarkable bow 
view showing wave 
formation at speed 
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Stock 50 x 11-foot 
refined V-type of 
heavy construction 
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New 50-Foot Standardized Albany Cruiser 

tional interest, on account of its very comfortable 
accommodations. This stock 50-foot standardized 

Albany Boat Corporation cruiser was built for George F. 
Johnson, of Endicott, N. Y., and was christened Mary Ann. 
She will proceed to her home port, Daytona, Fla., after a 
short cruise in northern waters. 

Her power plant is a pair of six-cylinder Model M 534 x 
6-inch Van Blerck motors of 150 h.p. each, giving her a 
speed of 22 miles per hour. The construction is heavy and 
embodies the latest type of refined V-bottom developed by 
these builders, making an efficient and seaworthy combina- 
tion. 

Many novel features stand out in this product. The glass 
enclosed table over the engine-room space, giving light and 

A tional i cruiser is shown here which is of excep- headroom to the engine-room force, is noteworthy. It is 
52x 4% feet with the leaves up and can accommodate a 
large party. 

The owner’s cabin is aft, equipped with folding Pullman 
berths which, when closed, afford a very spacious floor, 
and when down reveal some very comfortable berths. The 
trim is white enamel and mahogany. 

The guests’ stateroom forward is also equipped with fold- 
ing Pullman berths and ample locker space for clothing at 
the after end. 

The galley is large and commodious, and carries a big 
stove which wilt delight the cook. A fine refrigerator and 
sink, together with cupboard and locker space, complete the 
equipment. A wonderful meal can be prepared here, such 
as will delight the epicure. 

Photographs by Edwin Levick 

Glass enclosed deck house with novel table showing glass side 
for admitting light to engine space below 

Comfortable owner's quarters with Pullman berths lowered 
which convert the saloon into a stateroom 



Large airy deck house and 

Life on a cruiser of this 
kind has a tendency to de- 
velop the appetite beyond 
the capacity of the small 
stores usually furnished, 
which is the reason why 
this galley is supplied with 
a regular range on which 
one can rely and be free to 
follow his inclinations to 
cruise without regard for 
hotels. 

The deck-house makes a 
most comfortable place to 
lounge, play or dine in, and 
has been particularly de- 
signed with a view to com- 
fort in Florida. The presi- 
dent of the Albany Boat 
Corporation, L. L. Tripp, 
has spent much time there 
and is familiar with all re- 
quirements. 

Enclosing this deck-house 
in glass makes it the center 
of life aboard ship. Open 
to the breezes in summer 
and fine weather and en- 
tirely enclosed in rainy or 
stormy weather the scenes 
and delights of cruising 
may be thoroughly enjoved 
at all times. On _ being 
converted to a dining sa- 
loon its appearance is as at- 
tractive as its convenience. 
The galley is close by and 
a beautiful buffet and china 
closet are installed in the 
after end. 

The hangings and fur- 
nishings are designed to 
harmonize with the mahog- 

Guests’ stateroom showing spaciousness obtained by folding 
Pullman berths 
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accommodations for guests 

any interior. The curtains 
are tan Kouri silk, the 
cushions Bellecourt Ha- 
vanne velvet, and the floor 
coverings, Bigelow neutral 
brown Wilton. 

The after deck is on the 
same level as the pilot- 
house and affords a clear 
view all around the hori- 
zon; it is a most convenient 
place for fishing, and any 
muss on the flush deck can 
be readily cleaned away by 
the use of a _ bucket of 
water. 

The boat is fitted for one- 
man control and carries two 
men for a crew. Quarters 
for them is provided in the 
bow, and the same comfort- 
able roominess is found 
here, also, all essential 
equipment for their comfort 
being provided. 

The engine-room, gener- 
ally the last place in the 
ship to receive any atten- 
tion, has been well thought 
out in this standardized 
product. It is reached from 
the bridge deck and well 
lighted by the glass sides of 
the deck-house table. Head 
room is }ample and the 
motors are accessible from 
all sides. 

Water - tight bulkheads, 
fire preventives, and oth- 
er safety devices are incor- 
porated. Electric lighting 
is by a separate Delco ma- 
rine lighting outfit. 
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By Wm. H. Hand, Jr. 

(Designed Exclusively for MoToR BoatinG) 

Outboard 

OULD you like to owna 
little runabout? Here is 
your opportunity. We 

give this month a complete set 
of plans and specifications for 
a dandy little 15-foot Hand V- 
bottom runabout. In presenting 
the first of the complete sets of 
Hand designs to be published 
monthly in MoToR BoatinG, 
we have selected a simple little 
boat which any enterprising and 
enthusiastic amateur builder can 
undertake for himself. Natu- 
rally we assume that anyone 
who aspires to own a boat is 
also a good mechanic. Further, 
that he has plenty of time and 
patience. Reading an article and 
studying the drawings will not 
suffice in themselves. The req- 
uisite skill and knowledge must 
be acquired by practical expe- 

ERE is the first of the series of twelve 
complete sets of working plans for 

V-bottom, easy-to-build motor boats, 
which Wm. H. Hand, Jr., is to design for 
MoToR BoatinG readers in 1920. One 
set complete with specifications and all 
information necessary to build the boats 
will be published in each issue of this mag- 
azine during 1920. Motor boatmen in 
all parts of the country are already talk- 
ing about the series. We predict that at 
least 1,000 boats will be built from the 
plans we are to publish. Mr. Hand him- 
self has agreed to supply large size plans 
to any who desire them. 

The design this month is about the 
ablest, biggest little boat we have ever 
seen. Next month the plans will be of an 
18-foot runabout.—Editor. 

rience. ‘7 
Whether this boat is built by a ; 

, the amateur or the professional builder its simplicity will 
be a commendable feature. For the amateur it will facili- 
tate the work and make the building less of a task. For the 
professional builder it offers a chance to turn out a credita- 
ble boat with the minimum expenditure of labor and mate- 
rial. Consequently one that can be put on the market at a 

; nominal price. In addition, the reputation of being one of 
the famous Hand V-bottom designs will give the boat a 
valuable heritage to begin its life with. 

The V-bottom type of boat is too well known to need 
much comment, and its tremendous popularity is due to the 
persistence of Mr. Hand in proclaiming its good points. 
Many years ago Mr. Hand began his experiments with boats 

the coming summer. 
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The overall dimensions of this boat are: 
feet; beam, 4 feet 7 inches; draft, 1 foot 7 

Frames are to be sided one inch of oak, hamatack or 
other suitable hardwood and will be molded to suit the 

They are to be notched out for stringers and bat- 
tens and carefully fitted and fastened. 
necessary to reproduce to full size on heavy paper the 
sections as given at the different stations, using a pair of 
right-angle intersecting lines to represent the centerline and 

Work only on a half section as 
these can be used for both sides, which must necessarily be 

a4*. 

Edith, a Hand 15-Footer 

— 

profile of MoToR BoatinG’s first Hand V-bottom runabout 

of this type and the models of 
today are fast, able, and ideal 
sea boats. They are well able 
to leave behind them their 
round-bottom mates of equal 
size and power without undue 
exertion. 

The construction of this boat 
follows accepted practice, the 
planking is applied over frames 
in a fore-and-aft direction and 
is of the batten-seam type. The 
experience gained with many 

ats built in this way amply 
demonstrates its reliability and 
soundness. It is further so sim- 
ple that any man of ordinary in- 
telligence and with the slightest 
knowledge of carpentry can 
build himself a shipshape, tight 
little runabout, one’ that he will 
take pride in showing to his fel- 
low club members. Further, if 
work were started on one of 
these with reasonable prompt- 

ness it could be completed in plenty of time for use during 

Length, 15 
inches. 

In starting it is 
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Profile of lines and sections for 15-foot Hand V-bottom runabout, scale 3% inches equal 1 foot 



Forward sections of 15-foot Hand V-bottom runabout, Scale 1 inch equals 1 foot. Sections are drawn to the outside of plank- 
ing for which allowance has been made 

identical. Cut the frames to these lines and, using rights 
and lefts, fasten them to a substantial stay at about the 
deck line to give the proper distance between the outsides, 
as required by the drawings. Care must be used in making 
the halved joint at the chine line in order to have 
them all fit properly. A board should be nailed to 
the foot of the frames and cut off square to the 
base line. All five frames must be prepared in the 
same way. The transom is to be of 7/16-inch , 
white cedar and shaped as shown on sections. 30 

The keel, stem, and stern are assembled next. 
A 1™%-inch piece of white oak is used, molded to 
suit and at the after end a filler piece swelled to 
2 inches in the way of the propeller shaft is added. 
Hackmatack is used for the stern and will be rab- 
beted for the planking and shaped to the lines. A 
14-inch hackmatack knee is also used at the stern 
to support the transom. Full size drawings for 
these should be made and applied to the lumber 
before it is cut. 

Stringers and clamps of white spruce to proper 
dimensions and full length of hull can next be 

This is used as a base line for beginning work. Center- 
lines and frame spaces are marked off on the upper edge. 
The center frame at section 3 is turned upside down and 
erected so as to be plumb fore and aft as well as sideways. 

It is then stayed and secured in place so as to be 
immovable. All the other frames and the transom 
are erected in turn in the same fashion and se- 
cured. The centerline and base line should 
now be checked on all frames and transom in 
order to be certain that one alignment is perfect. 
Note particularly that the transom is not plumb 
but leans aft. In its present inverted condition its 

upper edge is 154 inches further forward 
than its lower edge. The keelson is next 
laid on top of the frames with its center- 
line coincident with that of the frames 
and fastened to the transom, the stern 
comes next with its head at station O on 
the base. It is plumbed as were the others 
and the keelson fixes its fore and aft po- 
sition. The keel is then stretched over 
the top of the keelson starting forward. 

made ready. 
After all the various pieces have been prepared 

and assembled the frame of the boat can be set up. 
A level plane is selected or prepared as necessary, 
and a straight set on edge properly blocked is 

Our next operation is to place the stringers 
and clamps. Before cutting any notches 
in the frames it would be well to run a 
temporary stringer along the head of the 
frames at the deckline and another along 

most suitable. the knuckle ‘or chine fastening them light- 
Rudder detail ly with nails. These lines should be abso- 

Prttood 8548 w pine scale. 1 inch lutely fair. If they do not come fair, one 
cote equals 1 foot frame may be slightly to port or starboard 
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causing a swelling or hollow in the line as the case may be. 
The necessary corrections should be made at this time 
so that the lines may be true in all directions. When this 
has been completed the battens can be let into the frames 
as shown on the plans. The batten lines should be fair 
and true also so that the lines of planking will look well. 
Fasten the whole frame together as instructed. The plank- 
ing is put on in the next operation starting with the gar- 
board strake nearest the keel and working out toward the 
chine and continuing toward the top strake. 

Such things as engine girders are next 
installed where called for and bolted up 
securely. 

The deck beams are crowned and can 
be sawn to the radii as shown on drawings 

4 
a After sections of 15-foot Hand V-bot- 

tom runabout. Scale, 1 inch equals 1 
foot. Sections are drawn to the outside 
of planking for which allowance has 

been made 

and securely fastened to clamps and heads of frames. 
Bulkheads,. seats, rudder, engine hatch, slide cover, coam- 

ing around cockpit, and other details are all covered on 
the drawings and the specifications which follow. The finish 
is specified also, but a little leeway can be allowed here in 
the nature of colors, and individual choice exercised, 

Edith being only 15 feet long comes in Class 1—Boats 
under 26 feet, L. O. A., and it will be necessary to carry 
all equipment required by law for boats of this class. 
Lights—A combination red and green lantern and stern 
light; a capable whistle; a life preserver or similar buoyant 
device for each person carried which can be in 
the form of cushions, also a fire extinguisher 
and two copies of the pilot rules. 

(Continued on page 53) 
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My Ideal Auxiliary 

No. 12, Little Pal a 28-Foot Catboat 

By J. B. Barrington 

ELL, boys, this boat is my 
Ideal Auxiliary. You will see 
just how near we have come 

to the best-for-the-purpose when | 
tell you the conditions. The boat, 
first of all, must be as fast under 
sail, for her over-all length, as a 
type can make her, and I think the 
“Old Cat” with lots of canvas is fast 
when properly designed. 

And as for the water and weather, 

Little Pal, the twelfth and last of the 
present series of Ideal Auxiliaries, is of 
the catboat type, and should prove a 
comfortable little craft for her 28 feet 
of length. 

In the February issue we will repro- 
duce the entire series of twelve Ideal 
Auxiliaries and give our subscribers an 
opportunity to register their prefer- 
ence. The amateur designer whose 
plans receive the greatest number of 

sometimes it's rough and blowing votes will be awarded a prize of $65 
ard, and sometimes it’s calm as worth of boat equipment of his own 
can be. Under the latter condition selection. 
we use the little 5 h.p. Frisbie motor, 
that nobody knows is there to take 
us along till the wind can, or per- 
haps we could go up that little stream; that would allow us 
three feet of water below the surface, without getting into 
the skiff and having to row. We would also want to sleep 
aboard when taking short cruises, so there is room for six 
in the cabin, and the fellow who prefers to have much 
fresh air, which fellow would be me, could sleep on the 
bridge. Eating could be accomplished aboard, too. Although 
no galley is shown on the drawings, one would of course be 
installed. I may as well say here that I have purposely left 
out an arrangement plan because the arranging of most 
things below decks can best be done after the boat is built. 
We could then go below, sit on the bunks and talk it over 
with the mate. I haven’t got a mate, so I would have 
to talk to my “Pal.” 
Now for the design. Don’t you think those lines 

are sweet as could be for such a beamy boat? The 
waterlines show a nice, fine entrance, but I am 
sure that they would glide out nicely. The 
buttocks are as good as you'd want, also. 

The construction would be of the best. 
white oak frame and keel. White pine 
deck, floor and bunks, and either 
white pine or cedar planking, this 
planking to be double of 3¢-inch, 
which | suppose isn’t the usual 
way of doing it, but I think 
that a better and stronger 
job could be made of 
the shell in this way. 
The deck and cabin 
top to be canvas 
covered. The 
deck has been 
made wide 

way, so that the helms- 
grasp _ the. stick. 
to the other of the 
over the tiller; 
folded up the 
room _ for 

Lf 

alongside the cabin, be- 

cause I know from expe- 

rience that a few friends 

prefer to use the cabin 

top as a seat, and plenty 

in a case like this we don’t need a 
large one. The rudder, you will note, 
has a balancing portion of it which, 
while perhaps not customary on a 
catboat, I believe would be O.K. 
The method of unshipping the rud- 
der is, first unfasten the tiller and 
slip it out of its sockets, then swing 
the rudder around until its side 
flush with the transom. It will then 
be lifted up. The tiller is made of 
2-inch square iron that runs through 
sockets on the back of the rudder to 
just inside of the cockpit, where the 
iron is hinged to an oak handle by a 
special hinge. This allows the tiller 
to be swung up or down for quite a 

k" man can stand up and still 
| When moving from one side 
at pit, you don’t have to jump 

|!, just lift it up. Also when 
} tiller won’t take as much 

storage. There an iron 
keel fastened to the oak, 
which, although _ princi- 
pally 
makes 

for ballast, also 
the backbone 

| much stronger. A steel 
| centerboard, or rather 

plate, i used. The 
method of raising and 
lowering this I have 
not decided upon, but 
there are a variety of 
ways by means of 
which one could han- 
dle the plate, from 
the cockpit or cabin. 
Two pieces of angle 
iron or “T” iron are 
used to step the 
mast on, as shown 
in drawing. Anoak 

-\  bowsprit is used to 
which the mast’s 

only stay is fastened. An 
iron rod with a turnbuckle 

| will be run from the stem 
to the bowsprit. The spar, 
which is of spruce, is stout 
enough to stand all the 
strain that will be put upon 
it, without additional sup- 
port. The sail area is large 
—being 785 square feet. I 
like a big sheet of canvas. 
I suppose some wouldn’t like 
the sail plan, but by doing 
without a gaff weight is 

saved that may be 
put into the mast. I 
think this form of 
sail is much more 
simple than the or- 
dinary rig. 

is 

‘ 
1S 

1S 

of room for some of the 

larger boots is necessary 

along this part of the - 

deck. The cockpit 1s 

small, especially for a cat, 

but we all know that a 

emall self-bailing cockpit Outboard profile of Little 
has its advantages, and 
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Please remember 
we want speed, and 
not just an easily 
handled one-man 
boat. We don’t mind 
working when the 
wind is a-blowing e Ss ot , > 

hequals\ foot Ty ere’s plenty of 



Sane 1 
Construction sections at stations 2, 4, midship, and 11. Scale, % inch equals 1 foot 

time to rest and take it easy when the motor is set a-going. 
I think the boat, although not heavily built, is strong 

enough for anybody. I would put more bracing around the 
mast, though probably a bulkhead just aft of it would be 
O.K. The dimensions of parts are given on drawings. 

The keel is a piece of white oak, sided 6 inches and 
molded to suit. Its siding is reduced aft of the center- 
board trunk and is only 2% inches at the stern. The 
frames are of 134 x 134-inch white oak and would need 
to be steam bent. A shelf of 2 x 2-inch and a clamp of 
I x 5-inch yellow pine serve to keep the frames well tied 
together. The planking as mentioned before will be 
3g-inch double and cockpit floor and deck beams will vary 
to suit, as shown on drawings. 

The engine selected for this little boat is a single-cylinder 
h.p. Frisbie. This will be readily installed under the 

bridge in the cockpit together with all of its appurtenances. 
a 

Dowels Pronnce — 

Staal Center Protec 

See Ne 4 

fa 

It does not follow that this is the only suitable engine as 
there are numerous others of low power to be had, any of 
which will prove thoroughly practical. 

Extra conveniences will be added in the cabin for the 
comfort of the party while cruising. Little hammocks such 
as are found in Pullman cars are very handy to stow away 
clothing at night. Cleats fastened to the underside of the 
carlins will provide numerous little pockets to stow flags, 
charts, tide tables, and similar small articles. 

A suitable small boat will also be necessary. For this 
purpose probably nothing will surpass the dory type skiff. 
One about 9 or 10 feet long and 3 feet 6 inches wide will 
be fine. This size has the advantage of being light enough 
to be carried on board during a long cruise and can be 
rowed by one man into very shallow water and in addition 
has some measure of seaworthiness when the necessity 
arises. 
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Complete set of lines for Little Pal in profile and plan. Scale, % inch equals 1 foot 
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The table of offsets above is so arranged that the heights 
of all points at various sections are referred to the load 
waterline as the datum plane. Heights given for the sheer- 
line are all above the datum. For the rabbett line the 
heights at stations one and twelve are above the datum 
plane while all the others in between are measured in a 
negative direction or downward. The bottom of the keel 
similarly is measured downward at all stations except num- 

antes 
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ber one, where it is above the waterline. The half breadths 
and diagonals are all laid off on each side of the centerline. 
Heights for the buttock lines are not given in the table, but 
one could readily be prepared from the other 
data supplied if it were found necessary. The 
drawings show the buttocks spaced 12 inches 
apart—the profile of lines shows them as they 
would appear in profile. 
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Restored to her 
former self after 
service in the war 

Photograph by Edwin Levick 

Alacrity again 
looks like a well 

found yacht 

Alacrity, Ex-Subchaser, a Yacht Once More 

with the Navy during the war, Alacrity has been 
all refinished and refurnished and is now again her 

former self. 
She was originally built by the Pusey & Jones Co., Wil- 

mington, Del., from designs by Cox & Stevens, and is 118 
feet by 15% feet by 5% feet, with a gross tonnage of I01 
and a cruising speed of 16 miles, which can be pushed to 
18 if necessary. 

Her new owner, Kenneth B. Van Riper, has replaced 
the original power plant of two Craig gasoline engines 
with a pair of six-cylinder Winton gasoline engines of 
approximately 225 h.p. each. 

. F TER having completed an honorable period of service “NEVERAL of these non-sinkable work boats are now 
giving valuable service to the Standard Oil Co. at 
Tampico, Mex. They were built by the Red Bank 

Yacht Wks., Red Bank, N. J., and are 30 feet long by 10 
feet beam. Air tanks and a self-bailing cockpit make them 
the equal of a lifeboat. 
When running light they are good for 14 mp.h., and 

when loaded with 6 tons of freight they will move at 9 
to 10 m.p.h 

A Sterling Model F heavy-duty 25-55 h.p. motor at a 
maximum of 800 r.p.m. is depended upon for a reliable 
source of power. These are equipped with distributors 
and magneto for ignition. 

Non-sinkable work boat built for service at Tampico, Mexico, for Standard Oil Co. 
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quartering view ef the beat nearest completion. 
Everything is ready for the wmstallation of the 

Model D-4 Scripps engine, which will be 
used to push these craft through the 

waters of the Gulf Stream and 
around the Florida Keys in 

search of fish 

A Fleet of One-Design Cruisers 

Wealthy Winter Residents of Miami, Florida, Decide Upon a Sensible Type 

of Motor Boat Which Will Be Built in Quantity—An Exhaustive Study of 

the Proper Power Plant Leads to the Discard of the Automobile Motor 

By Charles F. Chapman 

FE hear much about standardization these days in the 
various fields of industrial activity, but as vet this 
has been applied to little or no extent in the motor 

boat industry. There are, of course, many reasons why this 
has not been done, but the trend during the last few months 
seems to indicate that before long it will be given much 
more serious consideration, particularly as applied to the 
design of small cruisers and runabouts. 

Perhaps the first example of actual standardization is to 
be seen in the fleet of fifteen cruisers of similar design and 
equipment just completed for the members of the Miami 

‘wo views of the Moae D-4 Scripps 
motors which are used to power the 

fleet of one-design cruisers 

Anglers Club of Miami, Fla. Several points which were 
taken into consideration in the development of these boats 
as a whole is most interesting and speaks well for the 
production of similar fleets in other parts of the country. 

The members of the Miami Anglers Club, who are win- 
ter. residents of Florida, are mostly connected in a business 
way with the automobile industries of this country. When 
it became apparent to them that there was going to be a 
scarcity of boats in the South this winter they began to 
make plans for building their own craft. Quite naturally 
their minds first turned to making use of the automobile 
engine in their boats, and they went into the subject very 
scientifically and first attempted to have designed for them 
a type of boat which would be suited to the automobile 
motor. Mr. Tobin, of the Continental Motor Co., of Detroit, 
Mich., was commissioned to determine for them the hest 
form of power plant for the purposes they had in mind. 
This man in turn appointed Mr. Fredericks, chief engineer, 
and Mr. Kries, experimental engineer of the Continental 
Motor Company, to investigate all available power plants 
and to give their selection thorough testing out before 
making their final recommendations. These gentlemen, 
after experimenting with and testing out a number of auto- 

mobile en- 
gines, came to 
the decisive 
conclusion 
that no auto- 
mobile engine 
with which 
they were fa- 
miliar would 
be suited for 
marine ser- 
vice. They 
therefore pro- 
ceeded to make 
a study of 
the available 



Plans of the boats for the Miami fishermen. 
The design is by Hacker and the power plant a Scripps 

marine plants on the market and came to the conclusion 
that the Model D-4 Scripps motor was best suited for 
powering the boats they had in mind. Included in the work 
of the automobile engines was also a survey of the avail- 
able automobile truck motors on the market and the suit- 
ability of any of these for marine purposes. Their conclu- 
sions were the same; that is, that even these types of motors 
so well suited for heavy duty on land were entirely un- 
suited for any forms of marine service. 

The order for the designs for the fleet of fifteen fishing 
cruisers was given to John L. Hacker, of Detroit. He has 

The keels for the entire fleet 
were laid simu!tancously. This 
shows the boats in the bui'ding in the 
Miami Yacht & Machine Company's yards 

The boats are bui'o n uth a reed deck instead of a trunk cabin as shown here. 

turned out a very modern up-to-date design which is most 
suited for the service. The boats are of the raised-deck 
type, 33 feet in length and g feet beam. A large open cock- 
pit 12 feet in length is planned particularly for fishing pur- 
poses. The draft of 30 inches is such that the boats will 
be able to cruise in any of the shoal waters of the South. 
A maximum speed of about 12 miles an hour is expected, 
‘although motors will throttle down to such an extent that 
a trolling speed of less than 2 miles an hour can be ob- 

This slow speed feature is decidedly of 
(Continued on page 60) 

tained if desired. 



The Latest in Speed Creations 

A Startling Development in Speed Machines, Called by Prof. Bell a Hydrodrome, 

Capable of Being Driven at Speeds Exceeding 70 M. P. H. 

ANADIANS in the vicinity of Baddeck have been area of only four square feet when traveling at 70 h 
startled by the appearance on Bras d’Or (Lake of These planes are designed afte > identi al isles te it the 3 se plane signed after the identical principle in- 
Gold) of Prof. Bell's new speed creation, the hydro- volved in aircraft planes. Their upper surface is cambered 

drome HD-4. This fourth and latest development of an in the same way and act to create a partial vacuum over 
idea in speedy water craft has lately the upper surface which exerts an uplift greater than the 
been disclosed to public view. Com- thrust on the upper surface 
pleted at the laboratories of Prof. Bell They are deter arranged 

similar to the steps of a ladder 
with the smallest one at the 
bottom. Instead of being 
placed parallel to the surface 
of the water they are inclined 
slightly so that the upper edge 
of the lower plane is in the 
same horizontal plane as the 
lower edge of the plane above. 
The effect of this is to make 

the transition from one plane 
to the next one very easy, as 
the speed increases, and the 
planes lift out of the water. 

Three groups of planes 
called hydrofoils are provided, 
one each on port and starboard 
sides forward which carry the 
greater part of the load when 
under way and the third aft 
which acts as a rudder and 
third point of support. This 
triangular arrangement  ob- 
viates any tendency to distort 
the hull in a seaway. 

The hull proper is used to 
ar obtain flotation when the craft 
stern showing ** % test. Its form is that of 
the hydrofoils, 4% elongated stream-lined air- 
these are ro. craft very similar to a minia- 
tatable and act ture R-34. Its length is 60 
as a rudder at feet and diameter 5 fect g in. 

speed 

Copyright 
International 
Film Service 

The Hydro- 
drome afloat on 
the surface, showing | 
the mounting of the Lib- 
erty motors with the four- 

bladed propellers. 

the HD-4 is the culmination of ex- 

periments conducted by Prof. Bell 

and his assistant, F. W. Baldwin. 

The principle of operation in- 

volved in this craft is the reduc- 
tion of the water resistance. 

Similar to the airplane the 
hydrodrome is also equipped with 
planes. But notice the difference, 
the airplane depends for its sup- 
port on the upward reaction of the 
air on the wings. The hydrodrome 
also depends on the upward reac- 
tion of its supporting medium, 
which is water, over which it 
travels. Since the density of sea 
water is almost 800 times that of 
air, it follows that only one-eight- 
hundredth part of the supporting 

area will be required for planes 
acting in the water. Accordingly, 
these supporting planes of steel 
are capable of carrying the entire Prof. Alexander Graham Bell in the cockpit of his latest de- 

weight of the machine on a surface velopment, a cross between the seaplane and the hvydropiane 
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Wintering in the Lap of Spring 

Sunny Days and Moonlight Nights All the Year Round Make Motor Boating 

the King of Sports—Possibilities of the Work Boat as Well as Pleasure Craft 

By Harry H. Dunn 

craft or one which earns for him his living, the South, 
especially through Florida, Mississippi, Louisiana, and 

Texas, is an all-the-year-’round paradise. To many of the 
owners of motor work boats winter is the best season of 
the year, while to those who for pleasure cruise the coasts 
vt the gulf it is more delightful than any other season. 
In Louisiana alone there are 4,800 miles of navigable water- 
ways over which the heavy motor boat traffic of that state 
is handled and on which the pleasure boat owner can cruise 
inland, always protected from any kind of storm, and 
always in the midst of delightful surroundings, as the writer 
knows, because he has cruised over many miles of them and 
worked over many other miles. Doubtless there are twice 
as many more available miles of inland waterways in the 
other states in the eternal summer belt, so that a man might 
pleasurably and profitably pass some years in the explora- 
tion of these streams, many of them historical, many of 
them interesting, all beautiful. 

It is to the working motor 
boat, however, that the South 
gives special privilege, and 
nearly double return of the 
northern commercial boat, 
because in the South there is 
no delay for winter. No 
freezing weather calls for 
more gasoline to keep the en- 
gine warm; no ice and snow 
prevents the doing of the 
work on half a_ thousand 
streams; the products of the 
sea are more in demand in 
winter than in summer, and 
the crops of the land are 
harvested late in the fall or 
in the winter, while the peo- 
ple in all the waterside set- 
tlements of the South are to 
be fed and clothed, with 
little rail competition to the 
motor freighter. 

But the thing that the 
South needs is the develop- 
ment of working motor 

| ‘OR the motor boat owner, whether his be a pleasure 

A winter's day on the Hillsboro River at Tampa, Fla 

boats especially suited to the various occupations in which 
they are engaged. It appears to the writer that the future 
of the motor boat industry and the greater field for the 
men in it is in the work boat and its improvement from 
the huge auxiliaries I have described in a previous issue of 
MoToR BoatinG, down through freight and passenger 
carriers, the oyster luggers, the fish and shrimp runners, 
and the towboats, clear to the little single handers, with 
which so many hundreds of men are making good incomes 
for themselves and their families on the waterways of the 
South. 

It would be quite difficult, probably, to improve, for 
instance, on the lugger type of large fishing boat, mainly 
because of its heavy construction, necessary to meet the 
demands for seaworthiness made upon it by the autumnal 
storms that frequently rage over the fishing banks. Pos- 
sibly, for a similar reason, it would be difficult to improve 
on the large auxiliary fishing schooners, which go out for 
cruises of weeks at a time for 100 or 150 miles from their 

Every day is a full day in 
the boat yards of the South. 
There are no “lay offs” on 

account of weather 

home ports at the oyster 
and fish and shrimp pack- 
eries of the Mississippi 
coast. 

But there is need for 
great improvement in the 
motor freighters in use on 
the streams of Missis- 
sippi, Louisiana, and 
Texas, while the steamers 
now at work on the Mo- 
bile and Warrior Rivers, 
in Alabama, could be re- 
placed; could be crowded 
out of business by motor 
freight- and passenger-car- 
rying boats, just as they 
have been, to large extent, 



The grounds and clubhouse of the 
Southern Yacht Club at New Orleans 

in Louisiana, if the proper kind 
of motor boats were devised and 
built for the work. The most 
successful water carrier in the 
South for years has been the flat- 
bottomed, broad-beamed, two-or- 
three-decked steam packet, de- 
vised either before or after the 
Civil War. 

Its size enables the packet to 
carry comparatively large cargoes 
as well as a number of passen- 
gers—this latter being no small 
item where there is no railroad 
connection, as is the case in some 
11,000 square miles of western 
Louisiana. Yet the motor boat builder has not as yet con- 
sidered this type of boat for bayou and canal service, though 
his power plant would be smaller for the same power, his 
crew fewer in number for the same work, and his operating 
expenses considerably less than on the packet. Possibly the 
reader may think that this digression about steam and motor 
packets and their relative values has nothing to do with 
the elimination of winter’s trials and delays in the South. 
On the contrary, it has a great deal, for in the South 
the packet works every day in the year, and the owner of 
the motor boat packet would average about three or four 
months more of good business there than he would on 
streams further north. 

The motor freighter which competes with the packet 
today, however, is of barely half the size of the steamboat, 
though its draft is almost as great, while its carrying 
capacity is less than half that of the larger craft. By the 
same ratio of size and results, the motor freighter cannot 
carry the passengers that the packet can handle; neither 
can it make such long trips, both because it cannot carry 
freight enough for long journeys, nor yet gasoline or oil 
sufficient to keep it going, whereas the packet takes fuel in 
the shape of cordwood from the bank and water from the 
stream. But if the motor packet were of approximately 
the same size as the steam packet it would have similar 
cargo carrying capacity, and its lessened power plant space 
would give room for abundant fuel to cover as many miles 
of the streams as does the packet. 

The most profitable motor freighters of the more distant 
parts of Louisiana, however, are the boats built originally 
for the carrying of fish, oysters, and shrimps to’ market 
from Barataria, Timbalier, and Atchafalaya Bays and the 
fishing settlements in between. Each equipped with a long, 
wide, cpen hole, the power plant and wheel set far back, 
these little rcueh-weather craft, few of which average more 
than ten or twelve tons in carrying capacity, load them- 
selves to the waterline with merchandise for the people of 

Quananiche, one of the cruisers of the Southern Yacht Club’s fleet 

lower Louisiana on their return trips for fish, and thus 
waste no time coming or going. They are never tied up, 
save for absolutely essential repairs to hull or engine, and 
their busiest season in winter, when the shrimp and oyster 
seasons are in full swing. 

Handling seafoods, which have to be carried in a hold 
which is virtually an ice-box, these boats could not well be 
changed, even though better craft could be designed for 
the return trip with merchandise. To see them plowing 
through Lake Salvador, with its treacherous twelve or four- 
teen feet of water, regardless of sea or wind or rain, or 
racing up Harvey or the Barataria and Lafourche Canals, 
speeding to get ahead of Leon or Ambrose or Pierre to the 
“Nawleens market,” is to realize that their distant designer, 
whoever he may have been, picked the best possible type of 
boat for the work in hand. 

Between waving rows of sugar cane in mid-December, 
past fields of rice like brown mats spread on leagues of 
swamp, under moss-hung oaks through the Land of Evange- 
line, their French Creole crews of two or three men shout- 
ing a friendly “How yu mak?” to every passerby, these 
boats carry everything from the Christmas trees of mid- 
winter to the fireworks of the Fourth of July to the remote 
villages of the South. And they bring back a supply of 
seafood which, for New Orleans alone, is worth something 
more than $2,000,000 a year. 

Within the last two or three years a rather new type of 
boat has come into these waters in the form of the small, 
comparatively light towing or pushing motor boat. These 
boats are narrower than one would expect a towboat to be, 
but rather deep of draft, and not intended for rough water. 
Their power is low, generally a 6 or 8 h.p. heavy-duty 
engine, with a wheel set into a tunnel stern, yet one of them 
will handle two large barges of sugar cane, a floating tank 
of 35,000 gallons of molasses, or a flathoat of merchandise 
at 6 or 7 miles an hour through the canals and bayous more 
auickly than a freight train. 



SMALL MOTOR BOATS 

Their Care, Construction, and Equipment 

A Monthly Prize Contest Conducted by Motor Boatmen 

Questions Submitted for the March Prize Contest 
1. Describe how you would go alongside a ship or boat which 

is underway or stopped in open water, telling which side to approach 
and how to do it, what lines to get out, and how to proceed when 
you cast off from her. 

Suggested by A. F. L., Huntington, N. Y. 
3. 

2. Describe and illustrate a practical readily removable con- 
tainer for batteries and coil. One that can be properly, easily, and 
quickly taken from or placed in position on an open boat if owner 
so desires. 

Suggested by C. E. B., Fall River, Mass. 
Describe and illustrate with sketches the most simple and 

accurate method to obtain a motor boat’s lines from the actual 
boat. 

Suggested by H. € an New York, N. Y. 

NSWERS to the above questions for the 
to the Editor of MoToR BoatinG, 

must be (a) in‘our hands on or before February 7, (b) 
words long, (c) written on one side of the paper only, 
panied by the senders’ names and addresses. 

The name will be withheld and initials used. 
QUESTIONS for the next contest must reach us on or before 

February 7. The Editor reserves the right to make such changes 
and corrections in the accepted answers as he may deem necessary. 

The prizes are: For each of the best answers to the questions 
below, any article or articles sold by an advertiser advertising in the 
current issue of MoToR BoatinG of which the advertised price 
does not exceed $25, or a credit of $25 on any article which sells 

March issue addressed 
119 West 40th St., ‘ork New York, 

about 500 
(d) accom- 

Rules for the Prize Contest 
for more than that amount. There are three prizes—one for each 
question—but a contestant need send in an answer to only one if he 
does not care to answer all. 

For answers which we print that do not win a prize we pay space 
rates. 

For each of the questions selected for use in the following month's 
contest, any article or articles sold by an advertiser advertising in 
this issue of MoToR BoatinG, of which the advertised price does 
not exceed $5, or a credit of $5 on any article which sells for more 
than that amount. 

All details connected with the ordering of the prizes selected by the 
winners must be handled by us. The winners should be particular to 
specify from which advertisers they desire to have their prizes ordered. 

Making a Landing with Twin Screws 

Methods of Operating a Twin-Screw Boat in Approaching or Leaving a Landing Stage Are 
Carefully Explained by Experienced Motor Boatmen 

Answers to the Following Prize Question Published in the November Issue 
Describe how to handle a boat equipped with two engines and propellers such as docking and leaving a wharf by going ahead 
with one engine and backing up with the other and using rudder at some time in different positions. Use 

Maneuvering with Twin Screws 
(The Prize-Winning Answer) 

ITH rudder amidships a twin-screw boat having 
right- and left-hand wheels for her starboard and 
port motors respectively, will swing to port when 

going ahead on her starboard motor, and to starboard 
when only the port propeller is turning. On going astern 
with her starboard engine working she will also describe 
a circle to port, and the direction will be the opposite when 
the port motor is doing the kicking. Generally speaking, 
the stern of a vessel which is in the reverse motion will 
swing to port or starboard in obedience to the starboard 
or port propeller whether the rudder is amidships or in 
any other position, although refinements of design or the 
direction of the wind may make her more responsive to her 
helm. 

To take the simplest possible landing, we have the situa- 
tion of a boat going alongside a wharf where there are 
plenty of bollards and no other boats. The owner shuts 
off both engines when he is a little distance off and ap- 
proaches at a barely perceptible angle. When his bow is 
nearly abreast of a bollard he lands a man with a line on 
the wharf and gives a kick astern on his outboard ( farthest 
from the wharf) motor. The stern swings in, another 
line is passed, and the landing is completed. There is no 
need for sagging down on springs when two motors are 
available. 

If while he is lying at the wharf another boat has 
moored alongside him, the process of getting under way 
is a littke more complicated, but it is not difficult unless 
there is a strong wind blowing him on or there is other 
shipping directly astern of him. Conditions being normal, 
he transfers the other boat’s bowline from his own cleat 
to the dock, casts off his own lines and kicks astern on the 
inboard (nearest his dock) motor. This throws his own 
stern and the other boat away from the dock and when 
he has a little clearance he goes astern slightly on the out- 
board propeller and so backs down parallel to the line of the 
wharf. When his bow is clear he may stop the outboard 
motor and again reverse the inboard, swinging astern in 
a wide circle, or while the outboard propeller is still re- 
versing he may go ahead on the inboard and thus thrust 
his bow into the stream. 

A landing presenting greater difficulties is one where for- 
ward motion is limited to a certain point by a sharp angle in 
the wharf, and where the approach is restricted by cther 
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sketches if necessary 

vessels. Assume that a space a few feet longer than the 
length of the boat is available, that a ship moored at one end 
of this space makes a gradual approach impossible, and that 
the boat, therefore, must come to the wharf at an angle 
of forty-five degrees or more. Here is a situation calling 
for the use of the rudder as well as the wheels, and the 
owner will do well to move slowly and think quickly. Di- 
recting his bow toward the middle of the vacant space he 
passes close to the moored ship and turns his rudder until 
he is headed for the corner of the wharf and his bow has 
a tendency to swing slightly outward. Then when he 
has come to within a few feet of his limit, he reverses his 
outboard propeller, holds his rudder angle until the boat 
has gathered sternway and then shifts his rudder. Assum- 
ing that a starboard landing is being made, the effect of 
the port propeller in reverse is to throw the stern in and 
accelerate the movement of the bow away from the dock. 
Going ahead on the starboard motor brings the stern still 
farther in, but before the boat begins to pivot in one spot, 
both propellers are stopped and the port or outboard one 
started ahead. As the boat still has a little sternway, the 
effect of this is not only to bring the bow back in, but to 
move the whole boat slightly toward the dock. If this 
maneuver has not succeeded in bringing her in to heaving 
distance it will be necessary to seesaw ahead and astern 
on the outboard propeller until the lines may be cast. 

Where mooring space is still further restricted it is 
sometimes necessary to make a stern landing. This is done 
by advancing parallel with the line of the wharf until the 
turning center of the boat is nearly abreast the open space. 
Then the captain puts the rudder hard over away from the 
wharf and with only the inboard propeller running de- 
scribes a short arc until the boat is nearly perpendicular to 
the wharf. Stopping the motor and reversing on the other 
until perpendicularity has been attained, he then runs 
astern on both, using the rudder slightly or varying the 
speed of the propellers to maintain a straight course. 
While he is still well out in the stream he lets go the 
anchor and uses it as well as the motors (in the ahead mo- 
tion) to check the speed as his stern approaches the wharf, 
and gets out first the quarter line which is upstream or 
upwind. 

Owing to varying stages of the wind and tide, identical 
conditions are rarely encountered, but the experience 
gained from different situations will soon make the owner 
an adept in handling his craft. 

A. FLT , Huntington, N. Y. 



The Effect of Rudder and Propellers 

HE action of a boat when backing and filling, as in 
approaching or leaving a dock, depends largely upon 
the rudder design and its position in relation to the 

propeller. In a twin-screw installation the direction of ro- 
tation of the propellers whether ahead or back also has a 
marked influence on steering. This relation of the rudder 
and propeller is a subject unfamiliar to most motor boat 
operators. 

The simplest case is that of a boat being towed on a 
long line from the extreme bow. Here there is no pro- 
peller race, and when the rudder is in a direct fore and 
aft position the water flows around the stern with an equal 
pressure on each side of the rudder and the boat holds 
true. When the rudder is put over at an angle the equili- 
brium of pressure is destroyed and the increased pressure 
causes the bow to swing in the direction towards which the 
rudder is turned. 

Aside from the rudder the propeller has a marked in- 
fluence on the turning of a boat. A single-screw boat hav- 
ing a right-hand propeller will bear off to port if the rud- 
der is let go, while a left-hand propeller would swing the 
boat to starboard. A right-hand propeller is one which 
viewed from the ground behind the boat rotates in a clock- 
wise direction, or turns its top from left to right when 
driving the boat forward. 

In a twin-screw installation having right and left-hand 
propellers both turning at the same speed one would bal- 
ance the other and the boat would run true. 

The bottom of the propeller turns in denser and less dis- 
tuibed water than the upper part of the wheel. This tends 
to roll the stern to starboard as if it were on a wheel run- 
ning on the ground. 

Twin-screw boats having a single rudder not directly in 
the race of either propeller, will require nearly twice the 
space to turn in that is needed by a single-screw boat, pro- 
vided that both motors are kept running at the same speed. 
3y slowing down or cutting off the motor on the inside 

of the turn, thus causing the outside motor to do all the 
driving the turn may be made much shorter and in less time. 

Twin rudders each located in the propeller race will in- 
crease the rapidity of turning and facilitate maneuvering. 
In a twin-screw installation having a single rudder the boat 
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could hardly be held on a course at slow speed owing to 
the rudder not being in the race, and the increased tendency 
of the boat to swing to port or starboard when only one 
motor was operating. Varying the motor speeds would 
cause an unequal propeller thrust, tendency to throw the 
boat off her course unless counteracted by the rudder. 

In backing a twin-screw boat, steering is much more 
certain than in a single-screw installation. There is no 
propeller race working on the rudder, but the relation of 
the rudder and propellers and the stern of the boat are 
such that the boat may be backed in either direction by us- 
ing the rudder and varying the propeller speeds. When 
backing the propeller action is much stronger than the 
rudder. 

It is considered good practice to make landings against 
the tide and with both propellers driving at the same speed. 
Should the rudder require a little help, speeding up on the 
outside motor will throw the bow in and in an emergency 
the inside wheel might be reversed, but much of the effect 
will be lost due to conflicting streams of water and the 
possible cavitation or churning of the propellers. In back- 
ing away reversing the outside wheel would pull the bow 
from the dock and at the same time hold off the stern. 
When running ahead from a dock let the inside motor drive 
harder to throw out the bow, then slack her down. 

In order to know just how a boat will handle and at what 
speeds to run the motors and where to set the rudder it 
is necessary to try out the boat in unobstructed waters. 
In tide-water the eddies and currents are sometimes strong 
enough to exert a marked influence on steering when back- 
ing or making landings. As the propeller race acts on the 
rudder before the boat makes way, have the motors turning 
at a fair rate of speed as soon as the clutch is thrown in. 

The fact that the working face of the propeller blades 
does not function when backing, also has some influence 
on steering, as the back of the blades propel the boat and 
being convex to give the required strength, do not take 
the same hold on the water. 

Knowing the action of the propeller in deviating the 
course and hindering backing with the rudder, and having 
tried out the boat, it should be possible with a little prac- 
tice to back in or out of a slip and make landings using 
both screws without getting into difficulties. 

W. B. M., Newburgh, N. Y. 

Best Methods of Cooking on Small Boats 

The Old Reliable Shipmate Seems to Be the Favorite with Oil 
Stoves a Close Second 

Answers to the Following Prize Question Published in the November Issue 

Describe and illustrate with sketches what experience has shown you to 
be the most efficient type of cook stove for the small motor boat 

Believes in Coal 
(The Prize-Winning Answer) 

HERE is scarcely a single item of a motor boat’s 
I equipment, except perhaps the engine, more impor- 

tant than the galley stove, yet it is surprising to see 
the large number of power boatmen who have yet to ac- 
quire the proper stove to give maximum comfort and effi- 
ciency under all conditions throughout the entire cruis- 
ing season. I believe in many cases the novice is too 
closely guided by the marine hardware salesman, who per- 
haps in nine cases out of ten has never placed a foot in 
a cruiser’s galley and therefore has but little conception of 
the requirements of a good cook stove. 

For short cruises of a day or two when the crew is will- 
ing to rough it and subsist upon canned goods there is 
nothing better than a liquid fuel stove, whether it burns 
gasoline, kerosene or alcohol, but for the man who expects 
to make extended cruises, or desires to live aboard for 
one or two months during the cruising season these liquid 
stoves leave much to be desired. 

The objections to the liquid fuel stoves are many, fuel 
for them cannot always be obtained in some “out-of-the- 
way” place you may care to visit and it frequently happens 
that the necessary fuel is difficult to obtain in many of the 
small towns without spending an hour or so to obtain it, 
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in which case it is time almost lost which otherwise may 
have been more profitably spent. Liquid fuel stoves, un- 
less given extraordinary care and attention are dangerous 
and hardly a season passes but what some unfortunate 
owner looses his craft and barely escapes with his life 
through the use of these stoves. They frequently give 
out a disagreeable odor after they have been extinguished 
and are extremely hard on the cooking utensils in that 
some types the flame produces an intense heat which burns 
out the pots and pans unless they are carefully watched. 
The burners on some of the liquid fuel stoves are a con- 
stant source of trouble and annoyance, they become readily 
clogged and corroded and require frequent overhauling. 
The valves, being of brass, become worn in a surprisingly 
short space of time producing leaks which are a great 
source of danger unless the packing is frequently renewed 
and looked after. 

I have cruised on all types of craft for a number of years 
and during this period have tried and experimented with 
many of the various makes of liquid fuel stoves and have 
found from my own experience, for true comfort from 
early spring till late fall there is nothing in the cook stove 
line equal to the little “Shipmate” range. It is not right 
however to call all small coal stoves “Shipmates”; this is 
simply a manufacturer’s name and there are other equally 
good coal stoves on the market, the name “Shipmate” how- 
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ever | find is universally applied to all small coal stoves 
for marine use so 1 have taken the liberty to designate 
these small stoves by that name. The “Shipmate” is not 
confined to the use of any particular fuel, coal, wood, 
charcoal or coke may be used and for summer use I pre- 
fer charcoal for by its use a quick hot fire may be had in 
a few moments and after the meal has been prepared the 
fire dies down very rapidly and leaves a cool sweet cabin 
free from all odors. To get down to actual figures it is 
indeed surprising how small some of these stoves are, 
taking up but little more room than the average two-burner 
liquid fuel stove, yet they combine an oven for roasts, pies, 
bread, and cakes and a broad expanse on top upon which 
to arrange the various pots. 

A few words about the 
proper installation of a 
“Shipmate.” These stoves 
are usually supplied with 
four removable legs which 
may be taken off if there 
is not sufficient head- 
room above the top of 
the stove. After you 1 
have selected the place 
where you desire the 
stove to be placed a 
good solid support or 
foundation should be 
provided. Now lay i | | 
three or four thick- 
nesses of good asbestos | | 
upon this foundation and 
cover it with a sheet of 22-gauge zinc, after this zinc has 
been properly tacked pot place the “Shipmate” on it and 
secure it by means of the little rings that will be found at 
each end of the stove. A “water deck iron” should be 
provided where the stove pipe protrudes through the deck 
or cabin house and the brass or galvanized iron smoke flue 
topped with a Liverpool or Pilot head of the same material 
will prevent back drafts in all weather conditions. 

H. C. H., New York, N. Y. 

Galley Stoves for Small Cruisers 

(5 coat stoves divide themselves into five classes: 
Coal, alcohol, gasoline, kerosene, and electric. The 
coal stove has many advantages on commercial 

and large pleasure craft, but the inconvenience and space 
required for handling coal and ashes make its use imprac- 
tical on the small pleasure cruiser excepting in the unusual 
case where the boat is used in cold weather and the heat 
of a coal stove is appreciated to such an extent as to off- 
set its inconvenience. 

The alcohol stove is an improvement over the coal stove 
for purely cooking purposes, in that it is used like the gas 
stove on shore only when cooking, and does not make its 
presence objectionable by throwing out heat when 
not in use. This advantage is also possessed by the 
gasoline, kerosene and electric stoves. It has the ob- 
jection, however, of being a slow fire and also an ex- 
pensive one at the present prices of both wood and 
denatured alcohols. 

The gasoline stove operates on the principle of the 
painter’s blow torch or plumber’s fire pot. It is perfectly 
safe in itself, can- 
not spill or explode 
if upset and gives 
an intensely hot iS 
flame compared |C}— 
with that of the al- | j | 
cohol stove. It is |“** 
cheaper to operate 
than the alcohol - 
stove and its fuel 
is the same as that 
of the boat’s power Se" >™ 
plant, necessitat- |(¢e—: 
ing no_ separate 
cans or tanks, 

Its only danger 
is the inflammabil- 
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An oil burner for the aieen developed by E. F. B. 
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ity of the fuel exposed at the time of refilling the stoves. 
Under the heading of kerosene stoves there are two dis- 

tinct types. The first is the familiar blue flame kerosene 
stoves with tank placed higher than the burners and feed- 
ing by gravity. This type is satisfactory in so far as its 
cooking ability is concerned, but it is large and cumber- 
some and not exactly safe where there is any danger of 
its being upset. 

The second type is the type illustrated in the sketch and 
for the small cruiser is the safest, cheapest, and most com- 
pact stove that can be used. The stove, like the gasoline 

type operates on the 
1t. jeon PIPE painter’s torch principle. 

-4Gr ner The kerosene is con- i Ou’ 
4 ‘Si rf Bows tained in the tank at the 

bottom and is fed by 
pressure pumped up by a 
small hand pump con- 
nected to the tank. Like 
the painter’s torch it re- 
quires pre-heating be- 
tore it will thoroughly 
vaporize the kerosene 
and a small quantity of 
alcohol is burned off in 
the cup under the burner 
to accomplish this, after 
which it will burn with 
a blue, clean, and in- 
tensely hot flame. It will 
not spill or explode if 

upset and the fuel is not as dangerous to handle as gaso- 
line, or if spilt in refilling the stove, it does not form an 
explosive gas in the bilge. 

I have used two of these stoves in a galley arranged as 
shown in the sketch. The stove compartment is zine cov- 
ered and is placed about 4 inches lower than the rest of 
the galley. The stoves are fastened down with brass 
clips screwed to the galley as shown in the drawing and 
a railing of galvanized %4-inch pipe is placed 1% inches 
above the top of the stoves to prevent the pots or pans slid- 
ing off in a seaway. This outfit is the most practical. 

W. E. M., Philadelphia, Pa. 
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| Galley arrangement with 
| kerosene stoves suggested 

by W.E 

Using Oil on the Shipmate 

HERE are few boatmen who have done any real 
cruising that do not feel that the wood or coal stove 

=. is the only real kind. They often do without this kind 
of stove, however, because of: the difficulty of 
carry; ing wood or coal in quantities, and 

scribed 
fire; and at 

there need be no time lost making a 
the same time the stove will be there in 

case you wish to use 
wood or coal during a 
cool snap. 

also to the length of time necessary to get up a 
cooking fire. With the device about to be de- 

This device can be made 
up for a dollar or so and 
will permit the burning of 
kerosene in the fire-box of 
the coal or wood stove. It 
can easily be disconnected 
from the stove; so that 
wood or coal can be used. 
Primarily the device consists 
of a cast iron box a couple of 
inches smaller all around 
than the bottom of your 
grate. The box will be 1% 

‘inches deep. Supported on a 
couple of lugs from the bot- 
tom of the box there are two 
lengths of ¥%-inch standard 
brass pipe; connected with two 

brass ells and a close nipple at one end. 
The other end of the bottom pipe is 
closed with a pipe cap. The other end 

(Continued an page 60) 



How to Go About the Engine Overhauling 

Methods Adopted by Systematic Mechanics Which Insure Finding 
Again a Place for All Parts 

Answers to the Following Prize Question Published in the November Issue 

Give systematic directions, using sketches if necessary, for taking down and reassembling 
the average engine. 

(The Prize-Winning Answer) 

. ° . 
Systematic and Orderly Overhauling 

O matter whether the motor to be overhauled is of 
the two-cycle or four-cycle type, equipped with 

; jump spark or make and break ignition, the general 
principle and method of a systematic overhauling will be 
much the same. Of course, however, in the case of some 
of the more elaborately designed four-cycle engines there 
will be considerably more actual detail work to be done as 
compared with some of the simpler two-cycle types. This 
being of course due to the fact that the latter will by far 
have fewer parts than the first mentioned. 

It is indeed difficult to set forth the exact procedure 
that should be followed when carrying out the work, for in 
all cases upon the condition of the power plant alone de- 
pends just what is to be done. However, we will suppose 
that it is to be a general inspection and overhauling of a 
motor that has been a year or two in continuous operation, 
the chief aim being to guard against any later possible 
chance of accident from some unforeseen cause. 

First of all it will be well to make up some sort of a rigid 
wooden support or bed upon which you can firmly hold the 
motor while doing the work. Along with the necessary tools 
required should be collected severai decent sized light 
wooden boxes in which the various smaller parts can be 
deposited in neat and proper order as they are disassembled. 
Before any two adjoining pieces are removed they should 
be carefully marked with corresponding marks to insure 
their return to the exact original position. This should be 
strictly adhered to, no matter whether the parts are of such 
vast importance as timing gears or pieces of comparatively 
minor consequence. Before starting to dismantle, take time 
to go over the entire power plant thoroughly and study 

Bene’ re coerienc 

State fully the precautions to be taken to insure a satisfactory job 

the worn portions and what is needed in the way of ad- 
justment. 
Commence the taking apart with the removal of the 

heavy flywheel and following on by carefully dismantling 
all the smaller parts affixed to the cylinder castings. With 
the motor stripped of the outer parts the cylinder casting 
can be removed from the base and the inner portion made 
easily get-at-able. Some of the inner portions, such as the 
piston rings, wrist pins, etc., can have their proper placings 
marked on tags which can be tied to the parts with string. 

When all the parts have been separately taken apart each 
should be thoroughly cleaned with kerosene and a stiff brush 
and then wiped off well with a soft cloth. The worn parts 
should be given whatever attention they require in readiness 
for reassembling. The faced portions that need new gaskets 
should be absolutely cleaned and the gaskets prepared. 

With all the component parts thoroughly cleaned and in 
proper order for again setting up, the work of assembling 
and adjusting can begin. As each individual piece is put 
back wipe same and if it be a part that requires lubrication 
a covering of oil should be smeared on. Make each adjust- 
ment carefully, slight nothing and finish up each part com- 
plete before starting on another one; don’t skip from one 
to the other before finishing. With the motor completely 
reassembled it can be tried out for compression, and a tem- 
porary rigging set up in the cellar for a short running so as 
to see that all things are in order. 

With the overhauling work finished to satisfaction the 
casting can be given a coating of heat-resisting enamel and 
the brass work polished in readiness for re-installing. 

By following out the foregoing simple directions, together 
with the suggestions set forth in the accompanying sketches 
and by taking the precaution to do each step of the work in 
a neat, orderly manner, the result will be all that you desire. 

C. E. B., Fall River, Mass. 
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Replace Parts Where Found, is Good 

Advice 

r [ire is down a gasoline engine of the usual marine 
type is a job that need not frighten the boatman of 
average mechanical ability, provided he will exercise 

a little care and adhere to a systematic method of working. 
A ten-cent note-book is the best means for remembering 
where a part belongs. When any part is removed, note in 
the book exactly how it was positioned before removal, so 
that later on you can put it back correctly. It is often nec- 
essary to remove closely adjacent and overlapping parts in 
a certain order; and this should be noted in the book so that 
in assembling again the reverse order can be readily followed. 

Use close-fitting fixed-jaw and socket wrenches wherever 
possible; use pipe wrench on pipes only. Do not force obstt- 
nate parts too hard till you are sure they will not break. 
Coax rusted nuts with kerosene or a blow-torch. 

All outside fittings, piping, etc., should be removed before 
loosening any cylinder bolts. Tag these fittings carefully 
with concise memoranda and much time will be saved and 
uncertainty avoided when assembling. 

Nuts, bolts, screws, etc., should be placed in small boxes, 
a separate box for each group of parts, with a tag on each 
box showing where the parts go. Each nut, etc., should be 
replaced in the exact place from which it was removed, as 
far as possible, even though several of a group are appar- 
ently alike; they will always fit their old places best. 

With solid-head cylinders, preferably lift cylinders off 
while pistons are connected to crankshaft. With removable- 
head cylinders, remove pistons before cylinders. After re- 
moving the pistons, wrap them in waxed paper and then 
very thickly in newspapers; they will then be safe from rust 
and damage. Tag the connecting-rods carefully so they can 
be replaced exactly as before and facing in the same direc- 
tion. Never transpose from one cylinder to another. Keep 
the caps and the bushings with their own rods, so marked 
that when replaced they will never be reversed end for end. 

Timing gears should be “spotted” before removal by 
lightly marking with a center-punch one, two or three dots 
on simultaneously intermeshing teeth of all the gears. After 
removal, enlarge these dots with a 1/16-inch drill to make 
them easily legible. When replacing, set the gears by these 
marks, exactly as they were originally. 

For such parts as camshafts, make a rough sketch in the 
note-book similar to this: 
Gee" 2nd recllar bearing 

‘s> iz “3 = | ye | collar 

tes = ap aernny ye paep 
eon calenthis 

Then make concise notes like this: “Camshaft, inlet; when 
cam I, forward, points up, 2 points toward cylinder, 3 
points down, 4 points away from cylinder. Shaft projects 
¥% inch beyond gear and 7/32 inch beyond pump eccentric.” 
The sketch will show the relative positions of parts so that 
assembling will be easy and certain. 
When assembling, use new gaskets everywhere; the old 

ones can seldom be made tight. With multiple cylinder en- 
gines having manifolds extending from cylinder to cylinder, 
first bolt the cylinders loosely to the base; then bolt the 
manifolds in place loosely. Then little by little tighten all 
nuts in such manner that all joints come up tight at about 
the same time. The joints then adjust themselves properly. 
When replacing the piston of a two-cycle motor, be sure 

the baffle-plate on top is located in the same relative position 
in the cylinder as it was originally. When tightening cylin- 
der-head nuts, or similar groups, first turn down two dia- 
metrically opposite nuts lightly; then two other diametrically 
opposite nuts lightly, and so forth. When all are lightly 
tightened, go over all again in the same order, tightening 
slightly more. Repeat until all are finally tight. Never turn 
one nut of such a group down hard while the rest are loose. 

After assembling, compare everything with the notes 
taken. Look carefully to see if any nuts, small tools, etc., 
have been left in the crankcase. Then start the engine and 
run moderately for half an hour, listening closely for knocks 
or unusual noises. Stop the engine and tighten any parts 
that may have loosened. Look especially at the connecting- 
rods and see that the nuts and cotter-pins are all right. 

H. B., Washington, D. C. 
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Proper Tool Outfit is Necessary 

EFORE starting to take down the average engine, it is 
essential to have at hand the proper kinds and sizes 
of tools. There should be a goodly assortment of 

S-wrenches, a couple of monkey wrenches of different sizes, 
a large and small Stilson wrench, two or three screw-driv- 
ers, a valve-spring remover, hammers, cold chisels and files 
and any special spanners or other tools needed for the par- 
ticular motor. A set of socket wrenches will be found a 
most valuable addition, as it will save much tiine in remov- 
ing and replacing the numerous screws and nuts, especially 
in the inaccessible places. 

Other necessary items are a couple of gallons of kero- 
sene, a small pail and a brush with which to wash the parts 
in the kerosene, several cigar-boxes to hold small parts, and 
some rags or waste. Valve-grinding compound, carbon and 
bearing scrapers, and an assortment of cotter-pins and lock 
washers will also be wanted. A work-bench and a vise 
should be available. 

The first step is to remove all the small parts and accesso- 
ries, such as spark-plug, wires, coil, etc. The terminals of 
the various wires should be marked so that they may be 
replaced correctly without loss of time. In fact, it is advis- 
able to mark all parts about which there might be any ques- 
tion as to where and how they are attached when it comes 
time to replace them. 

Next remove the exhaust and intake manifolds and de- 
tach the carbureter so that it can be cleaned. Take out the 
valve-plugs and remove the valves, being sure the position 
of each is indicated. Remove all the water pipes and con- 
nections and take off the pump as well as any other attach- 
ments that will interfere with the removal of the cylinders 
from the crankcase. If it is necessary to disconnect the 
magneto, the coupling should be marked and a memoran- 
dum made of the position of one cylinder, which has been 
placed on firing center, and of the magneto distributor, 
thereby saving time and trouble in reassembling. 
Now remove the nuts that hold the cylinder on and care- 

fully lift the cylinders from the pistons. If the motor has 
separate cylinders, the position of each must be marked on 
it. If cylinders are cast en bloc, care must be exercised in 
lifting them from the pistons and it is best done by two per- 
sons or by the use of a chain-hoist or tackle. The rings can 
now be removed from one piston at a time and the grooves 
cleaned of carbon. Replace each ring in its own groove, 
using care not to break it. The proper way to put on a ring 
is to place three strips of thin steel, like old hacksaw blades, 
against the side of the piston and slide the rings down over 
them. 

Next take off hand-hole covers, if any, and test and adjust 
the main shaft bearings and the crank-pin bearings of the 
connecting-rods. Also examine the wrist-pins. See if there 
is wear in the camshaft bearings and in the push-rod guides. 
Timing gears can be inspected for wear at this time. 
While the cylinders are off, the carbon can be thomughly 
cleaned out and the valves ground. 

Having adjusted the bearings and properly looked after 
the piston rings, the cylinders can be replaced. This will re- 
quire two persons with the help of a tackle overhead or 
three without it, two to hold the cylinder casting and the 
third to compress the rings and guide the pistons into the 
cylinders. The rings are compressed by means of a thin 
steel strap around the piston. Be careful that the joints in 
the rings are not in line, one above the other. They must be 
equally spaced around the piston. Fasten cylinders securely 
and replace valves and valve-plugs. 

At this point the smaller parts of the mechanism can be 
cleaned and examined. These parts include the water and 
oil pumps, the magneto, the carbureter, spark-plug, etc. The 
oil pump will probably need no more than a good cleaning 
but the water pump may require new bushings and packing. 
Nothing should be attempted with the magneto except 
cleaning the carbons and distributor and filing, or adjusting 
points of the breaker mechanism. Anything more than this 
needs the services of an expert. The carbureter should be 
taken apart and cleaned, retaining the original adjustment, 
if possible. Spark-plugs are taken apart, cleaned and the 
spark-gap adjusted. 

There are several precautions that must be kept in mind 
(Continued on page 60) 
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Starting Correctly to Build 

VIlI—Various Kinds of Engine Beds Which Are Suitable for Small 

Craft with Some Notes on Some of the Better Ways to Construct Them 

HE type of boat com- 
bined with the type of 
engine to be installed are 

the two principal items to con- 
sider before deciding upon the 
general makeup of the engine 
bed. An engine bed should be 
something more than just a 
convenient anchorage for a 
motor. It should be a useful 
part of the boat’s construc- 
tion. 

The vibration set up by dif- 
ferent types of motors are 
quite different, and for this 
reason the engine beds for a 
single-cylinder motor must be 
constructed differently from 
those for a six- or an eight- 
cylinder machine. 

A popular impression is that 
engine beds which extend for 
a long distance forward and 
aft absorb vibration. I am in 
doubt about this. Rather | 
think that beds of moderate 

By William Atkin 

This article is the eighth of a series by Mr. 
Atkin which will take up the complete building 
of a boat, step by step, in the proper order in 
which the construction work should be done. 

A brief resumé of previous articles is given for 
ready reference: 

I—June 1919—The Laying Down of Lines—and 
the Proper Interpretation of the Plans. 

Ii—July 1919—Shaping the Stem, Keel, and 
Deadwood. 

Iif—August 1919—Constructing the Deadwood 
and Boring the Shaftlog. 

IV—September 1919—Various Methods of Stern 
Construction, Setting Up the Keel, and 
Bending of Frames. 

V—October 1919—Steaming Woods, Fitting the 
Floors, Frame Fastenings, and Cutting the 
Limbers. 

VI—November 1919—Methols of Planking and 
Caulking the Hull. 

Vif—December 1919—Beveling the Frames and 
Fitting the Deck Beams. 

Useful methods and practice followed by boat 
builders which will prove valuable to the amateur 
as well.—Editor. 

| 

| 
| 
| 
| 

| 

| 

| 

motor spread far enough to 
allow the flywheel to swing be- 
tween them. Here, one might 
well think, should be a vibra- 
tionless boat. But it was not. 
In fact when the motor was 
running there was so much vi- 
bration in the after cockpit that 
everything danced about as 
though animated, cushions, 
chairs, and everything else that 
was loose. Amidships the vi- 
bration was bad, too. And also 
at the bow. 

After a period of various 
experimental efforts to subdue 
the vibration the very simple 
expedient was tried of sawing 
through the beds at points just 
forward of the flywheel and 
abaft the reverse gear. For- 
ever after the vibration held 
its peace. My opinion is that 
the long bed pieces, despite the 
fact that they were heavy, 
acted somewhat like whips and 

length but spreading well across the boat are preferable. 
I know of a very fine craft in which was installed a 

four-cylinder motor of well-known make, and in which 
the engine beds extended from four feet abaft the bow 
right to the stern. The legs upon the crankcase of this 

ae 

Figvre 58 
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Additional floors under engine beds are carried well out into 
bilges 

COVNTER 

SINK HEADAND PLNG 

Through bolts fasten engine bed to frames 

BORE OVT FOR i: 
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augmented the tremble of the motor. So there you see was 
a case of engine beds that were too long. 

As most small boats are fitted with low horsepower single- 
cylinder engines, the sketch, Figure 58, seems most appro- 
priate to describe first, for this shows a type of engine bed 

f Figvre 593 
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Engine beds are well clipped to half floors on each side by / 

small steel angles 



well suited for the anchor- — 
age of this kind of engine. 

The FIQVRE Sl athwartship members 
should extend well out from 
the keel and should be fast- 
ened well either alongside 
of, or on top of at least two 
frames. Two cross members 

Now there is one very 
important thing in the fast- 
ening of the engine bed into 
the boat’s hull. 

If—and I think it is the 
best time—the beds are fitted 
after the planking is all in 

: 

BORE OVT FOR 

are ample for engines up to 
3 h.p., but I should recom- 
mend three cross members 
for larger single-cylinder en- 
gines. 

A distinct advantage this 
kind of engine bed has over 
others is that the fore and 
aft logs may be shifted with 
comparative ease. Which in 
the event of the installation 
of a new motor of different 
base size is apparent. 

Oak and yellow pine are 
equally suitable for the mak- 
ing of engine beds. Even 
spruce is a good material, \ 

\7 3am 

= 

place, the heads of the fast- 
enings must be covered, for 
the continual jiggle-jiggle- 
jiggle of the motor will loosen 
the bolts and all too soon 
leaks will develop around 
them. 
When this occurs, then 

plug the bolt head holes, or 
else cover them with a small 
square of sheet lead as 
shown in the two sketches, 
Figures 60 and 61. 

In order that the base of 
the engine may set snug 
upon the bed the nuts, or 
clinch rings if rivets are 

er 
especially for the beds of a Cover heads of through bolts on outside of planking 

used for tastenings, should 
be let well into the wood. 

light and fast boat. cr 
It is not always possible 

or advisable to fit an engine 
. bed as in Figure 58. It may 
be that the desire is to place 
the motor as low as possi- 
ble, in which case construc- 
tion similar to that in Fig- 
ure 59 is the better plan. 

It is always best to brace 

WOODEN 

GRIPS f 

the beds to the frames as 
shown and at least to two 
of the boat’s frames; but the 
more places the better. 

The torque of any engine 
creates a constant pull up on 
one bed log and an equal 
thrust down upon the oppo- 
site one. Also there is a \ 

NERS WITH TANG 

ZL ROVND OFF CORNERS MEL : 

FILE CVTTING EDGE 

SQVARE, THEN TYVRN COR- 

\ Better bore for them with a 
large bit. Of course the 
nuts will then need to be set 
up with a socket wrench. 

A safe rule to follow in 
connection with the size of 
timber to be used for the 
making of an engine bed is 
to never use any less than 

inches in thickness, and 
this for small motors only- 
say 3 h.p. and under. A 6 
h.p. single-cylinder motor re- 
quires bed logs at least 4 
inches square; multiple-cyl- 

SAW BLADE 

a ae 

inder motors having less 
OF FILE ? vibration than  single-cylin- 

der types may be _ bedded 
J upon less heavy logs, but re- 

tendency for the motor to 
slip sideways, and always 
away from direction in which the engine revolves. These 
forces with the forces set up by the moving pistons and 
the difference in angularity between the up-going and the 
down-going connecting rods are the forces which engine 
beds are supposed to resist. There is too the propeller 
thrust, but this, fortunately, is not a serious matter in 
small boats fitted with small power plants. 

Figures 58 and 59 represent two types of engine beds 
which will hold the motor down and hold it well. 
My observation is that the best form of engine bed is 

the one which is approximately as wide as it is long; that 
is, one which spreads athwartships as well as in a fore-and- 
aft direction. 

Scraper made from an old saw blade to finish planking member it is well to lean 
toward heavy logs and thus 

play safe. Heavy timbers absorb vibration most effectively. 
The position, the angle, and the height of the engine bed 

depends upon the size and kind of motor to be installed. 
Assuming always that the boat one is building is being 
built from plans—for that is the only proper way to build 
it, or to build anything else—the general size and location of 
the engine bed will be shown; but as errors are sure to 
creep in during the progress of building, it is advisable 
to stretch & thin but stout line through the center of the 
shaft hole and carry it somewhat forward of the place in 
the hull at which the engine beds will be. From this it 
will be a simple enough matter to make measurements, up, 
down or sideways, and so be sure that the top edge of the 
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Narrow strips blind nailed make an excellent job A pardner piece or king plank takes the ends of decking 
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Canvas should be flashed up on sides of deck houses 

beds will not only fit the base of the motor but also will 
be in very close alignment with the center of the shaft 
hole. 

For a number of very good reasons it is a good plan to 
purposely lay the engine bed so that the top edge is one- 
half to three-quarters of an inch lower than the base of 
the engine calls for; of course parallel to the shaft center 
line. This difference can be made up by fitting shims of 
hard wood under the engine legs. 

Suppose that the boat changes shape after she is set 
afloat, or that at some future date her owner decides 
to install some other motor, will it not be a Godsend then 
to know that some one is saved the work and the expense 
of cutting down the bed? 

We now seem to be well on toward the completion of 
the work which creates the hull. There yet remains the 
laying of the deck and the dressing off of the planking. 
As the latter is the more difficult it is perhaps well to dis- 
pose of it first. 

Begin then with the top sides and plane off in a fore 
and aft direction the portion of the streaks nearest the 
seams; these high places will not be so pronounced here 
as at the rounding turn of the bilges, but they must never- 
theless be cut down. Attack next the bilges and then 
dress off the seams of the bottom. This work should be 

© International Film Service 

Fasten canvas at edge of deck with copper tacks 

done with a jack plane. The stem also must be faired 
out with the planking. In connection with the latter it 
is well to drop a plumb line from the top of the stem and 
using it as a guide draw a line down the center of the 
stem to mark its exact center. Then lay off its width and 
dress to these lines; a small boat should have a stem band 
not too wide; 5% inch is enough, so cut to this width. 

Thus the hull is rough planed. 
The difficulty now is to plane crossways with the plank- 

ing so as to create a perfectly rounded surface without 
leaving fore and aft hollows. This is done by pushing 
the plane diagonally across the seams first to the right, 
then to the left. Needless to say a very sharp plane is 
needed for this, and it should be set to take a very fine 
shaving. Despite the sharpness of the plane when this is 
completed the surface will appear fuzzy, the cure for 
which is a counter planing fore and .aft. 

\ thorough scraping will help lots toward getting a 
rounding smooth surface, but the scraper should be made 
of a piece of an old saw blade as shown in Figure 62. 
Sharpen it so its edge turns as shown in the sketch “A.” 
A scraper like this will, fit the round of the boat’s side; 
and with it, and later the application of a thorough sand- 
papering the planking should be good to look upon after 
several days’ work. (Continued on page 64) 
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A Palm Beach motor boat party down Lake 

Worth. In front from left to right: Isabel 

Dodge, John M. Rutherford, Mrs. Richard Pea- 

body. In the rear: Lieut. Thomas Dent, Kaleb 

Bragg, D. M. Edwards, Jr., Dorothy Nash, 

LeGrand Cannon, and Wm. J. Grat, Jr. 



BDoatmen 

Conducted by W'm 

HE insistent demands of hundreds of MoToR Boat- 
ING readers and many clubs that we start a real live 
trap shooting section is to be heeded. Individuals and 

yacht clubs as a whole have consistently demanded that we 
give the most popular sport of boatmen its proper place in 

wt 

M. Eldridge 

call to arms came. They are all in line to start trap shooting. 
MoToR BoatinG has made arrangements to handle trap 

shooting in the best possible way. 
before but it takes time to do a thing and do it right. 
are ready now. 

We could have started 
We 

Wherever you find traps you will find good 
fellows ready to welcome you with the glad 
hand. Shooting at the traps is never out of 
season and the law is always off—it’s a 
twelve-months-of-the-year game. On the 
club ground, from your boat, whether it’s a 
dink or a yacht, you can kill the clay birds. 

" It is great fun when once you get started. 
| We know of no one who has given it up 

after once becoming interested. 
The American Trap Shooting Associa 

* tion knows that the motor boatman is the 
star-lover of the clean outdoors. This is 
why they are going to work hand in hand 
with MoToR BoatinG to help you along 

a) on your way to distinction in the newest 
= and most up-to-the-minute, and what prom- 

it nn seeds Ses . 337398 am = sises, to be the ——_ > American sports. 
ave you ever given 

Traps at Oriole Gun Club, Baltimore, Md _yo Tees ERD the advantages 

* of trap shoot- 
MoToR BoatinG. 

It is not our intention in this number to give sae 
news of what is going on in the trap shooting Traps over Lake ® 
world but only to tell in brief outline a few of ‘ a. + 7 Char- § 

o le, the plans we have made to help you who are 
already shooting; you who are considering and 
you who have never given trap shooting a §& 
thought, as a recreation and pastime. 
Many yacht clubs have already taken up trap 

shooting for several reasons: First, it keeps 
alive the club spirit which so often declines dur- 
ing the winter months; second, it brings into the 
boating field many who have never given boating a 
thought but who love the healthful pastime of shoot- 
ing; third, many field shooters are attracted with the 
sport in order to keep in health and practice, and fourth, 
to keep before the public as a live and up-to-the minute club. Fv 

Four million marksmen have been created in the past 
years of the war. More than 300,000 of these are 
boatmen. The majority never handled fire-arms until the 

Beginners’ Day 
(women) Pahqui- 
noque Rod and 

Gun Club 

ing a moment’s thought? 
pare with it—poor and rich alike 

Boating is the only one to com 
are taking it up. It is 

eae eet aes 



already doing 
so, we will 
get you start- 
ed with the 
proper para- 
phernalia, in- 

structions, and render you 
every possible assistance. 

The illustrations on 
these pages are only to 
show you what others are 
doing and what you, too, 
can do. Write us for any- 
thing you want to know. 
Send in your club news 
and tell us what you per- 
sonally are doing. The 
greatest  trap-shooters, 
amateur and professional, 
are ready to help you. 

The A. T. A. is exert- 
ing every effort to make 
1920 the biggest year for 
amateur shooters. 

Scene at trap three, St. Lawrence 
River Yacht Club tournament club 

house in background 

4 ea 

rightfully called “The Sport Alluring.” Trap shooting is a . ° ° 
brain developer. Every bird brings a new problem. Lead, Thirteenth Annual Mid-winter 
elevation, angle, etc., quicken the eye and hand. Intense 
concentration drives away brain fag and makes you forget H andicap Target Tournament 
all else on earth except “I am going to hit the next bird.” 
It is a physical tonic and health builder. It requires no spe- To Be Held at Pinehurst, N.C. 
cial development or training. Fresh air and the use of 
muscles you never knew you had. Tingling of January 19 to 24 inclusive will bring to- 
the nerves and new determination—well TEE. Sb : gether trap shooting enthusiasts from the 
a couple of weeks and you won't x Ee four corners of the country. 
know the old You. afiess iy Ser a (7 Entries which have already 

Now, MoToR BoatinG, al- “¢ 4 . {i iS been received from participants 
in this the greatest of mid- 

winter shoots, outnumbers 
by far those of other 

a years. 
: Being sanctioned by 

the American Trap 
Shooting Asso- 

ciation, this event is one 
of national importance. 
MoToR BoatinG’s exhibit 

at the Fifteenth Annual Na- 
tional Motor Boat, Ship, and 

Engine Show, to be held at 
Grand Central Palace, will include 

ways the leader of things ot 
interest nearest to the 
heart and welfare of the 
boatmen is going to take 
up trap shooting because 
they want it. You do 
not have to belong to a 
club to enjoy the game. 
\ hand trap, some clay 
pigeons, and your gun will 
do the business. You will 
never stop once you get started, 
and many, many an otherwise lone- 
some or dismal hour will be passed in 

LY 

the uppermost enjoyment. Traps over Lake Ontario at Char- exhibits of interest to all trap 
The American Trap Shooting As- lotte, New York shooters. If you visit the show drop 

sociation which is going to co-operate B . in to see us; you will find many en- 
thusiasts ready to welcome you. with us are going to help us help you. 

You will have every ad- 
vantage of this combina- 
tion. Tell us what you 
want and you will get it 
We will help you and your 
club get started or come 
right out and help you do 
it. It is the major sport 
in the boating world to- 
day. Already forty-seven 
states in the United States 
and East and West dis- 
tricts of Canada have a 
trap shooting association | 
and hold annual tourna- § 
ments all under the super- 
vision of the A. T. A. So 
you will see that the sport 
is thoroughly organized. 

If your club is already © 
shooting or if you per- 
sonally are 
shooting, tell 
us and we will 
tell the world 
about it. Not 

Trap No. 4 at New York Athletic 
Club tournament, held at Travers 

Island on Long Island Sound 
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Yard and Shop 

Notes of Interest to Both Owner and Manufacturer 

Frisbte Motors for Emer- 

gencies 

The Western Union Telegraph Com- 
pany has ordered a number of Frisbie 
engines in sizes from 18 to 80 h.p. to 
be used in connection with emergency 
electric generating sets. Through fires 
and. floods it happens occasionally that 
electric service in different cities is 
interrupted by reason of the failure of 
the local power company. 

The decision to install emergency 
plants in important centers was reached 
after consultation with experts in all 
the departments interested. On ac- 
count of the varying insurance regu- 
lations it is necessary to consider every 
installation individually. 

These sets are designed to operate 
on sudden overloads as high as 50 per 
cent, and as it is essential that a defi- 
nite knowledge of the capacity be 
known, they are all tested at the Frisbie 
plant by an electric dynamometer; this 
is one of the few plants equipped with 
such testing apparatus. The engines 
themselves are the regular Frisbie 
Valve-in-Head marine type designed to 
run at goo r.p.m. 
When a concern having the expert 

engineering ability of the Western 
Union Telegraph Company selects a 
standard marine engine for its service 
it reflects to the credit not only of the 
Frisbie company but the entire marine 
engine industry. 

Frisbie motors will be represented 
throughout the state of Maryland by 
Messrs. Nuger & Mahon who have fine 
facilities for taking care of all repairs 
and replacements that may arise. A 
large marine railway is located at the 
foot of Light Street. 

Storage Battery Charger 

An equipment with 500 watts ca- 
pacity for charging storage batteries 
quickly and effectively is pictured here- 
with. This set will take care of from 

Hobart Bros. storage battery charger 

one to eight 6-volt batteries or their 
equivalent at one time and use only 

from ten to fifteen cents worth of cur- 
rent per battery. This generator will 
operate on any city service and will 
automatically take care of 6-, 12-, or 
24-volt batteries at the same time. The 
device is trouble- and wear-proof and 
does not require skilled electricians or 
mechanics to operate it. When deliv- 
ered the set is complete with switch- 
board, ammeter, rheostat, voltage 
lamps, and controlling switches. They 
are sold under an absolute guarantee 
and easy monthly terms can be ar- 
ranged with the manufacturers, Hobart 
Bros. Co., Troy, O. 

e 

Universal motor with extended control 

Universal Bulkhead Lever 

It has been found in some instal- 
lations that the reverse gear lever as 
ordinarily installed on motor boats is 
obstructed in its motion by its proxim- 
ity to the bulkhead. Realizing this 
difficulty the Universal Motor Com- 
pany has provided a special reverse 
gear toggle to overcome this fault. It 
is fitted to the reverse gear lever as 
shown and serves to bring the lever 
clear. This toggle is interchangeable 
and will replace the regular type. The 
lever can be set in the ahead or astern 
position as desired. 

The Universal is a standardized small 
motor, and it is the aim of the factory 
to keep it in its standard form. These 
little additions being merely conve- 
niences which do not change the rela- 
tionship of parts. 

Aeronautical Exposition 

Soon 

The second annual Aeronautical Ex- 
position of the Manufacturers Air- 
craft Association, Inc.,is announced and 
will be held during the week of March 
6-13, at the Seventy-First Regiment 
Armory, 34th St. and Park Ave., New 
York City. It is hoped to show the 
public the remarkable development of 
the airplane for commercial, private, 
sporting or long distance transporta- 
tion service of freight or mail. Since 
the termination of the war American 
manufacturers have concentrated on 
general sport and commercial machines. 
The new models are comfortable with 
enclosed cabins and unbreakable win- 
dows. They will seat from four to 
twelve passengers as luxuriously as a 
Pullman car. Sporting machines are 
of several types, a majority of them 
flying boats. 
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A Correction 
In the tables of Heavy-Oil Marine En- 

gines on page 39 of the December issue 
a regrettable error appeared, to which we 
wish to call attention. The linotype head- 
ings for the columns, Four-cycle Heavy- 
Oil Engines, and Two-cycle Heavy-Oil 
Engines, were transposed in making up 
the pages, and the error was not noticed 
until it was too late to correct it. The 
first column heading on the page should 
read Two-cycle Heavy-Oil Engines in- 
stead of Four-cycle as printed. 

Hyde Windlass Company 

A most attractive and useful little 
pocket memorandum note book has 
been sent to the editor by the Hyde 
Windlass Co., Bath, Me., together with 
their greetings for the holidays. 

Hall-Scott Motors in New 

York 

The coming Motor Boat Show in 
New York will witness the first show- 
ing in the East of the famous Hall- 
Scott marine motors manufactured in 
California. Their appearance here will 
be awaited with much interest. The 
exhibit at the Show will be in charge 
of L. S. Scott and J. G. Robinson. A 
new catalog of this famous motor is 
just off the press and MoToR BoatinG 
readers can secure a copy by writing 
to the Hall-Scott Co., at Berkeley, Cal. 

J.V.B. Engines for 

Ramaley 

Far away in Wayzata, Minn., at the 
shop of the Ramaley Boat Company 
they are building a lot of good stock 
boats. One of the hard problems of 
the boat builder is to select a suitable 
stock motor. A. H. Frost recently had 
occasion to tell Ramaley about the 
good points of J. V. B. engines, with 
the result that ten Ramaley boats will 
soon be speeding on their way with 
the J. V. B.’s doing the work. It is 
expected that about fifty of these 22- 
and 25-foot standard stock boats pow- 
ered with J. V. B. engines will be com- 
pleted between now and next June. 

Heavy-Duty Starter 

Especially designed for use on heavy- 
duty marine motors is the Carburetion 
Principle motor starter now being pro- 
duced by the Christensen Engineering 
Co., Milwaukee, Wis. This starter is 
not an air-cranking device but supplies 
to each cylinder in its proper cycle a 
compressed explosive mixture of air 
and fuel which is then fired by the 
usual ignition system. The large slow 
moving power plants exact a heavy 
toll from the life of storage batteries 
when these are used for starting pur- 
poses. The Christenseri system on the 
other hand is simple and vibration 
proof under any service condition. 

(Continued on page 62) 
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“Ualspar exclusively!” 

HESE handsome cruisers are typical products of the Great Lakes 
Boat Building Corporation, Milwaukee. They are the Ranger 

(above) owned by H. H. Hughes of Houston, Texas; and the Emma 
Belle IIT (below) owned by H. C. Stutz, Indianapolis. 

The Great Lakes company builds only high-grade boats and uses 
only the finest materials. For finishing, it uses Valspar and Valspar 
Enamels exclusively. Send for booklet, ‘How to Use Valspar on Boats.’ 

VALENTINE & COMPANY, 456 Fourth Avenue, N. Y. 
Largest Manufacturers of High-grade Varnishes in the World—ESTABLISHED 1832 

New York Chicago Boston Trade VAENTS S$ Mark Toronto London Amsterdam 
W. P. FULLER & CO., Agents for the Pacific Coast: San Francisco and Principal Pacific Coast Cities 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoattnG. the National Magazine of Motor Boating 
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Naval Architects 
and 

Yacht Brokers 

Wo have a complete list of all steam and power 
shown 

yachts, auxiliaries and h boats a ss) 
COX & STEVEN 

FOR SALE and CHARTER. A fow are 
on this page. Plans, photographs and Pa fall artiedaee furnished on request. 

18 William St.. New York 
Telephone—1375 Bread 
Cable—BROKERAGE 

No. 636—For Sale or Charter—Modern 
yacht; most desirable of type and size 
accommodations; good speed First class 
Stevens, 15 William Street, New York 

150 ft. steel steam 
available Excellent 
condition Cox & No.'71--For Sale- 

highest rating 

No. 148—For Sale—Steel, flush deck, 
yacht; 130 ft. overall, 110 ft. waterline, 
draft. Speed under power 9 knots; 
lights; all conveniences 

steam auxiliary schooner 
26 ft. 

compound engine; 
Extremely able craft; 

structed. Cox & Stevens, 15 William Street, 

200 ft 
Cox & Stevens, 

seagoing steel steam yacht Lloyds 
15 William Street, New York 

beam, 15.6 ft No. 1796—For Sale or Charter—Very roomy, twin-screw cruis- 
_ electric ing power yacht, 99 x 17 x 4 ft. Speed 13 to 15 miles; Standard 

f heavily con motors Large dining saloon, six staterooms, three bathrooms, 
New Yor all conveniences. Cox & Stevens, 15 William Street, New York 

ES 

ls 
BD 

No. 2026—-For Sale or 
screw cruising power yacht; 107 x 18 x 5.3 

Charter—Twin 

ft. Speed 11-12 knots; 75/90 H.P. Stand 
ard motors. Four staterooms, deck, dining 
saloon, bath and two toilets, ete. Recently 
completely overhauled it large expense. Cox 
& Stevens, 15 William Street, New York 

Charter—Twin No. 2425—For Sale or 
screw cruising power yacht; 90 x 16.6 ft. 
Speed up to 12% miles; two 6 cyl. 60/90 

P. motors. Excellent accommodation. 
Cox & Stevens, 15 William Street. New 
York 

No. 1662—Charter 
screw gasoline houseboat; 
Large saloon, four staterooms, two bath 
rooms; all conveniences. Handsomely furn 
ished Cox & Stevens, 15 William Street. 
New York 

Attractive 90 ft. twin 
speed 10-12 miles 

No. 2560—For 
twin screw 
Built 1917. 
cyl. Sterling motors. 
ward; roomy saloon aft with separate galley; 

Sale—Fast, V-bottom, 
power cruiser; 60 x 13 x 3 ft 
Speed up to 18 miles; two 6 

Double stateroom for 

two toilet rooms (one with Sitz bath). Low 
we for quick sale Cox & Stevens, 15 
Nilliam Street, New York. 

&) 

No. iyv¥/—ror 
yacht; 81 x 12 x 4 ft. Speed u 
miles; 6 cyl. 100-120 H.P. “20th gn A 
motor. Dining room, three staterooms, toilet 
room, etc. Cox & Stevens, 15 William 
Street, New York. 

ope rae power 
to 15 

No. £95U—ror Saie—Iwin-screw 69 ft 
Pe yacht. Speed = to 13 miles; two 40 

P. motors. Enclosed bridge, large dining 
saloon, two double staterooms, galley. etc. 
Splendid 
Stevens, 

throughout. ox & 
New York. 

condition 
15 William Street, 

—— , 
No. 1806—For 

screw power yacht; 
Speed up to 13% 
ling motors. 
sion berths, 
galley, etc 
cockpit. 
15 William Street, 

Florida Charter—Twin 
67 x 14.6 x 3 ft. draft 

miles; two 40 H.P. Ster- 
Large saloon with two exten- 

two staterooms, bath and toilet, 
Roomy bridge deck and large 

Price attractive Cox & Stevens 
New York. 

No. 3326—For 
cruiser ; 
miles; 8 cyl., 200 H.P. 

berths in Two 
cockpit, 
Stevens, 

bridge deck 
Speed up to 23 

Speedway motor 
toilet room, large 

attractive. Cox & 
New York. 

Sale—Fast 

cabin, 
etc Price 
15 William Street, 

No. 3560—For Saie—Fast 
3.6 ft cruiser; 

Speed 18 miles; 125 H.P. 6 cyl. 
motor. 
toilet room, etc. 
Stevens, 

bridge deck 
New 1917. 

Sterling 
Double stateroom, sa'oon, galley. 

Price reasonable. fox & 
15 William Street, New York. 
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ING this winter we offer a number of 

NAVAL ARCHITECTS 

a GIELOW & ORR a eee 
MARINE INSURANCE 

52 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 

Telephone: 4673 Broad 

A.B.C. Code 

ALSO: CHICAGO STEAMBOAT EXCHANGE, 350 NORTH CLARK STREET, CHICAGO 
We have a most complete and yoy list , ay yy x all By galt, auxiliary and houseboats on 
prehensive canvass of the entire yaoh une pe from time to t¢ n_a position to submit full information on an 

desirable POWER “Mouse” Boats and POWE 
file in our office, YY constantly up-to-date 

it upon re sequent. MPok Sou souT NeRN CF CRUIS- iy type of boa! YACHTS which are specialty adapted for FLORID 

7 

Se 

No. 3422-—For Sale—Desirable 94 foot twin-screw steel power 
yacht. Deck dining room. Two double staterooms, bath and two 
toilets. Hot water heated Standard engines. Speed 12 to 14 
miles. Price reasonable Gielow & Orr, 52 Broadway, New 
York City 

- GMkIw «& on 
No. 4401—For Sale—137 ft. very attractive twin screw motor 

yacht. Speed 15 to 16 miles. Built by Lawley. Deck dining 
room and smoking room. Three double staterooms. Hot water 
heated. Price attractive Gielow & Orr, 52 Broadway, New 
York City. 

No, 6327—Sale or Charter—98 foot cruising houseboat. Built 
_Owner’s stateroom with adjoining bathroom and lounging 

Below five staterooms, three bathrooms 
Gielow & Orr, 52 Broadway, New York City 

0. 5006— 06—For Chi et twin screw ~ 100 foot cruising 
miles. Deck, dining room and lounging 

Seven staterooms, three bathrooms. Now in commission 
, 52 Broadway, New York City 

No. 5403—For Charter—Desirable 51 No. 2958—For 
foot houseboat Standard motor Large foot steam yacht. 
deck space. Two double and two single Deck dining room 
staterooms. Electric lights Accommoda Suitable for ferry, 
tions for seven persons. Gielow & Orr, 52 Gielow & Orr 
Broadway, New York City City. 

or racing yacht tender 

2680 s LELOW & ORR 

No. 2680—For Sale—Attractive 75 foot 
ower yacht. Practically in commission 
wo staterooms with double beds. Bath- 

room. Standard engine. Speed 12 miles 
Able sea _ boat. Inspectable New York 
Gielow & Orr, 52 Broadway, New York Orr, 52 Broadway, New York City. 
City. = 

= e a . 
No. 6418—For Sale—72 foot twin screw 

bridge deck cruiser. i i 
motors, 150 H.P. 
Two double _ staterooms, 
Electric and hot water heated. 

Deck dining room. 

No. 3307— For Sale—Desirable 59 foot 
cruising power yacht. Standard engine. 
Double stateroom. Good sea boat, inspecta- 
ble New York. Price attractive. Gielow & son. Gielow & Orr, 
Orr, 52 Broadway, New York City. York City. 

No. 6097—For Charter—Most desirable 
62 foot cruisin 
lounging room, 
two single staterooms, bathroom. 
southern waters, available for coming sea- 

ining room, “one double and 

52 Broadway New 

No. 5559—For Sale or Charter—Attrac 
tive 75 foot cruising houseboat. Standard 
engines. Deck lounging room. Three double 
and one single stateroom. Bathroom. Now 
in Florida. Gielow & Orr 52 Broadway, 
New York City 

No. 6311—For Sale—115 foot twin screw 
steel power yacht. Standard motors, 100 
H.P. each. Dining room in forward deck 
house. Social hall in after house. Four 
staterooms and bathroom. Gielow & Orr. 
52 Broadway, New York City. 

No. 6417—For Sale—45 foot hand ex- 
press day cruiser. Built 1918. Speed 22 
miles. Toilet room. Cabin and galley. 
Large cockpit. Gielow & Orr, 52 Broadway, 
New York City. 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating 



TAMS, LEMOINE & CRANE 

NAVAL ARCHITECTS 
Telephone AND 52 Pine Street 
4510 John New York City 

YACHT BROKERS 

Offer for sale the following yachts, some of which are available for charter 

No. 1927—Brand new houseboat available charter. Delivery No. 1926—Sale—Brand new houseboat in Florida waters 98 ft. 
Florida, February 1; 85 ft. overall, 19 ft. beam and 3 ft. draft, x 20 ft. x 3 ft. draft; 100 H.P. motor; 6 staterooms, 3 bathrooms, 
twin screw; 5 staterooms, 3 bathrooms and large deck saloon. dining saloon, sitting room, electric light and hot water heat. 
Also sister ‘ship for sale—Immediate New York delivery. Apply Also available charter from January 1. Full particulars, plans, 
ams, Lemoine & Crane, 52 Pine Street, New York etc. From Tams, Lemoine & Crane, 52 Pine Street, New York 

No. 
17 ft. x 5 ft. 3 in. draft. 2—100 H.P. Standard motors. Speed 
15 miles. Commodious owners’ quarters. 

No. 1847—Available charter December, January, March and 
April, now in Florida waters, 85 ft. x 18 ft. x 28 ft. draft, 4 state- 
rooms, bathroom, large dining and sitting rooms, etc. 

7992—For Sale—Modern ae motor yacht, 115 ft. 7 in. 

No. 8102—Sale—Charter; most desirable raised deck cruiser 
No. 1934—Sale Bargain, houseboat 61 ft. overall by 24 ft. beam, availabie; practically new, 81 ft. x 13 ft. x 5 ft. draft. Speed 

: ——— "a room, living room, conservatory, bath, etc., miles, electric light, hot water, heat and refrigerating plant. 
ot water heat, ele ctric light and refrigerating plant. Most 

luxuriously fitted and furnis 

No. 1902—Sale or Charter— rida. Most commodious No. 1908—Sale or Charter—62 ft. desirable ey Cn ac- 
;—~ rom of her length available; a, oy x 17 ft. 6 in. x 3 ft. 2 in. 7 ae now in Florida waters; single screw. ed 8% 

raft. to 9 miles. 

Advertising Index will be found on page 100 
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WILLIAM GARDNER PHILIP LEVENTHAL 
F. M. HOYT W. T. HOLLEY 

WILLIAM GARDNER & CO. 

Naval Architects, Marine Engineers and Yacht Brokers 

T bh Call Cable Address 
a 1 Broadway, New York —— 

We have a complete list of Yachts of every description for sale and charter Plans, Photos and full particulars furnished on request. 

~ No. 328E—English built Steam Yacht. Classed 100 A-1 Lloyds. 
Inspectable New York waters. 151 x 24.9 x 12.9. Magnificent 
sea boat. Adapted extensive cruising. Exceptionally well ar- 

No. 1338—Power Yacht, 135 x 15.8 x 7.6. Lawley built, two 
250 H.P. Speedway motors, splendid accommodation 

ranged accommodations. 

a = 

. os a ; No, 2334—For Sale—New twin screw express cruiser, 85 x 14.3 
Pa Rn yy Py FN een ee x 4.3 Van Blerck engines. Speed up to 21 miles. Reasonable 

, price. 

No. 2108—Fast Motor Boat, 40 x 5.6.. 8 No. 1736—For Sale—Twin screw power N — : 4 } No. 1201— 
cylinder 175 H.P. Sterling engine, speed yacht, 97 ft, x 16 ft. 7 in. x 3 ft. 6 im. 4 m3 Twin Screw 68 33, Stand. 22/25 miles. Mahogany finish. staterooms, bath room, deck, dining saloon, Saloon, Bathroom . 

ete. ; 

No. 2428—Cruiser with good deck space, 
65 x 15.4. Six cylinder motor, complete No. 1458—Raised deck cruiser, with 

bridge, 50 ft. x 11 ft. x 3 ft. 9 in.; fitted No. 2336—Power Yacht 86 x 13.7, flush equipment. 
with 50 H.P. Ralaco motor; speed, 10 "knots; deck, Van Blerck Motor, speed 10 miles. 
sleeps 4 in Owner’s party; Galley, two dining saloon and galley on deck. 
toilets, etc. 

No. 1782—Bridge deck cruiser, 56 x 9.6 
six cylinder, 100 H.P. motor, speed 16 No. 2439—Express Cruiser, 52 x 11, 

No. 2479—Palmer built’ cruiser, 36 x 9, built 1918, eight cylinder, Sterling, speed x 
sleeps four, 20 H.P. Palmer motor. 22/24 miles. miles. 

When writina to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating 
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HENRY H. JENNINGS HERMAN JAGLE 

. H. JENNINGS COMPANY 

Telephones AMERICAN AND FOREIGN YACHTS . 

9162 and 9163 Merchant Vessels for Sale and Charter 

Yachtinece'Necsork No. 1 Broadway New York City “*"™e reece 

Cur iss competece off the evaiiaite gachte tur exfo end chester, See anne De of ey eto. Our 
knowledge of the yachts we offer, and our 25 years’ experience in the 

satisfaction to any one buying or Gutine a yacht through this —— 

SEND SIX CENTS FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 

}~ g108 

2108—56 foot cruiser. Sleeps six No. 830—80 ft. power yacht. Stateroom, No. 667—Steel passenger and freight 
40 ‘ P. Frisbie Motor Well built. Good two saloons, toilets, etc. 90 H.P. Sterling steamer. Length, 140 ft.; breadth, 40 ft.; 
condition. motor. Speed 12-14 miles. Price attractive draft, 5 ft. loaded. Eight staterooms with 

16 terths. Speed 9 miles. Price attractive 

2376 

, : No. 1859—32 ft. cruiser. Stateroem and ™ " : 
ote date pee MY cabin sleeps three, toilet. etc. 25-35 H.P No. 982—Twin po 90 ft. we — 
Two bathro ‘. i3 dea motor. Electric lights, etc Three staterooms, saloon, etc. Speec . 

oms. Speed 13-16 knots miles. 

No. 3554—68 ft. auxiliary keel yawl. No. 3760—80 ft. keel schooner. Designed No 1373- 
Three staterooms, main saloon Speed 7 and built by Lawley & Son. Two double . > 
miles rice attractive staterooms, saloon, etc 

Twin screw 90 foot power 
yacht Four staterooms, dining saloon, so 
cial hall, main saloon, two baths. Speed 
13 miies. 

No. 2079—50 ft. express day cruiser No. 1443—110 ft. twin screw power . - ——— - 
Speed 22 miles yacht Five staterooms, dining saloon, No. 4309—100 foot steam yacht. Two 

baths, etc. Speed 11-12 knots. double staterooms, main saloon and dining 
saloon, etc. Speed 13 miles 

No. 3932—65 ft. power houseboat. Four No. 1334—Twin screw 60 foot cruiser. 
No. 1549—Sale or Charter—55 ft. twin staterooms, bath, dining saloon, social hall Double stateroom forward saloon, after sa 

screw cruiser. Double stateroom, main etc. Speed 8 miles. Located in Florida loon. Sleeps 6 or 8 people. Speed 12 
cabin, etc. Speed 12 miles. waters. miles. 

Advertising Index will be found on page 100 
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Telephone 
480 Whitehall 

Cable Address 
Windward, N. Y. 

FRANK BOWNE JONES 

YACHT AGENT AND SHIP BROKER 

29 BROADWAY NEW YORK 

High class yachts of all types for sale and charter; 

Naval Architecture 

Marine Insurance 

also mercantile vessels of all classes. 

Let us know your requirements 

No. 4098—-300 ft. (abt. 1400 tons) Ocean Going Steam Yacht— 
One of the finest vessels available—in A 1 condition. FRANK 
BOWNE JONES, Agent, 29 Broadway, N. Y 

No. 4482—70 ft. Gasoline Cruiser—twin screw—best design 
and build—2 staterooms and saloon—reasonable price. FRA 
BOWNE JONES, Agent, 29 Broadway, N. Y. 

= ——- ft. Herreshoff Express Cruiser—twin screw— 
speed 25 mile cod accommodations—condition good as new. 
PRANK BOWNE JONES, Agent, 29 Broadway, N. 

No. 6904—85 ft. 
available for purchase or charter — cc 
somely furnished. 
way, N. Y 

Power enesbent now in Florida waters; 
»mmodious cabins — hand 

FRANK BOWNE JONES, Agent, 29 Broad- 

No. 3191—For Sale or Charter—95 ft. Gasoline Yacht—excep- 
tionally fine cruiser—twin screw-—delivery in Florida waters— 
— prepegtien. FRANK BOWN JONES, Agent, 29 
roadway ° 

No. 4045—165 ft. Express Steam Yacht—latest type—twin 
screw—oil burning—splendid accommodations—an _ exceptional 
vessel. FRANK BOWNE JONES, Agent, 29 Broadway, N. Y. 

No. 6030—66 ft. Combination Houseboat and Cruiser—new 
Winton engine—12 miles speed—-suitable for either southern or 
northern waters. FRANK BOWNE JONES, Agent, 29 Broad- 
way, 

No. 2100—Aux Yawl—46 ft. over —s, S. a line—13 ft. 
beam—6 ft. draft—of the best design and b accommo- 
dations—Sterling motor. FRANK BOWNE, NON S, Agent, 29 
Broadway, N 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoattnG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating 
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EDWARD P. FARLEY CO., ‘Exams De, chien 

Telephone Har. 1343 

Naval Architects, Yacht Brokers, Surveying, Marine Insurance 

b have a complete list of all Steam and Power Yachts, Auxiliaries and Houseboats which are offered for ‘sale and 
arter. 

Plana, Photographs and full particulars furnished on request. 

No. 415—For Sale or Charter—Thoroughly modern, twin screw, steel, steam yacht. 192 ft. O.A., 32 ft. beam, 13 ft. draft. Recently built in 
Scotland to Lloyd’s highest class. Excellent seaboat. Designed for extensive off-shore cruising. Cold storage, wireless, etc. Cruising speed 11 
to 12 knots. Has not been in Government service. Drawing room Best yacht of type available, was thoroughly overhauled and refitted this year 

No. 116—For Sale—Twin screw steel steam yacht, 227 ft. x 24 No. 59a—For Sale—170 ft. steel steam yacht. Six double state- 
ft. 6 in. x 10 ft. draft. Five single and two double staterooms. rooms, large dining saloon and social hall on deck. Triple ex- 
Four bathrooms. Two deckhouses containing dining saloon and pansion engine. Speed up to 16 miles Excellent condition 
social hail Speed up to 22 knots. 

re 

No. 324—For Sale—68 ft. cruising wer No. 32—For Sale—99 ft. twin screw gaso No. 630—For Sale—115 ft. x 17 ft. x 5 ft 
yacht. Brigantine rigged. 13 ft. 6 in. poe line yacht. In splendid condition and makes 3 in. twin screw, steel gas yacht Standard 
5 ft. draft. Two double staterooms, com- a desirable boat for extended cruises. Two motors. Speed i$ miles. Comfortable large 
modious dining saloon. 8 cylinder Sterling double and four single staterooms, three oumer"s emir Social hall and dining 
motor. Cruising speed 13 miles. Inde bathrooms. Now in commission. Speed 13 on na 
pendent electric plant. Has received ex- to 15 miles E. P. Farley Co., Railway _ 
ceptional care and is in very good condition Exchange Bldg., Chicago, Il. 

No. 931—For Sale—72 ft. twin screw No 83—For Sale—85 ft. twin screw cruis- No. 14—For Sale—70 ft. twin screw, 
cruiser, 12 ft. 3 in. beam, 3 ft. 6 in. draft. ing yacht. 16 ft. 7 in. beam, 3 ft. 6 in. Mathis built houseboat. 18 ft. 6 in. beam, 
Built by Lawley in 1917. Two Winton draft. Excellent for southern cruising. 1 ft. 6 in. draft. Three staterooms, bath, 
motors. Accommodate six, besides crew Three double, one single staterooms, bath, dining saloon. Sterling motor installed 
Well built, in good a and exce also dining saloon on deck. Cruising speed 1915. Speed 10 miles. Well equipped and 
tionally ‘seaworthy. The boat is fully 14 miles. Is in excellent condition and in good condition. Price very reasonable equipped with every modern convenience. fully equipped with every modern conveni 

ence 

Advertising Index will be found on page 100 
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THE MOTOR BOATING MARKET PLACE 
The rate for “For Sale” and “Want” advertisements 

If an illustra- 
tion is used, the charge is as follows, which includes 
is 3 cents per word, minimum 75 cents. Opportunities 

the making of the cut: for the 
Cut one inch deep, one column wide. ee 
Cut 1'%4 inches deep, 1% columns ite vara $5 Motor Boatman 
Cut 2% inches deep, three columns wide <o ooe 

Betore you buy or before you sell examine the ex- 
ceptional buying and selling opportunities under this 
heading. 
Please mention MoToR BoatinG 

They comprise the best offer of the month. 

For Sale at Brandentown, Florida (west coast): 
7 foot motor boat, hand V-bottum type, four 
ylinder Van Blerck engine; speed 15-18 miles; 

sleeps two; excellent for fishing in Gulf. Apply 
»x 7, MoToR BoatinG, 119 West 40th St., 
. > 

CANADIANS, Second-hand engine bargains 
Send for list. 

GUARANTEE MOTOR 
Bay Street, North Hamilton, 

COMPANY 
Ont., Canada 

Use “SNAPPER” ENGINES for. your small 
boat. They are a big little engine built by The 
Automatic Machine Co., Bridgeport, Conn. 

For Sale—i-four cylinder 6 by 8, two cycle, 
Heavy Duty Marine Motor in first-class condi- 
tion. Zintz manufacturer, $150.00 F. 
Washington, D. C., Percy M. Child, 1110 14th 

N. W. »t., 

Auto Motors Supplies—Buick, Michigan, Stod- 
dard, Dayton, Hupp 32, Cadillac, Overland, 
E.M.F., Continental and Buda motors. All 
types $50 each and up. Bosch Magnetos, $15 
each and up. Special High Tension 2 and 4 
cylinder magnetos, $9.50 each. Prest-O-Lite 
fanks, $5.00. Coils, Carburetors, Air Compres- 
sors, Generator, Starters, etc. Write for Bargain 
Bulletin. Second Hand Auto Accessories. - 
dress Motor Sales Dept. B, West End, Pitts- 
burgh, Penna. 

Bargain: for sale or trade 17 ton freight boat 
length 56 ft. 4 in. beam, 15 ft. 4 in. depth, 4 ft. 4 
in. width, 54 H.P. Buffalo engine, make good 
tow boat. Round bottom in A-1 condition, here 
is your chance. T. E. Preiss, Cortez, Fla. 

FOR SALE 
Two 400 H. P. Van Blerck right and 
left turning twelve-cylinder motors, 
perfectly new, never installed or used; 
list price $10,000 apiece, will sell for 
$3,000 apiece. Address 

H. H. PRIMAVESE 
Room 419 299 Broadway, New York 

Trimount Trim 
Whistle Blower Outfits Rotary and “lige 
Blower runs by friction | ay pronze composti- 
contact with engine fiy- 
wheel. Whistle of brass, | ‘Jo "cor" "a ‘lifelone 
aickel-plated. convenience. 

Made in 8 sizes. Made in 8 sizes. 
TRIMOUNT ROTARY POWER CO. 

20 Heath Street 
( Factory: 292 Whiting Ave.,East Dedham, Mass.) 

Boston, Mass. 

SALE—Motor Boat, twenty feet overall, FOR 
six foot eight inch beam, twenty inch draught, 
twelve horse power, four cylinder four cycle 
engine, cypress hull, khaki top, speed nine 
miles; condition practically new; $900.00. Im- 
mediate delivery. Can be inspected and tested. 
Address F. T. Nelson, Comptroller, Merrill-Ste- 
vens Shipbuilding Corporation, Jacksonville, Fla. 

One Buffalo four cyl. 7 x 9 heavy duty marine 
engine with full equipment including reverse 
gear, shaft, 36” three blade bronze wheel, stuffing 
boxes, pipes and fittings. Rate 40-45 H. P. at 350 
.P.M. Factory price, $2750. Engine used but 

six months and in first class condition. Offered 
for quick sale at low price of $950. Badger 
Motor Company Milwaukee, Wisc. 

Rowboat motor 
Adress A. 

Chicago, Ill. 

Wanted :—Evinrude Detachable 
must be in good_ condition. 
Bozdeck, 4112 N. Francisco Ave., 

Before investing in a motor get our list of 
over 100 guaranteed rebuilt motors 1 to 6 cyl- 
inders, 1% to 190 H.P. Marine, Stationary, 
Truck and Automobile engines, reversing gears, 
reversing propellers, magnetos, carbureters, muf 
flers, steering wheels, lamps, accessories of every 
description. Jesick Boat Co., Grand Rapids, 
Mich. 

High grade Mahogany Express Cruiser hull 
26 ft. x 7 ft. rare combination of style, speed, 
ancients and the accommodations of a_30 
footer at an extremely low price. Bronx Boat 
Works, foot of Willow Ave., near East 132nd 
St., New York City. 

Canada’s Exclusive Wholesale and _ Retail 
Marine Engine Jobbers. Dominion’s largest Dis- 
tributors. Free Illustrated Catalog showing 22 
American Manufacturer’s Makes. CANADIAN 
BOAT AND ENGINE EXCHANGE LIMITED, 
TORONTO. 

Kermath Engines 1918 models, Unit power 
a 16 H.P., one 20 H.P. Factory over- 
auled and refinished guaranteed in rfect con- 

dition. $400 and $425. Kermath anufactur- 
ing Company, Detroit, Mich. 

Wanted a 50 to 60 ft. beamy cruiser or cruis- 
ing houseboat. Must have at least two state- 
rooms. Mahogany, other bright work and speed 
not as essential as stability, comfort and economi- 
cal maintenance. Address Chesapeake, care of 
MoToR BoatinG. 

FOR SALE 
yacht, 57 feet Tong, 
deck, electric lighted, 
miles. Two double 
room, and bath. 

Elegantly appointed cruising 
twin screws, enclosed bridge 
bridge controlled, speed 14 
staterooms, galley, engine 

Perfectly equipped and ready 
to go anywhere. Condition like new. Northern 
owner en route South must sell by reason of 
sudden change of plans. Immediate sale, not 
price, the important Grdgeratieg. For details 
and price write Dr. O Myers, Yacht Gretchen, 
Beaufort, North C seal. 

Sale: 6 cyl. Pierce-Arrow 66 H.P. $250.00. 3 
cyl. Rice 2 cycle 20 H.P. with A. Ignition, 
reverse propeller and shaft complete $140.00. 10 
ft. and 5 ft. lengths bronze sh: att 1% inch diam- 
eter $15.00 and $7.00. Hor. Gray stationary 3% 
H.P. (new) $40.00. Hyde propeller (new) 20 

24 inches. Gordon Baxter, Palmyra, N. J 

For Sale:—V Bottom speed boat 25 x 5 feet 
50 H.P. 4 cylinder Sterling motor forward under 
hinged hatch. All in A-1 condition. Cockpit all 
mahogany. Canvas decks mahogany trim. Auto- 
top, auto steering wheel and windshield. Speed 22 
R.P.M. If interested address M. Plonsky, 524 
Broadw ay, New York. 

FOR SALE: Seabury Alcohol Range, Special 
No. 2, fitted with coil water heater, and all ap- 
pliances. Worth about $250.00. Will sell very 
reasonably. Address Grove Park Motor Car 
Co., Asheville, N. C. 

Wanted—W herever there are boats, representa 
tives to handle our speed indicators, taffrail logs, 
and marine meters selling from $8 to $65. Can 
you consider a good proposition? Write for de- 
tails. Irvin W. Masters, Muncie, Ind., U. S. 

Bargain, two 7 H.P. each single cylinder 2 
cycle heavy duty, Eagle engines, 6x64 make and 
break ignition, complete with coils, Shebler car- 
buretors, mufflers, bronze shafts, bronze propel- 
lers and stuffing boxes, first class condition ready 
for use, no overhauling of any sort necessary. 
$100.00 each. First deposit received gets the 
bargain. Address Wm. Bruns, personal, 325 
Central Avenue, Jersey City, N. J. 

\ 
WANTED—House boat, with or without 

power, not less than 40 ft., to be used with small 
day cruiser, furnish photo, sketch or blue print, 
give equipment, must be a_ bargain H E 
Colvin, Oswego, N , 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoattnG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating 

All Sizes Rebuilt 
marine engines from one to 300 
H.P. 4 cylinder 4 cycle Globe 
10x14” 50” 3 blade propeller. 
$3,000.00 a pair 11x12 Graig’s 
$4,000.00. 37 H.P. Standard 
4 cylinder $1,000.00. 6 cylin- 
der 6x6 Speedway $900.00. 100 
H.P. Graig $1,500.00. Auto- 
matic, Buffalo, Lathrop, Sterl- 
ing, Mianus, Palmers and others. 
Send for complete list 
HAMILTON MARINE 
ENGINE EXCHANGE 

440-444 Fifty-second Street 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
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The rate tor “For Sale” and “Want advertisements 
THE MOTOR BOATING MARKET PLACE 

is 3 cents per word, minimum 75 cents If an illustra. Opportu nities Before you buy or before you sell examine the ex- 
tio is weed, the charge is as follows. which includes for the ceptional buying and selling opportunities under this 

Cut one inch deep. one column wide.. pall $3 heading. ‘They comprise the best offer of the month. 
Cut 1% inches deep. 1% columns wide. . 5 Motor Boatman Please mention MoToR BoatinG 

1 Cut 2% inches deep, three columns wide - - 98S 

For Sale—1-7-inch Deck Type Carlisle & Finch USED MATTHEWS ELECTRIC LIGHTING 
Arc Marine Search Lamp. rass $50.00. 1119} PLANTS. Automatic Marine and Land types— 
14th St. N.W., Washington, D. C., Percy M./| one and two kilowatts—32 volt—attractive prices 
Child. —Widger & Miller Co., Matthews Dealers, 141 

Milk St., Boston, Mass. 

Wanted—1-1% or 3 Kw. Direct Connected 
BARGAINS BARGAINS Wanted bargains lots of motors—magnetos— | 110-volt Gasoline Electric Light Plant. Must be 

emtasctere—9 rues | fe eee or peter by Level _— ogee td: | & awe 
7 ‘ - > supplies. eGraaf, outtuin, otterdam, lant. erc . ild, 1110-14th St., . & EAGLE TWO CYCLE ENGINES Holland. Washington, D. C. 

We purpose to close out at greatly reduced One cyl. Two cycle 6%, and wheel...... 115. BOA Ree 85 
prices our entire stock of “Eagle” two cycle New 2 H.P. Evinrude New heavy duty four cyl. four 12 4H.P. Pierce-Racine .. 75 
engines, as we intend to discontinue the manu- inboard motor with cycle engines. 12 H.P. Gray with gear 
Susan £ thi £ . in te @ built in magneto... .$55. 6 x7 Doman, and wheel.......... 175 

ture of this type of engine in the future. i 4 yee 35. 5 x7 Automatic, 12. H.P. Lockwood - Ash 
Write at once for information to the 4 H.P. Gray and pro- 7% x 9 Minneapolis, with wheel ......... 105 

rns 55. 7 «x 9 Buffalo with gear and 15 H.P. Knox heavy 
4 .P. Waterman .... 40. wheel. duty with gear and 

TORRINGTON COMPANY 4 a4 i seenese 40. ; Le a Two cycle wey nets iueseiee 
5 ee BPOUNGEE cocccce 45. .P. Waterman ....$55. 18 .P. Vim 5 x 5 speed 

STANDARD PLANT 6 H.P. Gray and pro- G . Be BE cesscee 65. type, with gear...... 105 
Torri Cc tn ce ten ineskeus 75. 7% H.P. Fairbanks-Morse 75. 22 HP. Vim three cyl. .125 
orrington, Conn. 7 .P. Pierce and gear 65 8-10 H.P. Gray with gear 30 H.P. Termaat - Mona 

7% H.P. Truscott, 5% x and wheel.......... 115. han 5 x 5, four cyl. .225 
7 shitiuthennnecdes 75. 8 H.P. Roberts with gear 12 H.P. Dunn three cyl. 

10 H.P. Truscott 6% x and wheel.......... 105. Ge I ccduneneen 75 
Also large line of auto engines, tractor and buy them. What have you? Badger Motor Com 

stationary engines. +. -¥- of every nature at pany, Milwaukee, Wis. 
very low prices. We take engines in trade and 

1920 FIFTEENTH ANNUAL NATIONAL MOTOR BOAT Excine SHOW 

Grand Central Palace, New York 50,000 Square Feet of Exhibition Space 

Opens Friday, February 20th The World’s Greatest Display of 

Closes Saturday, February 28th BOATS, ENGINES and ACCESSORIES 

FOR SPACE, INFORMATION, ETC., ADDRESS IRA HAND, SEC’Y, 29 West 39th St., N. Y. C. 

Bargains Bargains 

vestigation. 

Model Type 

1 EM 6cyl R.H.53%4x6 Van Blerck....... 

I J8cylR.H.6 x6 Van Blerck....... 

1 E6é6cylR.H.5%x6 Van Blerck....... 

1 C6cylR.H.5%x6 Van Blerck....... 

2 

I 

I 

M 6cyl R. H. 534x6 =Van Blerck....... 

6 cyl R. H. 634x7% Dusenberg ....... 

MONROE, MICHIGAN 

Advertising Index will be found on page 100 

We have for sale the following rebuilt Marine Engines 

which are guaranteed to be in good condition. These engines 

are a bargain at the prices listed below and they warrant in- 

B4cyl R. H. 534x7 Van Blerck new... 

VAN BLERCK MOTOR COMPANY 

Bargains 

Price 
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NAVAL ARCHITECTS} 

i © YACHT BROKERS} 

Thomas D. Bowes, M. E. 
NAVAL ARCHITECT AND ENGINEER 

Offices: 
Lafayette Bldz., Chestnut and Filth Sts. 

PHILADELPHIA, PA 

COX & STEVENS 

Engineers and Naval Architects 
Yacht Brokers 

18 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK CITY 
TELEPHONE 1375 BROAD 

ELLIOTT GARDNER 
NAVAL ARCHITECT 

268 ATLANTIC STREET, STAMFORD, CONN 
UP TO DATE DESIGNS 
¢.cemt Goat ches sen eel Oe proud of. Boats de- 

ardner need no er recommendation. Com- 
and full 2 pationse furnished. Fast 

droplanes, Auxiliaries 
and Bea 20 ft. runabout «lesigned 
for Ford Auto Engine. whee Seiats on coum t. 

William H. Hand, Jr. 

NAVAL ARCHITECT 
NEW BEDFORD, MASS. 

HAND-V-BOTTOM DESIGNS 
Write for, 48- fm illustrated catalog 

stamp 

FREDERICK K.LORD 

NAVAL ARCHITECT 

120 BROADWAY NEW YORK 

Build 
signed by G plans 

boats a epectaky. 

CHARLES D. MOWER 
Designer of 

SENSIBLE CRUISERS 
POWER—SAIL—AUXILIARY 
Twenty-five years’ practical experience 

' FREDERICK S. NOCK 

Naval Architect and Yacht Builder 

Marine Railways, Storage, Repairs 

_ East Greenwich Rhode Island 

HARRY W. SANFORD 
| YACHT BROKER 

| 501 FIFTH AVE:, at 42nd St., N. Y. 

en lain 90 ee 

MoIOR BoarTinG 

| Specifications for 15-foot 

V-Bottom Runabout Edith 

Prepared ae for MoToR 
oatinG 

By Wm. H. Hand, Jr., 
New Bedford, Mass. 

(Continued from page 21) 
Dimensions: Length over all 15 feet, 

beam, extreme, 4 feet 7 inches, draft 1 
foot 7 inches. 

Materials: To be strictly first class in 
every respect, all fastenings to be secure 
and complete. 

Keel: To be of white oak, sided 1% 
inches and molded as indicated. Start- 
ing about half way between station No. 4 
and station No, 5 there will be a filler 
piece of oak sided 114 inches and swelled 
to 2 inches at shaft hole. Filler piece to 
be securely fastened to apron. 

Apron: Of clear tough Georgia pine in 
single length 1 x 3 inches, bent to form 
and securely fastened through cross ties 
at heels of frames. To be fastened to 
keel and filler with 134-inch No. 10 brass 
screws spaced about 12 inches on centers. 

Stem: To be as indicated of oak or 
hackmatack, sided 1% inches and molded 
as indicated. To be rabbeted for plank- 
ing and bearded to carry out all lines of 
same above L.W.L. To be fitted with a 
brass stem head casting and a %-inch 
brass stem band extending to about 18 
inches below and aft of L.W.L. Same to 
be neatly filed to show as narrow a face 
as is practical at and near L.W.L. 

Stern: To be of 7/16-inch cedar in two 
or three strakes reinforced by center knee 
as indicated with reinforcing oak cleats 
for side and bottom stringers on inner 
side with intermediate side cleats of oak 
spaced in center of each half of stern. 

Frames: On each station marked to be 
frames formed of 1-inch oak, hackmatack, 
apple tree, or elm, as indicated. To be 
natural crook, or halved and riveted at 
bilge as shown. To be notched for string- 
ers and chines. Heels of frames to be 
securely riveted to l-inch oak floors or 
tie blocks forward of engine beds and to 
1%-inch cross ties under engine beds as 
indicated. Tie blocks to be bolted 
through apron, keel, and filler with one 
%-inch galvanized bolt through center of 
each. All parts of frames to be very 
carefully fitted and securely fastened. 

Stringers: Bottom and side stringers 
are to be of clear white spruce % x 1% 
inches, extending full length of hull in 
single lengths, spaced as indicated with 
ends fastened to stem and stern securely. 
All stringers to be spaced exactly as 
shown, dividing the space between keel 
and chines and sheer and chines into 
equal parts in width, as they form rib- 
band backing for planking seams. To be 
fastened to each frame crossed with two 
1%-inch No. 8 brass screws. 

Chines: To be of clear Georgia pine as 
shown in two members, inner member or 
apron and filler securely fastened to 
frames as specified for stringers. Apron 
to be set to halve the angle on each web 
frame. 
Clamps: Of selected spruce % x 2% 

inches, set as indicated to support deck- 
ing alongside of cockpit and securely fas- 
tened to heads of frames. To be rein- 
forced in way _of cockpit by indicated 
34-inch spruce filler pieces to form back- 

N. A, 

ing for cockpit curb fastenings. Clamp 
to extend full length of hull. 

Deck Beams: To be of oak; sawn to 
form on given crown radii, sided 54-inch 
and molded 1%4-inch spaced as indicated 
with ends halved into clamps and securely 
fastened to same, 

(Continued on page 56) 
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wes 

110-Ft. Yacht “CONSUELO” a 

J. MURRAY WATTS, N. A. 
136 South Fourth St. Philadelphia 

Phone: Lombard 2072 

BRUNS, KIMBALL & CO.., Ine. 
153-5-9 West 15th St., New York City 

Offer ever 200 re-built engines, backed 
guarantee, at especially attractive prices 
sent free for the asking 
taken in part payment for a new Sterling, Kermath., 
Prior, Doman, Missouri. a $ geile: Eagle, 
ford and Arrow, 2 ; Missouri —/ oil cpainey 
simpls and aK Burnoil, heary a ue 
heavy oil engines, ti starting, economics: 
operate. Write for 

by « strict 
List will be 

Your present engine wil) be 
oa 

BLOOD BROTHERS 
UNIVERSAL JOINTS 

Blood Bros. 
achine Co. 

Pioneer Makers of 
Unicersal eins 

Allegan Mich. 

You Can Build 

Your Own Boat 
and save 2/3 th 
by the pawons “oD. D. 
SYSTE 
Send a catalogue 
showing all models. 

BROOKS MFG. CO., situs’ Mics 

BUILD YOUR OWN _BOAT 

boet—trom om our 
down 

Rx: 

Fy 

iE srEL 
eH 

wverOeE BOAT & MOTOR ae 
3258 State Mich. 
_— 

NUPRO 
MARINE GLUE 

INTROOUCED 1807 

N for deck seams an 
U ping ame in Lo Eins. 

tic, hesive. vnace BalUlsiclok wank wc OO COPPER 
R PAINTS are best for 
Oo tecting a hulls ™m 

Shipchandlers: Write for 
prices. 

W PROCESS CHEMICAL ge. 
30-41 Cortinnat St. 

aeoreren £o 

iow York City 

: Canvas Goods 

JOHN CURTIN 

et. FRONT ST. NEW YORK 

DREADNAUGHT &strre: 
for easery. UTILITY and PLEASURE 

Great for Duckshooting an st 
Kapok > Belts and Canoe Cushions, m4. 25 each. 

djustable Kapok Jacket, $12.00, 

A AFETY-AT-SE “a 
1358 Broadway New York 

WOOLSEY COPPER PAINTS 

and Marine Paint Specialties are the World’s 
Standards. Send for free booklet “How to 
Paint a Boat.” 

C. A. Woolsey Paint & Color Company, 
Jersey City, N. J., U. S. A. 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating 
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Service is the 

Direct Result 

of Modern 

Facilities 

The steady growth for over 

forty years of the organiza- 

tions which now comprise 

the Astoria Mahogany 

Company, Inc., may be 

attributed to the constant 

application of modern 

methods and facilities for 

the production, manufac- 

ture and distribution of 

Mahogany 

Lumber and 

Veneers 

Modern facilities make a 

high degree of service pos- 

sible, and service produces 

a degree of satisfaction that 

results in growth. 
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Astoria Mahogany Co., Inc. 

347 Madison Avenue, New York 

Successors to 
Huddleston -Marsh Mahogany Co. 
Astoria Veneer Mills and Dock Co. 

F. W. Kirch, Inc. 

Mills and Yards, Long Island City, New York 
BRANCHES 

44 North Market Avenue 2256 Lumber Street 
Grand Rapids, Mich. Chicago, I. 

LLLULLLLLI 

} i ' te Th i 

Hebe 

Advertising Index will be found on page 100 
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What Motor Boatmen in the Navy Had 

to Know 

(Continued from page 10) 

that the initial c stands for cloudy, and not for clear, and 
that a wind velocity of six on a zephyrless night is slightly 
unusual. Nor could the quartermaster explain to his navigator 
why the watches from midnight on were invariably chronicled 
with the words “Watch uneventful.” Tempests might rage, 
floods pour down, and British motor launches go adrift from 
their moorings; but the anchor watch, busy in the chart-house 
with his personal correspondence, would enter over his signa 
ture at the conclusion of four hours, the phrase “Watch un- 
eventful.” Or upon inspection of the log one might come 
across an entry along this order: “Moored as before. At 4:20 
U.S. S. ——~— stood in and anchored in inner harbor. At 
5:30 S. C. came Sy paren and took off working party 
of three men. At 5:33 S -——- ¢ast off and stood down 
the bay. At 6:18 received Sha following stores from U. S. S. 

——: twenty pounds meat and twelve loaves bread. At 6:41 
A. H. Jones, Sea., fell overboard from the wherry and was 
rescued with difficulty. Watch uneventful.” 

I have dwelt at such length on this manifestation of chaser- 
itis because for the first half of my cruise I was myself a 
quartermaster. Useful (and entertaining) though this deck 
petty officer may be, however, it is the boatswain’s mates on 
whom the officers rely to get the routine work of the day 
pushed through. A reliable boatswain’s mate on a small naval 
vessel often has the duties and responsibilities of a first officer 
in the merchant service. He has, for one thing, general super- 
vision of the ground tackle when getting under way, and oa 
the chasers he could be trusted to get his hook up promptly no 
matter what the condition of the weather and without regard 
to the number of chains which Italian mine-sweepers might 
have laid across his. He was usually answerable to his com- 
manding officer for the discipline of the crew and for the 
degree of their perfection in ship’s drills. 

There used to be a noticeable divergence of opinion on the 
frequency with which the men should be drilled at their various 
stations, but daily drills such as are held aboard the battleships 
and cruisers were generally unthought of. I have a vivid 
recollection of the Sunday morning exhibition which one com- 
manding officer staged whenever he lay in close proximity to 
the mother ship. For the purpose of impressing her officers 
with his efficiency he dressed his men in clean whites and 
neckerchiefs and put them through all the drills from general 
quarters to abandon ship, unmindful of the shortage of clothes 
and the famine in soap. I have often wondered whether he 
heard the snickers of amusement that went up from quarter 
deck and forecastle of the parent vessel during the unfolding 
of his reel of unconscious comedy. 

Another skipper whose character had been molded in dif- 
ferent form called his men to general quarters as a drill 
measure only once from the time he arrived in European 
waters until the armistice was signed. The crew evidently 
merited the confidence which he reposed in their early training, 
for when a surprise visit was paid by an inspecting officer the 
men performed the drills in a manner which drew high praise 
from the ollicial spectator. Beyond indicating, however, that 
on that particular chaser excellent co-operation obtained be- 
tween officers and men, the incident has no significance. Re- 
peated instruction was as necessary for the attainment of skill 
in the chaser fleet as it is elsewhere. 

(Continued on page 94) 

ONE WAY ONLY—THE BEST WAY—BUY! 

We Sell Our Sets 

Wireless for Ship and 

Land Stations 

CUTTING & WASHINGTON RADIO CORPORATION 

GENERAL OFFICES 
6 and 8 West 48th Street, New York, N. Y. 
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RUTH 
50-foot Albany 
Express Cruiser 

owned by 
Mr. Josern F. 
McGown 

Mobile, Ala. 

orty per cent lower Insurance rates 

have been granted because of the 

sound construction and unusual safety 

features of this Albany 50 -foot 

Cruiser “Juxe 

That this unusual endorsement of dependability has been secured without sacrificing re~ 
finement of line is further evidence of the desirability of Albany design and workmanship. 

The remarkable use of space on this 50-footer accommodates 8 people and crew of 2 more 
comfortably than most boats of 30% larger size. 

The Mahogany finish, Silkk hangings, Wilton carpets and decorative details create an 
interior atmosphere of quiet refinement. 

To dwell for a moment on man’s necessities; the galley—large enough for two to work in 
—is equipped with three-hole range and oven, while the dining saloon on bridge deck 
seats eight in comfort, all dining and galley accommodations being on the same com- 
prehensive scale. 

A contented crew and a satisfied owner are a good combination. This boat has been 
arranged for easy handling and maintenance with that result in view 

Another advantage is that inspection in advance of purchase is usually possible. 

Albany Boat Corporation 

Seventh Street Watervliet, N. Y. 

The construction schedule of the Albany Fleet permits immediate delivery 
of 50- and 36-foot Express Cruisers, 30- and 26-foot Fast Runabouts. De- 
tailed specifieations of the size that interests you will be mailed on request 

Tr 

ey 
iim©iiininnnnniiiiNiinies 
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COES REG. U.S. PAT. OFF 

Wrenches 

Deliver 30% 

More Service 

for 

5% Greater 

Cost 

Why buy a sub- 

stitute or an 

imitation ? 

AT ALL RELIABLE 
HARDWARE STORES 

COES WRENCH CO. 

WORCESTER, MASS. 

MoroR BoatrinG 

Specifications for 15-foot 

V-Bottom Runabout Edith 

(Continued from page 53) 
Motor Beds: The indicated beds fit a 

3-h.p. Model U Gray motor and should 
be adapted to fit any other motor in- 
stalled. Bed pieces to be of 1%-inch oak 
bolted through bearers indicated. All 
parts to be securely fastened and carefully 
fitted to bear evenly on cross ties. 

Frame in General: All exposed edges 
of clamps, stringers, frames, chines, deck 
beams, etc., to be neatly finished with 
chamfered edges. 

Planking: Bottom and side planking 
to be of selected white cedar to finish 
7/16-inch thick, with seams centered on 
indicated stringers and all planking 
strakes running fore and aft in the usual 
manner. To be three strakes on each 
side above bilge line and four strakes be- 
low. Planking to be fastened to apron, 
chines and stringers. with 34-inch No. 6 
brass screws spaced 3 inches on centers 
and staggered to. prevent splitting of 
parts. Planking also to be fastened to 
frames between stringers with two %- 
inch No. 6 brass screws into each frame. 
Bilge edges to be neatly rounded, all 
seams to be lightly caulked with cotton, 
run with paint and payed with white 
lead putty. Apron, chines, and stringers 
are to be thickly coated with paint pre- 
vious to setting planking in place, with 
planking fastened down while paint is 
soft. All screw heads to be neatly 
countersunk and. covered a beeswax 
applied as putty when war 

Decking: To be of 716 x x 3-inch cedar 
or white pine, no beading, layed fore and 
aft in the usual manner and fastened into 
deck beams, clamp and top strake with 
1%-inch galvanized wire nails with heads 
of nails covered with putty and entire 
deck to be covered with a single piece 
of 8-ounce cotton duck layed in shellac or 
marine glue and ironed down into place 
with hot flat irons. Edges to be hauled 
down over outer edge of deck and neatly 
covered by ribband rail when in position. 

Cockpit Curb: 
or mahogany, fitted as indicated, fastened 
in place with 1%-inch No. 7 oval head 
brass screws. Each side to be in single 
piece with fore end neatly and securely 
fastened as indicated. Edges to be neatly 
rounded. 

Flooring: To be located at or near 
L.W.L. on floor bridges of spruce, 4% x 
1% inches, securely fastened to indicated 
spruce rising 544 x 2% inches with center 
supports under each bridge. Flooring to 
be of selected spruce strips % x 3 inches, 
run fore and aft as indicated. Center 
section to be cleated together to be re- 
movable. Flooring in motor compart- 
ment the same, with removable sections 
to allow of getting at parts of engine 
properly. Flooring in motor compart- 
ment will allow proper storage for life 
preservers, oil clothes, and miscellane- 
ous equipment. 

Bulkheads: Forward and aft bulk- 
heads to be of matched chamfered white 
pine 7/16 x 2% inches, set vertically in 
the usual manner and backed by cross 
ties. Bulkhead to be fastened with 1l-inch 
galvanized wire nails with heads properly 
countersunk and covered with putty. 

Thwarts: To be of %-inch white pine 
10 inches wide, constructed as indicated 
with neatly rounded edges set on % x 
2%-inch spruce risings fitted and fastened 
securely to frames and extending from 
forward bulkhead to aft bulkhead. Seats 
to be of thwart type. Seats to be rein- 
forced lightly to give necessary stiffness. 

Hatch: Hatch over motor compart- 
(Continued on page 58) 
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SALE BY THE NAVY 

Of COAST TORPEDO 

VESSELS, GUNBOAT and 

YACHT 
There will be sold by sealed pro- 

posals, receivable at the Bureau of 
Supplies and Accounts, Navy Depart- 
ment, W ashington, D. C., until 12:00 
o'clock noon, 2, February, 1920: 

COAST TORPEDO BOATS, 
No. 1 (ex FOOTE), No. 2 (ex 
RODGERS), No. 3 (ex DUPONT), 
No. 4 (ex DAHLGREN), No. 8 (ex 
BAILEY), No. 11 (ex BARNEY), 
No. 12 (ex BIDDLE), No. 13 (ex 
BLAKELY), No. 15 (ex SHU- 
BRICK), No. 17 (ex TINGEY). 
The MACDONOUGH, are now in 
the Fourth Naval District, Phila- 
delphia, Pa. 

YACHT, 
The WAST, is now in the Fifth 
Naval District, Norfolk, Va. 

Exact location may be ascertained 
from the Commandant of the district 
concerned, and should be obtained be- 
fore making trip for inspection. Sales 
will be for cash to the highest bidder 
above appraised value. Right to re- 
ject all bids reserved. Forms of 
proposal, information concerning the 
vessels, and the terms of sale, obtain- 
able from the Bureau of Supplies and 
Accounts, or Commandants of the 
above districts, 19-12-19. JOSEPHUS 
DANIELS, Secretary of the Navy. 

To be of 7/16-inch oak . 

SALE BY THE NAVY 

SUB-CHASERS, TUG 

AND MOTOR PATROL 

There will be sold by sealed 
proposals, receivable at the bu- 
reau of Supplies and Accounts, 
Navy Department, Washington, 
D. C., until 12:00 o'clock noon, 
19 January, 1920: 

Tug WINTHROP S. P. 3297, 
Motor Patrol HUPA S.P. 650, 
now in the First Naval District, 
Navy Yard, Boston, Mass. 
Sub-Chasers Nos. 198, 212 and 
213, now at the Navy Yard, 
Washington, D. C 
Exact location may be ascertained 

from the Commandant of the district 
concerned, and should be obtained be- 
fore making trip for inspection. Sales 
will be for cash to the highest bidders. 
Ten percent deposit required with bid. 
Right to reject all bids reserved. 
Forms of proposal, information con- 
cerning the vessels, and the terms 
of sale, obtainable from the bureau 
of Supplies gad Le or Com- 
mandants of the above districts. 
JOSEPHUS DANIELS, eee of 
the Navy. 12-12-19 

1920 
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One of these 

Will Meet 

Your Needs 

Somewhere in the line of Lock- 

wood-Ash Marine Engines 

is one that will meet your needs. 

From the clean-cut, sturdy 2 

h.p. outboard engine to the big 

four-cylinder power plant are 

varieties in size to cover a wide 

range of power and speed re- 

quirements. 

Fourteen years of experience 

enable Lockwood-Ash officials 

to act as your consulting engi- 

neers in boat engines. 

Prompt and serious attention 

to every inquiry is a Lockwood- 

Ash rule. 

1-Cylinder 

2-Cycle 

A simple, dependable 
in-board engine for 
work or pleasure. Easy 
to start; easy to oper- 
ate andcarefor. Made 
in 2% and 4 h. p. sizes. 

This portable, 2 h. p. 
engine is a favorite for 
both 
work. 
to a row 
pep and 
reliable. 

leasure and 
asily attached 
boat. Full of 
thoroughly 

4-Cycle 

Big brother of the 
Lockwood-Ash Engine 
family, a highly de- 
veloped marine power 
plant. ee and 
dependable. elivers 
up to 20 h. p. Built 
with or without rear 
starter. 

2-Cylinder 

2-Cycle 

A light, compact, all- 
purpose of few 
parts and readily ac- 
cessible. Madein three 
sizes, 6- 8-and 12-h. Bi 
The largest size should 
deliver up to 15 miles 
per hour. 

Are Worthy of Your Choice 

Lockwood-Ash Marine Engines are products 
of an institution which always has placed 
quality first. Experience has pointed out the 
sizes that make up the well-selected line and 
the quality standard has dictated the thor- 
ough workmanship which is in every Lock- 
wood-Ash Engine. 

Lockwood-Ash Engines are mechanically 
sound—not experiments. They are built 
simple in principle and strong in practice. 

Ask for the Booklet 

Ask for the booklet that tells all about 
Lockwood-Ash Engines. Also ask about the 
30-day trial plan. 

LOCKWOOD-ASH MOTOR‘CO. 

2007 Jackson Street 
JACKSON, MICHIGAN 

ENGINES 
@ 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating 
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World Batteries Are Best 
Plates won't buckle and are always damp No 
wood, rubber or celluloid separators—won’t splash 
—can’t be over charged 

47% greater efficiency and 3 year guarantee, 
Write for particulars 

World Battery Company 
1235-37 Wabash Ave. Chicago, Il. 

HONEST CLAY 
The Engine for Strenuous Service 

Designed to work 24 hours a day, 365 days in the “i. 
Less 3 any other four-cycle engine. 4 
to 110 ELP. 

pondence 80 
parts than 
oer double and four cyli 

~—¥ with dealers where we + 
represen Clay has given satisfaction for 
over 21 yeare—the usneet workbeat engine. ermen, 
Workboat rite, or Call and See Us. 
The Clay en Engine Manufacturi 

664 East 72 
Co. 

EVELAND, 0. 

AT Whitehall St. New Yorn City 

Malorne EW 
FULL  FULL-AUTOMATIC_| 

Lighting and Power Plants 
Made in five sizes for Team, Boathouses, Cottages, 

tne 2 ra da nm Maude Bank co. 
425 Monree St.. Sandu: Ohlo 

The Stanley Engine 
Now owned and manufactured by 

Sutter Brothers 
No. 44 Third Ave., N. Y. City 

Agents for Fay & Bowen, Clay heavy duty, 
ulton Engines 

Joe’s Reverse’ Gears, Wizard Magnetos, 
K. W. Coils 

Quayle Oil Engines 

FOR MARINE SERVICE 

COMMONWEALTH MOTORS CO. 
326 W. Madison St. Dept. £-1 Chicago, Ill. 

SCORED CYLINDERS 
Repaired without regrinding by the 

Lawrence Patent Process 
Scores and ects filled with a silver-nickel alloy 
electrically fused, and refinished equa) to new. 

Write for details Shop licenses are available 
L. Lawrence & Co. Woot Wort sips 

Service Pla Plants Is in the Orincipal automobile centers 

ATWATER 

KENT 
AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT 
Atwater Kent Mfg. Company, Philadelphia 

Waterproof 
Spar Varni:h 

Brooklyn Varnish Mfg. Co. 

MoroR BoatrinG 

Specifications for 15-foot 

V-Bottom Runabout Edith 

(Continued from page 56) 

ment of sliding type as indicated and 
specified on plan. Top to be of 7/16-inch 
white pine matched, fastened to two 
hatch beams of oak, % x 1% inches. 
Hatch beams to have a tenon on each 
end to engage groove in %-inch oak 
slide rails. To be fitted with two sliding 
doors of 7/16-inch white pine arranged 
to lift out. 

Ribbands: Indicated ribband rails to 
be of oak, 1% inches in pear section 
fastened as indicated with screws prop- 
erly let in and bunged with bungs of same 
material as rail. Fore and aft ends to be 
neatly tapered and rounded. 
Woodwork in General: All parts of 

hull and all exposed surfaces inside to be 
carefully planed off smooth and _thor- 
oughly sandpapered to give a perfectly 
smooth finish. All work to be done to 
the satisfaction of the owner and all de- 
tails of hull woodwork are to be com- 
plete in every respect. Work not herein 
specified but that is shown on the draw- 
ings or is manifestly necessary to com- 
plete the work in a workmanlike manner 
to be done without extra charge. 

Metal Work: Rudder—To be of 1-inch 
oak neatly tapered under water, to be 
hung to stern in center by two Sets of 
cast brass hangers and supported at bot- 
tom by indicated bronze pintle. Quad- 
rant of brass on 9-inch radius as shown, 
properly connected to steerer with 3/16 
Phosphor bronze tiller cable or equal, led 
over 2%-inch vertical type wheel rope 
sheaves. 
Shaftlog—To be a piece of 1-inch pipe, 

flanged over filler on outboard end and 
cross tie on inboard end as indicated. 

Stuffing Box—To be of bronze to fit 
shaft, securely fastened to indicated cross 
tie 

Strut—To be a bronze casting, to in- 
clude strut and skeg in one piece prop- 
erly babbitted for shaft. To be fastened 
through apron with six 5/16-inch brass 
stove bolts with nuts inside and counter- 
sunk heads in plate. Bottom plate of 
skeg to be fastened to keel with 1%4-inch 
No. 12 brass screws. Vertical web of 
strut cut into keel and through bolted 
with two 5/16-inch brass stove bolts. 

Steerer—To be of drum type fitted 
with a 10-inch wheel located as shown. 
Tank—Gasoline tank to be of 16-ounce 

copper built to form as indicated to hold 
about eight gallons, set in a_ suitable 
strong cradle as indicated. Tank to have 
one swash plate. To have a 2-inch filler 
cap in top and a %-inch outlet bushing 
in the aft end at bottom. There will be 
a 4-inch brass hand-hold plate over cap. 

Flag Staff Sockets—A pair of %4-inch 
flush type polished brass flag staff sock- 
ets to be fitted where indicated. A pair 
of 4-inch brass beveled bow chocks to be 
fitted on forward deck where indicated. 

In General—All details of metal work 
and hardware to be complete and all parts 
of polished brass. All fastenings not 
otherwise specified to be of brass screws, 
and all inside joiner-work to be fastened 
with over head brass screws. 

Motor and Installation—Motor to be 
a 3 h.p. Model U Gray, or equal, with 
bronze shaft and 14-inch diameter by 14- 
inch pitch two-blade type-A Columbian 
propeller. To be installed as indicated 
properly and completely ready for serv- 
ice. Exhaust to be galvanized pipe car- 
ried close alongside of frames from muff- 
ler to outlet at stern. Gasoline to be fed 
to carbureter through %-inch copper tub- 
ing. Builder to supply motor with all 

(Continued on page 94) 
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Cotton duck, all widths and 
weight sail duck. 
1,000 waterproof tarpaulins 

for immediate ship- 
ment always on hand 
Deck awnings, hatch 

, Ventilator cov- 
ers, ete, made to 

jag Co.. 
1012-14-16-18 Filbert +. 

Philadelphia. b 

IMPROVED THERMEX SILENCER 
(noreases Revolutions, No Back Pressure! 

Cannot clog, nor collect salt; water cannot fow back 
i) oe. Ne Destine, no odor. = nw 
est to install. Dosklet shows why. Bend for ft 

CENTRAL MFG. CO., 
155 Liverpool St. East Beston, Mase. 

SIMPLEZY 
Galvanized Iron Boat Pump 

Best low priced pump made. 
Write for price and description. 

BURROUGHS TOOL CO. 
87 Warren Street NEW YORK 

If you plen to build a new boat this spring it will 
you to get our prices. 

@ are prepared to furnish boat up to 2360 feet 
fer all purposes and we gua 

Write for informa 

BILGE PUMPS 
Copper or Galvanized Steel—2 to 4 inch diameter— 

length. Also Sectional Pumps with removable 

Write for prices. Discounts to dealers. 
BLUE & QUERIPEL CO., 2368 Third Ave. New York Qty 

{ANDERSON ENGINE. 
RE GOOD ENGINE 

IN CHICAGO, \ 
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MOTOR 

The World’s Standard Small Motor 
Oe A os eo 

One Turn and You’re Off 

Always dependable—full of pep 
and energy, your Universal Motor will 
take you there and back. 

I Yr ple 1sure or busine sat ha no equa 

Send today for Bulletin N VAS) 

UNIVERSAL MOTOR COMPANY 
Oshkosh, Wisconsis 

UNIVERSAL MOTOR CO. Oshkosh, Wis 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating 



DROP FORGINGS 
For Hammered 

from Billets 
Makers of quality forg- 
ings for use in motor 
boats and marine nga 

John Ob=nb-rger Forge Co. 
Milwaukee, 

Plant, West mutts, Wis. THE MARK ‘STANDS 
canenniik envnct 

The Great Two-Cylinder 

KOBAN 
ROWBOAT MOTOR 

The world’s greatest and speediest motor 
Write for new catalogue. 

KOBAN MFG, CO. 
246 South Water St ‘Mitwaukes, Wis. 

, . . 
“New Jersey” Marine Paints 
Paint and varnish specialties of the hignest quality 
for ons marine purpose. Used by experienced boat- 

the country over. Sold by dealers everywhere. 
Write for eomplete information. 

NEW JERSEY PAINT WORKS, 
Harry Louderbaugh, Inc. 

Jersey City, New Jersey. 

Puroy Boat ComPany 

Designers and Builders of 

EXPRESS CRUISERS 

TRENTON, MICHIGAN 

Tillinghast Racing Green 

_ BY Test” : 

“Always a clean racing bottom 

fur either the nee § or commercial boat be it 
bullt of steel or w 

TILLINGHAST PRODUCTS CORP.. 

299 Broadway New York City 

Hunting Boats, Cogeco, Rowboats, ty gf 
and Motor Boats. g Free. Save Mone 
Order by Mail. 
interested in. 

THOMPSON BROS. BOAT Merc. cd. 
«w07 Ellis Avenue eshtigo, Wis. 

TREGO | 

MARINE ENGINES 

Please state what you @ 

Twe cylinders. Gore 5” Stroke 8” 
2 at R&R. P.M 18H P at SCOR PM 
20 H. P. at 600 R. P. 234. P at COO R PM 
Some excellent terrt: Ory still open to reliable dealers 
TREGO MOTORS CORPORATION 

Builders of the U S Liberty Engines 
New Haven Connecticut 

POLARINE 

The Standard Oil For All Motors 

Standard Oil Co. of New York 

FREE! Sonora _ Semi-Permanent 
* Silvered Phonograph Need- 

les replace steel needles. pi, 0 to 100 
times, and are used on ALL MAKES of 
steel needle records. Economical, con- 
venient, improve tone ond. preserve 
records. 25¢ per card o 40c in 
Canada. Write today for FREE sample. 
Sonora Phonograph Sales Co., Inc. 

E. bin Sxocitent 
Toronto, Bidg. 

Geor 
279 Bway, Dest 18, W 

MoroR BoatTinG 

A Fleet of One-Design 

Cruisers 
(Continued from page 27) 

greater importance than the maximum 
speed requirements for these boats. The 
Miami Anglers Club consists of men like 
Glenn H. Curtiss, John H. Hanna, John 
Dodge, M. M. Belding and a score of 
others who own private yachts and go to 
Miami every winter to fish. 

In the construction of the boats nothing 
but the best material and equipment has 
been specified. The interior accommoda- 
tions are ample for extended cruises 
should the owners of these boats desire 
to use them for such purposes. 

Using Oil on 1 the Shipmate 
(Continued from page 33) 

of the top pipe is also closed with a pipe 
cap but afterwards a hole is bored in the 
cap and a %” copper tube brazed in. Just 
beyond this braze is a brazed union so 
that the entire outfit can be easily dis- 
connected. All of the joints must be 
made up very tightly. In the center of 
the bottom pipe on its upper side there 
is bored a 1/64 inch hole. The bottom 
of the box is now filled with a layer of 
asbestos. The copper tube is connected 
with a gravity kerosene tank. By open- 
ing the shut off valve in the kerosene line 
the lower pipe will fill with kerosene and 
then flood through the hole and soak the 
asbestos. When the asbestos has been 
well soaked turn off the oil and light the 
soaked asbestos. This will heat the oil 
in the bottom pipe of the burner; causing 
it to gasify and finally the jet of gas from 
the hole will ignite. Then regulate the 
flow by the valve. The flame will be 
very hot indeed and unless you regulate 
the flow it will turn the top of the stove 
red hot in a few minutes. As the entire 
outfit simply rests on the grate and the 
only hole in the stove is a small one in 
the upper door, you can see that the 
stove is not injured in the least bit by 
the installation of this oil burner. 

F. B., Paterson, N. J. 

Proper Tool Outfit 1s 

Necessary 
(Continued from page 35) 

if the job is to be satisfactory. First of 
all, remember that all bolts, screws, and 
nuts must go back where they came from 
and that lock-washers, cotter pins or 
other retaining means are absolutely 
needed and therefore must be replaced. 
Replace torn or broken gaskets with new 
ones of the same material and thickness 
and put them on with shellac. If spark 
plug gaskets or any others of copper are 
damaged, put on new ones. 

Another thing to remember is that when 
adjusting the bearings of the crank shaft 
it is very necessary that the same num- 
ber of shims of equal thickness be re- 
moved from each.side of the bearing 
cap. When replacing cylinders, they must 
be manipulated carefully so as not to 
break the piston rings which are brittle. 
The inside of the cylinders should be 
thoroughly washed out with clean gaso- 
lene to remove all particles of carbon or 
other gritty matter and, before inserting 
the pistons, the cylinder walls ought to 
have a coat of oil. 

This is a brief outline of the steps in 
taking down and assembling an average 
engine. A satisfactory job depends on 
the care with which the work is done and 
whether the various parts are put back 
properly. There must be no screws or 
nuts left over when the job is finished. 

A. L. M., New York, N. Y. 
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SINCLAIR 

OILS 

a DIRIGO compass on 
that bost. All mate- 

rials first class. No rubber 
— & Tie A = 
vot « a . 
avy degree on dial. 

B and bin- 

men 
catalog. 
EUGENE M, SHERMAN 

Box 3 ~ Bellevue, Wash. 

SENSIBLE Safety Suit 
The only ventilated and sanitary safety suit. 
Demonstrated and Sold at NEW YORK CITY by Aber- 
crombie & Fiteh Co., Sy Bros.. Browning, King 

Phita.. Pa. and Washington. 0. C., dgcod Reed's Sons 
Write today for full deft 

ALFRED VARLEY SIMS, : Sales Agt. 
2 Rector St. New York City Phone: Rector 7565 

Roebling Launch Steering Cable 

Metallic Cord Center 

PPE LI eS 

a Serene. Reliable, Durable 
or Folder No. A-375 

JfHN A. ROEBLING’S SONS CO., Trenton, N.J. 

Waterproots 
and Preserves 

Canvas. ROBESON 
PRESERVO COMPANY 
Port Huron, Mich. 

tern yw ‘Canadian me 
357 Weste Boston, Mass. darn 
THE HONTERS JOHNSON CO., 209 California st, 
Francisco, 

Distributors for Pacific Coast 

ss a act 

Keep your boat dry while at anchor 

AUTOMATIC BILGE PUMP 
Motion of the boat works the pump 

Get Order In Early Introductory Price $17.50 
A tireless worker at a troublesome job 

ROCK-A-WAY PUMP CO. 
63 Gorham St. West Somerville, Mass. 

BOAT CEDAR 
Just received a wd enchants of choice Cedar. 
Can make | di Good assort- 
ment of sizes. py on hand: Oak, Mahogany 
and other woods for boat building. 

WM. P. YOUNGS & BROS., 
35th Street and East River, New York City 

ENJOY 
the LURE 
of the 
WAVES 

K D or 
Complete {| 

RICHARDSON BOAT CO., No. Tonawanda, N. Y. 

“WOLVERINE” 
Heavy Duty Marine Engines. 

Kerosene-Gasoline-Alcohol Suction 
Producer Gas. 

WOLVERINE MOTOR WORKS 
Bridgeport, Conn., U. S. A. 
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WHIP 
Miami Cruiser Championship 

U 

tional Gold Challenge Trophy 

LEOPARD Ill 

GAR, Jr. : 
Detroit News Trophy 

Norman Walker Cup and 

HOOSIER IV. 
Winner Miami Regatta 

HELDENA II 

Great Lakes Challenge Trophy 
All Hyde-equipped 

Inter-Lake Trophy 
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Catalog and data sheet upon request. 

HYDE WINDLASS COMPANY 

Canadian Interna 

~N Z. 6 
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You should use a Hyde on your boat to insure maximum 
efficiency. 
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5 GAL 

FUEL OIL 

What 25c. Will Buy! 

One gallon of gas would run your 10 H.P. gasoline 

engine about one hour—or 100 H.P. for six minutes. 

Five gallons of fuel oil will run a 10 H.P. Jacobson Oil 

Engine for five hours—or 100 H.P. for thirty minutes. 

These figures wouldn’t mean much, if you ran your boat 

an hour a day, but when you use it for 8, 12 or 14 hours 

or more they TALK BIG. 

Don’t you think it’s time to ship a JACOBSON as a 

member of the crew? 

You'll be surprised to learn how reasonable is the cost 

of signing up the JACOBSON OIL ENGINE for your 

service for LIFE. 

Write TODAY. We're anxious to send you our Catalog 

No. 20 and full specifications and prices if you mention 

the size you want. 

THE JACOBSON GAS ENGINE CO. 

ALBANY, N. Y., MANUFACTURERS 

THE JACOBSON ENGINEERING CO., Inc. 

30 Church St., New York, U.S. A., Export Dep’t. 

oy 
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Yard and Shop 
(Continued from page 42) 

Motor Show in New York 

City 

In a large showroom at 153 West 
15th St., Bruns Kimball & Co. Inc., are 
carrying a permanent exhibit of marine 
motors of all kinds and sizes. The 
premises occupied by them are said to 
be the largest in the world devoted to 
the permanent display of marine en- 
gines. The repair shops where all the 
rebuilt motors are put back into shape 
are always busy. All motors received 
are thoroughly examined and new 
parts required are ordered or made and 
when the motor leaves the shop it is 
again able to give many years of use- 
ful service. 

In addition to the business in rebuilt 
engines, Bruns Kimball & Co. are east- 
ern agents for Sterling, Doman, and 
Gray Prior in the four-cycle field and 
the Hartford and Arrow in the two 
cycle types. MoToR BoatinG readers 
are invited to drop in when in the 
neighborhood for a pleasant chat. 

New Burd Foundry 

In order to meet the increasing de- 
mand for more capacity the Burd 
High-Compression Ring Company has 
been compelled to again increase its 
plant. The new foundry will more 
than triple the production capacity 
which it is hoped will enable them to 
cope with the demand for High Com- 
pression and Quick Seating Piston 
Rings. 

Oberdorfer Pumps 

In expanding their sales organization 
the Oberdorfer Brass Company has ap- 
pointed W. W. Bendell, 389 19th Ave., 
San Francisco, Cal., as their direct 
representative for all territory west of 
Denver. 

In addition to the pumps which they 
make they also are specializing in the 
production of Giant Aluminum Solder 
which is very effective for all work re- 
quiring repairs involving the use of 
solder or aluminum. 

New Jacobson Engine 

A new engine of 22 h.p. is now being 
put into production by the Jacobson En- 
gineering Co. Inc., of 30 Church St., 
New York, N. Y. This motor is of the 
four-cylinder type with bore and stroke 
of 3%xs5 inches and will develop 22 h.p. 
at 1,150 r.p.m. It will weigh about 600 
pounds and is to cost $600. All 
cylinders are cast en bloc with lower 
base of cast iron or aluminum and an 
entirely enclosed reverse gear. An 
electric starting and lighting system is 
furnished as an extra. 

New Catalog 
Hartford Model X Marine engines 

are well described and illustrated in a 
new catalog just off the press and 
issued by the Gray & Prior Machine 
Co., of Hartford, Conn. The various 
styles of single-and double-cylinder en- 
gines are shown in detail and MoToR 
BoatinG readers are invited to send 
for a copy. 
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Speedway Motors 
Vastly Superior 

JANUARY,1920 

Are 
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In Miami there is no mistak- 

ing the prestige of Consolidated 

built boats. Their individuality 

and distinction have won favor 

among all prominent yachtsmen. 

“Elbaroda” “Toxaway” 
Mr. A. C. Woodman, Mr. J. H. Nunnally, 

Owner Owner 
Philadelphia Atlanta, Ga. 

“Florence |” “Georgena Il” 
Mr. H. L. Judd, Mr. F. F. Proctor, 

Belleair, Fla. N. Y. City. 

“Thelma” 
R. F. Howe, 
Jericho, L. I. 

CONSOLIDATED SHIPBUILDING 

CORPORATION 

MORRIS HEIGHTS NEW YORK 

Represented in Miami 
By Mr. Clement G. Amory 

mention MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating 



CUT RATE 

MARINE 

SUPPLY HOUSE 

Everything for Motor Boats 
Catalogue Mailed FREE 

E. J. WILLIS CO. 
85 Chambers St., New York City 

RUNABOUT 
19, 22 and 25-Footers Standard Models 
Compiete with Power and Equipment or Hulls 
built to order complete at very reasonable 
prices. Dinks, Power Tenders and Row Boats 

BADGER MOTOR BOAT CO., Inc. 
Address, Lake Ave., Cor. 4th St., Racine, Wis 

OPLEX SIGNS 
Are day signs as well as electric night signs. 
Full information on request. 

THE FLEXLUME SIGN CO. 
1441 Niagara St. Buffalo, N. Y. 
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Starting Correctly to Build (INTEGRAL CAMSHAFTS 
(Continued from page 39) 

As mentioned elsewhere in this article 
one must not forget that if the seams are 
to be caulked, payed, and puttied, or if 
the heads of the fastenings are to be 
plugged these items should be attended to 
just after the first rough planing is fin- 
ished. 

Laying the deck is plain sailing. Nar- 
row streaks if blind fastened, see Figure 
63, look well and if caulked and then put- 
tied with some flexible seam composition 
create a fine appearing deck, and one 
which will stay water tight; a very neces- 
sary virtue for a deck to have. Narrow 
planking may be laid with the curve of 
the deck as shown in Figure 64. And 
then the ends of each strip should be let 
into the pardner piece, or king plank. This 
is a difficult bit of carpentry but I think 
that any amateur boat builder with half 
a head for carefulness is equal to its in- 
tricacies. 

Deck planking up to 2 in. in width can 
be caulked and will remain water tight; 
but deck planking which is upwards of 
2 in. wide should be covered with canvas. 
Wide plank swells and shrinks to so great 
a degree because of climate changes that, 
despite any sort of seam composition, in 
hot, dry weather it will leak and in wet 
weather swell too tight in the seams. 
A covering of canvas over a deck as- 

sures perfect water tightness at all times 
and is easy to apply. Not only does can- 
vasing spell tight seams; it also spells 

es tight deck houses, hatch rails and sky- 

Forgings and Castings 
for marine work a specialty. Our experience in this 
particular fleld is at your disposal Get our estimates 
before specifying on aluminum, bronze and compusi 
tion castings, also drop forgings of steel and brass 

THE HARLEY COMPANY 
1085 Page Bivd. Springfield, Mass. 

“Reliance” Steering Gears 
AND 

30 Styles 

The Proper Wheel 
for every type 

of boat 

Write for Literature 

Rochester, N. Y. 

_Deck Controls 

W.S. HALL CO. 

WE CAN MAKE PROMPT DELIVERY OF 
NEARLY ALL SIZES OF THE FAMOUS 

EMERSON frorr® 4 PORT 
AT THE OLD PRICE 

HERFURTH ENGINE & MACHINERY CO. 
Alexandria, Va. 

» REVERSE 

RADIATE 
Five Mocels Write for Price 

GIES GEAR COMPANY 
trea’ Cast Detro? ch Ban 

SATISFACTION | 

light coamings: Figure 65 shows how. 
After the deck, which is to be canvas 

covered, is nailed to the beams, to the 
edge of the top streak and to such other 
nailing places which come handy, the nail 
heads should be countersunk. It is then 
time to plane the top smooth. Great care 
need not be taken with the planing, for if 
the canvas is reasonably heavy, any 
weight from 8 oz. to 12 oz. is suitable; 
small inequalities will not show. The 
nail head holes should be filled with plain 
putty or any suitable filling; plaster paris 
does well. Do not, though, fill the seams, 
because in wet weather the deck plank 
will swell and any material in the seams 
will be forced out and build a little mound 
under the canvas at each seam. I should 
by all means give the deck one or two 
coats of good paint and stretch the can- 
vas over the deck while the second coat 
of paint is still wet. 

he canvas is tacked around the edge 
of the deck with %-in. copper nails. Fig- 
ure 66 shows how. Considerable shifting 
of tacks will be required before the can- 
vas will lay with not a wrinkle, so do not 
drive home the tacks too hastily. 
Where the canvas turns up, as behind 

the side of a cabin house, it is tacked to 
the face of the deck but close to the edge 
so that the tack heads will be covered 
by the house side. 

Canvas must be painted. I suggest that 
| the first coat be of very thin paint in order 
that the turpentine and oil may penetrate 
right through to the wooden deck. This 
will connect with the wet paint previously 
applied to the deck and help in a large 
way to bind the two, the canvas and the 

+ deck, together. 

TOPPAN BOAT MFG. CO. 

TOPPAN BOATS 

POWER DORIES, GOV. MODEL LAUNCHES, ROWING 
AND SAILING DORIES AND SKIFFS. 

Write for full information and prices. 
Medford, Mass., Dept. M. 

wi ke them for the A 
uirplane and automobile mote "We ase intearal 
Camshaft Specialists, insuring the utzrost in qual- 
ity of —— and materials, accuracy and 

Let as quote on your designs. , 
MUSKEGON MOTOR SPECIALTIES CO. 

Muskegon, Mich. 

Nautical Instrumcats 

Gomngoeces 

oy" Sie af 

Marine Compass Compary 
Bryantville. Mass. 

PUMPS 
Made by the 

Lipman Mfg. Co. 
for Greuiating os ses 
pre the ve st. Hun- 
Sreds ‘of ousands in 

ae. Send for Catalogue. 

233 Pleasant St. Beloit, Wis. 

Gear Pulling Made Easy 
Says the Master Mechanic. The Greb 
Auromatic Grip — A — 

—_ -acting, stron - Puller—Quick-acting. —s _— 

tion ¢. two -S ‘ 
Duty Size capacity size capacity 1” to 7” Two sets of 
jaws furnished with each size. 1 If your dealer or 6 
Ten Days’ Tria’ job ant 
have them we will send you one. 
Try it ten days. If not os isfactory. 0! 
return to us and we will refund 

your money. We also make the Greb Rim Tool. 
THE GREB Co., 225 State Street, BOSTON 

WICKER-KRAFT 

YACHT FURNITURE 
Gsed on the finest boats. 
highest grade boat builders AY 
Qtted with life belts, are an original Wicker-Krafi 

Write for Ulustrated cataleg. 
WICKER-KRAFT CO., Newburgh. N. Y. 

CAPE COD SHIPYAKD, Builders of wait uf 
to 150 ft. length. 

CAPE COD POWER DORY CO. 

Factory—Wareham, Mass., 367 Main St., Tel. 5-6 

Showrooms at 412 Eighth Ave., New York City 

RADIO TELEGRAPH AND 
TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT. 

We design and manufacture complete, simple, 
rugged and compact radio equipment for steam 
yachts, and motor cruisers, for communicating 
over any distance. Catalogs furnished on re- 
quest 
WIRELESS SPECIALTY APPARATUS CO. 

Boston, Mass. 

DELCO-LIGHT 
MARINE SET 

A complete electric light and power plant— 
independent of the boat engine. Runs on 
kerosene. Compact, easily installed; i ¢00 
satisfied users. Write for catalog. 

THE DOMESTIC ENGINEERING CO. 
DAYTON, OHIO 

oe 
Advertising Index will be found cn page 100 
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GUARANTEED HORSEPOWER 

A POSITIVE guarantee of definite horsepower rating 

goes with every Murray & Tregurtha engine. 

The most modern type of testing apparatus has been 

installed at large expense in a special testing building, 

adjacent to our plant. The Sprague Electric Dyna- 

mometers used are the only instruments that give absolute 

100% accuracy in determining horsepower. They are 

achnowieiand by renowned engineers to be the finest test- 

ing apparatus available. 

For the Model J-6, 400 H.P. engine, as shown in the 

illustration, the largest type Sprague Dynamometer is 

required. This was specially developed for testing high 

power, high speed internal combustion engines, and meas- 

ures horsepower by two processes, insuring an extremely 

accurate check. 

Experts watch and carefully chart the performance of 

every M. & T. engine on the dynamometer test block. 

Guaranteed horsepower must be attained at the R. P. M. 

specified before the engine is passed for shipment. 

When you purchase an M. & T., you get an engine 
backed by the reputation of years, and built and 
tested by the finest equipment money can buy. 

Murray &Tregurtha Corp. 

Atlantic, Mass. 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Bogting 
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“Siesta averages 10 miles 

an hour all day long” 

A GOOD, steady speed, and perfect free- 

dom from care, trouble and noise— 

freedom to explore the fairyland of river, 

beach and key—freedom to visit the further- 

off-shore islands—or just go fishin’-—all the 

joys of a delightful winter in the Florida 

wonderland are assured on an M. & T. 

equipped houseboat. Twenty-eight years of 

good engine building is your guarantee of an 

absence of “engine trouble delay”. 

Siesta is a big, roomy houseboat cruiser, 

equipped with all the modern comforts of a 

hotel. She is 99 ft. long, 20 ft. beam, and 

3 ft. draft; designed and built by McCoy Broth- 

ers, Inc., of Daytona, Fla. Her power plant 

is an 85 H. P. Heavy Duty Type M. & T. 

Murray & Tregurtha Corp. 

Atlantic, Mass. 

Advertising Index will be found on page 100 
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“ver. 
SEA SLED 

“z.. 

Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Fat. Off. 

Incomparably the finest sea boat in the world 

A Successful Revolution In Motor 

Boat Design. 

Much higher speed in rough water. 

Greatly improved dryness and stability. 

Absolute safety at all speeds. 

The only boats capable of running at all 

speeds in shoal and weed-grown waters. 

24-Foot Sea Sled at 36 Miles Per Hour 

50-Foot Sea Sled at 50 Miles Per Hour 

wounc aneune co. THE S
EA SLED 

COMPANY 
,V"*%,<® ‘7 

Pictou, Nova Scotia, 

eh alictees BOSTON, MASS. Canada. 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoattnG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating 
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The Michigan Reversible Propeller Wheel 

Sar ] Don’t take up Valuable room in your boat with a cumbersome and troublesome 
reverse gear. 

With a Michigan Reversible Propeller on your boat you are free to navigate 
without danger of collisions and with the same safety as with a reverse gear 
costing many times more. Besides this you are saved the annoyance of repairs 
and break-downs so often occurring with a reverse gear. 

Michigan Propeller Wheels are designed and constructed for service and results. 

A propeller for your every need. 

Write to-day for information. 

MICHIGAN | WHEEL | COMPANY 

GRAND RAPIDS _1240 Monroe Ave. MICHIGAN | 
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ee STAYS CLEAN ae 

Gives the greatest efi. 
clency with the smallest 
fuel consumption. 
Semi-ename!l White for 
topsides. 
Stearns- McK 

Marbliehea: PERFORMANCE 2. 
is what you buy, when you buy the 

C. A. J. 25 H. P. 4-Cylinder, 4-Cycle Overhead Valve 
Marine Motor for Runabouts, Small Cruisers and 
Workboats. 

THE JACOBSON ENGINEERING COMPANY, INC. 
30 Church Street NEW YORK 

Marine engines, gasoline, oil, producer gas. 
All sizes to 8000 H. P 

WHICH BOAT WASTES FUEL? 

FUEL ECONOMY 
Is insured by using 

&**x, TO FLAG USERS 

Our customers tell us we make the best 
flag on the market 

They report at least 50% more service 
xv xv trom “Raven Brand” flags. 

. 50% moré service would mean a consid 
wy 3 erable saving to you in one year. 
x vv Why not make a little experiment and get 

your own facts? 
Get two flags of the same size, one made by us and the other the 

best flag you have ever used heretofore. If possible fly them on 
twin goles simultaneously, but if this is not practical, use them in 
aherente daily shifts. 

Ve make flags for outdoor service and we are willing to have 
our flags judged by the amount of outdoor service they will give 

Practically every first class ship chandler on the Atlantic Coast 
handles “Raven Brand” flags. If your dealer does not handle 
them, let us know and we will send you the name of a dealer in 
your city who does 

BETSY ROSS FLAG CO., Inc. 
Day Line Dock Newburgh, N. Y. 

“JONES TACHOMETER 
Too much engine speed and too little 

speed are alike wasteful. 
Speed and efficiency must be corrected 

to get the best results at lowest cost all 
the time and they can be so corrected 
by using the JONES TACHOMETER. 
The “JONES,” as it is now familiarly 

called, shows you when you are running 
below or above economical speed. 

Get a “‘ JONES” and Save fuel-cost. 
A Necessity of Every Motor Boat 

“BEST BY TEST” 
Send today for our new Booklet 

JONES-MOTROLA, Inc., 29-33 West 35th St., New York 

MASTERS MANUFACTURING CO 
7 WOOLSEY SQUARE, JAMAICA PLAIN, BOSTON, MaSS, 

Onifior PALMER ENGINES Oxifior 
chom If the demands you make of a power plant are of 

Ta ° 7 more than umeal — it be vey = to 7 
lin ate the qualities that prevail in the Palmer ui 

Gaso ie age for any duty under any conditions, the Palmer 
Engine powers many of America’s best boats. 

PALMER BROTHERS 
Cos Cob Connecticut 

P. H. Gill & Sons Forge and 
| Machine Works, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

FINISHED CRANK SHAFTS 
We are furnishing them to some 
of the leading marine engine 
builders. Carbon and Alloy Steel, 
Heat Treated to your own specifi- 
cations. We grind all Pins and 
Bearings. Forged, machined, and 
finished complete in our own plant. 
Let us quote you. 

Advertising Index will will be found on page 100 
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CHAS. CORY & SON, INC. 

New York—290 Hudson St. ESTABLISHED 1845 
Phila., Pa.—207 Market St. 

San Francisco, Cal.—585 Mission Electri eal and M } e cal Tel } Seattle, Wash.—83 emer 

Marine Electric Lighting Fixtures and Wiring Accessories. 

Special attention given to Yacht and Motorboat electrical equi i : oS 
accessories, bells, annunciators, push 2. ee Safpres, ‘wiring 

Mechanical Communication Appliances, includi ; 
. ng engine telegraphs, gongs, 

voice tubes, fittings, etc. gong pulls, sounders, 

Complete electrical and mechanical installations for all classes of vessels solicited 

THE JOHNSON MARINE REVERSE GEAR 

Always selected by careful buyers 

because of its record for service. 

The well known Johnson Friction Comp! i i i pletely equipped with radial 
Clutch on both forward and re- i me ae and thrust ball bearings. 

Special hardened alloy steel in all Entirely enclosed in an oil tight 
gears and shafting. casing. 

Write Dept. 25 for our catalog. 

THE CARLYLE JOHNSON MACHINE CO. mancuester conn 

OIL. ENGINE 

An Engine Combining the Diesel Princi- 
ples of High-Compression Ignition with 
the Simplicity and Greater Advantages 
of a Swedish System of Fuel Injeetion. 

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY AND ECONOMY— perfect combustion with no carbon, soot, 
smoke or vdor. Guaranteed fuel consumption 6/10 pint per H. P. hour or better. 

No electrical devices—no hot plates, tubes or torches. Easy, positive starting, quiet, 
vibrationless operation, 

SOLID FUEL INJECTION—Avolds use of compressors and high pressure valves 
necessary in other types. 
. RUNS PEKFECTLY at low speeds, load or no load, with perfect ignition and com- 
ustion. ; 

LARGE AND SMALL SIZES—The only engine of the compression-ignition type made 
in the smaller sizes. Ask for Bulletin ‘‘O”’ 

THE MIANUS MOTOR WORKS : : : Stamford, Conn., U.S.A. 
NEW YORK NORFOLK, VA. BALTIMORE 
BOSTON PORTLAND, ME. EASTPORT, ME.» J 

Rochester “Bilt-Rite’ Boats 

are produced by men of experience. The result of years of 
close association with matters pertaining to pleasure afloat are 
given expression in our designs. They are replete in the com- 
forts and conveniences that make a cruise really pleasurable. 

The forty footer illustrated is a home afloat for a party of 
six. We have them from twenty-six to fifty-five feet. One of 
them will fit your requirements. Let us send you full information. 

It takes months to build a high class cruiser, therefore, you 
should contract now for your 1920 boat. 

Rochester Boat Works, Inc. 

Charlotte Station Rochester, N. Y. 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoattnG, the National Magazine of Motor B , — 
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, Does Your Boat Leak? | | pitt by 
“Marine Glue—What to Use and How to Use It” 

Any old boat, so long as the frames are 
in fair condition, can be made water- 
tight by following the instructions in 
the above booklets. This applies to 
anything that floats from a canoe to a ; ; : 
yacht. Put your leak troubles up to us The Last Word in Yacht Designing 
and we will help you to stop them. and Building 

JEFFERY’S MARINE GLUE : 
IN ALL THE VARIOUS GRADES Luders Marine 

For Sale by all Yacht, Boat and Canoe Supply Houses; Hardware, Construction Company 
Paint and Oil and Sporting Goods Dealers. 

L. W. FERDINAND & CO. Stamford, Conn. 
152 Kneeland St. BOSTON, MASS. 

OnGuardOver YourBattery! 

It is absolutely unnecessary for your battery to go dead 
without warning. You should not have to worry about 
it, either. If your boat is equipped with a 

itt 

SAMC vty Aull 
IS | ttl Crate 

NOWN and accepted by 
the boating world as the 

ideal tender for the highest 
class yachts, “Sandusky Dinks” 
are regularly specified by dis- 
criminating boatmen. 

Sandusky Dinks are only the 
well known Davis Dinks under 

a ucw name. satcrial and construction are the same 
unexcelled standard. 
Row and Power Dinks always in stock in sizes from 8 to 16 feet. 

We also build pleasure boats to order in ali sizes and types. 
Send for your copy of our catalog today 

SANDUSKY BOAT & CABINET WORKS, Sandusky, Ohio 

LOOK 

Can you equaLthese prices? Class [ outfit, con- 
sisting of Bow Combination Light, Stern Light, 
Life Preserver Pillow, Fire Extinguisher and two 
tone Horn complete. Guaranteed to pass 

Government inspection, $4.50. 

MODEL 301 AMMETER 
on your bulkhead you can tell at 
a glance, at any time, whether 
your generator is working and 
your storage battery receiv'ng its 
proper charge. Don’t take chances 
as to whether you are maintain- 
ing the proper condition of your 
battery. Write us! 

Weston Electrical Instrument Co. 
28 Weston Ave., Newark, N. J. 

The way to get the best 

circulation on your au- 

tomobile or boat is to 

use a Lobee Pump. 

Most pumps are just 

pumps for which noth- 

Pol. Brass Bilge Pump bce'saWadeates $2.10 ing can be said, gp igs — 
12” Steering Wheel............... 1.40 umps can never i i 
SOD TE Ge vc vcccsccscvccese 1.20 4 P ee 
Two tone pol. brass Horn.......... -90 avor. : 

Class II Equipment, $10.00. Get the Best there is. 

Complete Catalogue on Request LOBEE PUMP and and MACHINERY COMPANY 

—- __ } 

Prepare for 1920 
To aid you we are 

compiling a new cata 
The “SUPERIOR” 
The motor of consistent, re- 
liable, economical service for ra oa ‘ p 

work and pleasure boats. arine Supplies an 
Equipment 

Mechanically operated intake which will be an in 
valves. novation. We have 

made an earnest effort 
along novel lines and 
believe that the result 
will be useful and in 
teresting to you. 
Make application 

now so as to be sure 
to get your copy. It 

Leak proof main bearings. 

Built to last a life time and 
will do it. 

We guarantee you satisfaction 
or your money back. 5 will be out about Jan 

One cylinder, 6 H. P. complete equipment. . . $150.00 Ask for Catalogue No. 625. Ist, 1920. 

Toe Tie oe nectron, ntchigne, || GEO"B-CARPENTER & CO. © oar.” 

Advertising Index will be found on page 100 
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Exclusive Manufacturers of 

“DAYTON” 

Motor Boat Lighting and Ignition Systems 

Six—Twelve—Thirty Two Volt Systems. Four to Thirty Lights 

The “Dayton” Lighting Systems have been the Standard with the 
Motor Boat Trade for over Twenty Years. Thousands of them are in 
daily use, giving excellent satisfaction. 

Write for Bulletin No. 65—Now 

THE A-C ELECTRICAL MFG. CO. Dayton, Ohio 

T Zee AAC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCEEEEEEEEEEE@q@qEHE@@EEEEo 

ToPPING BRoTHERS 

EVERYTHING IN MARINE HARDWARE 

Port Lights, Cleats, Rope Thimbles, Anchors, Shackles, 

Blocks, Harthan Propellers, Ship Carpenter Tools 

TOPPING BROTHERS, 122 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK 
ESTABLISHED 1885 

\ Ws WWW WWWWCWW—@ PJ JW UMW UU’”»» 

20th CENTURY Gasoline —e 
2-Cylinder—6¥.” x 8¥_”—15-20 H.P.—400 R.P.M. 
4-Cylinder—6).” x 84,”—40-50 H.P.—400 R.P.M. 
6-Cylinder—6¥.” x 8/”—65-75 H.P.—400 R.P.M. 
Strictly high grade four-cycle engines, built for 
heavy duty service. 

65 ft. x 14 ft.—JINETTA—J. H. Becker 
Most yachtsmen know of the satisfaction given by yachts 
designed, built and powered by us; our experience is at 
your command; plans on file of all size yachts. 

Send Us Your Inquiries 
Morris Heights, New York City NEW YORK YACHT, LAUNCH & ENGINE CO. 

Improved 
Motor 
Boat 
Closet 

The best little closet on the market today, possess- 
ing many of the a of the large as toliet. 
All brass and porcelain. k , and cover. 

All prices subject to market advances, which are 
continually changing. 

THE J. H. CURTISS CO. 

The J. H. Curtiss Co. 
Pioneer ig Speciale in Marine 

tary Fixtures 
atest a nad r aévertisoment 

peared the first issue of 
MoToR port Seat 1907, 

fixtures 
stalled in motor 

cruisers and a of all sizes, 
— pe of the finest 
—, launched within this 

The Curtiss fine is exception- 

7 in quality, service and 
durability no matter whether it 
Is am highest or lowest priced 

“PRICES ON APPLICATION” 

With Pump Lining and Fixture. 
Nickel- plated. Porce 

Cock on pump jain Bowl. Mahogany or 
swings upward, Quartered Oak Case. thus preventing 
breaking of 
bowl. Soap-dish 
is porcelain and 
removable. 

No. 5 
Height, 19 In. 
wi 19 In. 

pth C 
6 inches. 

2 South Street, New York 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating 
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“B r rt” 

7 

A special bronze of great 
tensile strength and re- 
markable toughness—par- 
ticularly serviceable . for 
propeller shafts. Furnished 
to size and length with 
“piston” finish if desired. 

BRIDGEPORT BRASS COMPANY 
CoNNECTICUT 

1 Bronz 

BRIDGEPORT 

DARROWS STEEL MOTORBOATS 

ee 

A high grade guaranteed line of Light and 
Medium Duty pleasure and work boats. 4 Styles, 
over twenty sizes. Speedy, shallow draft, flat 
bottom Riverboats a specialty. Also Outboard 
Motorboats, Sectional boats, Rowboats, livery 
boats, duckboats and Canoes. Tenders and spe- 
cial designs. 

F. H. DARROW STEEL BOAT CO. 
620 Erie Street ALBION, MICH. 

STANDARD KID, 

4-Cycle Engines of Quality 

Made in six sizes — light, 
medium, and medium heavy 
duty. 3 h.p. to 20 h.p.—1l 
to 2 cylinders. 
Uses either gasoline, distillate, or 
kerosene. 
Suitable for workboats, fish skiffs, 
sampans, pleasure boats, etc. 
Working parts on _ lightweight 
models, interchangeable with Ford 
engine parts. 

Live agents wanted in all parts of the world. 

SEATTLE-STANDARD ENGINE MFG. CO. 
SEATTLE, U. S. A. 

America’s Finest 

Motor Boats 

Ghetwer you i MP Speed Boat, Cruiser, Row- 
boat or Canoe. * 

There’s a Made for you 

—or we will o—-. and build one to meet your needs. 
Tell us the type of boat in which you are interested and we will 

mail you our special catalog immédiately. 
RACINE BOAT COMPANY, 1812 Clark St., Racine, Wisconsin 

+ emneeenee se mpovnnsavenevnnssevnanenepenevannnnes covert cesees vues 

MOXLEY BOATS 

Choose your new boat from one of our 

stock designs, or if you wish we will build 

to order, following your own ideas. Stock 

Launches—16 ft., 20 ft., 25 ft.; Rowboats 

—12 ft. 14 ft. 16 ft. 

Prices on application 

Cruisers—Write for prices and details. 

W. J. MOXLEY & SON 

Office & Factory - - Cos Cob. Conn. 

ROBERTS 

MOTORS 

4 cycle, 8 horse power 

Price $150.00 

Also 4, 8 and 16 

H. P. 2 Cycle 

Motors 

ROBERTS MOTORS 

. Sandusky Ohio 

REX MARINE ENGINES 

TWO CYCLE TYPE 

Features 
Two port or combination two and three 

port. For gasoline or kerosene fuel. Jump 
spark ignition. Water circulation through 
cored passages, thus eliminating many and 
troublesome pipe joints. Removable head. 
Large hand holes. Bearings for crank pin 
and main bearings of genuine babbitt bush- 

6 to 32 H. P. ings, easily replaced. Bronze connecting rod. 
1 to 4 Cylinders Heavy crankshaft, 1%* in diameter. 

By combining simplicity of design and quality in material, we 
aim to produce- an engine to meet strict specifications and to give 
reliable service. 

Export Neponset Engine & Machine Co. 
Shipments 

Heavily Boxed Neponset Sta. 
and Strapped Boston, Mass., U. S. A. 

Advertising Index will be found on page 100 
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Boat Tops I f EQUIPMENT 
Kapok Cushions 
Life Preservers 
Awnings 

DUPONT MOTORS 

Port View Model DF. Ready to run. 

Completely Equipped—Equipment Built In. En- 
tirely Enclosed and Self-lubricating. 

Clean—Quiet—Accessible 

Equipment includes Clutch and Reverse Gear; 
Electric Starter and Lighting System; Hand 
Starter; High Tension Magneto with Impulse 
Starter; Oil Pump; Circulating Water Pump; 
Bilge Pump; Air Pump. 

We Guarantee Satisfaction 

Delaware Marine Motor Company 
2 Commerce St., Wilmington, Delaware, U. S. A. 

MoroR BoatrinG 73 

S your compass guides you safely to port, 
so the mark @§ guides you to Depend- 

able Motor Boat Fittings. The 

4 Oil Compass 

is constructed on scientific principles by skillful 
workmen. Its action, accuracy and steadiness are 
guaranteed under all conditions. Built to withstand 
the jars of power craft, the dial is adjusted to re- 
main steady in a sea way and responds quickly to 
a change in direction. Every Compass carefully 
tested before shipping. 2, 2, 3, 4 and 5 inch dials. 
At your dealer's or write us. 

Send 20c in stamps for celluloid Course 
Protractor. “Compass Talks and Tests” 
sent free. Tells how to box the compass, 
contains deviation tables, and other prac- 
tical information for compass users, 

WILCOX, CRITTENDEN & CO., Inc. 

4 South Main Street, Middletown, Conn. 

Miller 

Marine 

Distillate 

Engines 

Miller Marine Motors have been sold for nearly twenty 
years solely on the basis of reliability and efficiency. 
Year in and year out we have been striving to improve, 
where possible, our almost perfect motors. Today we 
offer to you a Miller motor to meet your requirements, 
be it for a small boat, a heavy sea-going cruiser or work 
boat. 

Miller Engine Company 
2329-2331 No. Tallman Ave. Chicago, Illinois 

San Francisco Agents: 

Use Gasoline, Kerosene 

with Equal Efficiency 

Barden Binchins Watlitc occ cece cwscsscnenccescs 2256 Greenwich St. 
Agents for the North Pacific Coast: 

Pacific Marine Engine Co............. 78 Marion St., Seattle, Wash. 
Agents for the South and Gulf Coast Points: 

Menge Marine Hardware & Supply New Orleans, La. 
TEN MODELS | ee one designed for'a’speci- work, are at your] service 

Write us 
today for 

particulars 

When writing to advertisers pledse mention MoToR BoatirG, the National Magasine of Motor Boating 
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UST look how easy it 
is to use Stine Screw 

Holes! And there is no 
end of places where you need 
them. They readily go into any 
material where an ordinary screw 
will go, but think of the places 
you can use them where it 
would be impossible to drive a 
screw. 

Stine Screw Holes can be moulded 
into rubber, fastened into 
metal, fibre, concrete, mar- 
ble or glass without plugs. 

They hold with an everlasting 
grip—can not pull out and will 
not wear out. Made in all stand- 
ard screw sizes. Will hold per- 
manently against vibration and 
other severe strains. Success- 
fully tested by’ the Bureau of 
Standards. Used in various de- 

partments of the U. S. 
Government. 

Write for suggestions and 
samples. DEALERS! Get our 
proposition! 

The Stine Screw Holes Co. 
120 Main Street 

Waterbury, Conn. 

Nineteen Years of Knowing How 

to build four cycle 
marine engines, is 
the enviable record 
of the 

REGAL 

Sizes 2 H.P. to 50 H.P. One, two and four-cylinder. 
Designed to operate with gasoline, distillate or 
kerosene. 

REGALITE 

The 

For yachts, stores, homes and mills. A % K.W. 
generator. Air cooled, four-cycle, 2 H.P. motor, 
direct connection. 

Regal Gasoline Engine Company 

74 W. Pearl Street. Coldwater, Mich. 

| LIFE PRESERVERS 

Eastern and Export 
gen 

Vulean Marine En- 
gines 

Niagara Marine 
ngines 

Wisconsin Outboard 
Motors 

Masten’s Life Preservers are 
adjustable and reversible, and 
meet the latest rulings of the 
‘Government going into effect 

June |, 1919. 

Motor Boats 

Marine Engines 

and Supplies 
on sale at our display rooms, Booth 4, 
Concourse, Hudson Terminal Bidg., 50 
Church Street, New York, 

G. H. MASTEN COMPANY, Inc. 
Address Mail Inquiries to Office and Plant 

222-224-226 EAST 46th STREET, NEW YORK CITY 
Phones: Vanderbilt 4258-4259 

Advertising Index will be found on page 100 

Durkee’s Hardware 

for Wet Places 

Every Yachtsman and Boat Lover 

Should Possess Our New (No. 20) 

1920 CATALOGUE 

Replete with information and brought 

right up to date. 

Send 25 Cents to cover cost of mail- 

ing and, as we deliver Catalogues in 

the order requests reach us, get your 

name registered at once. 

mete) 
D INC 

MANUFACTURERS OF MARINE HARDWARE | — = = 

2 South Street, New York City 

Factories at Grasmere and New York City 

January, 1920 
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Keeps Engine Trouble Away 

It is scarcely less foolhardy to guess 
about the condition of your motor 
than to guess about rocks and shoals. 
It’s a big risk. 

With a Boyce Moto-Meter aboard, 
you are never in doubt as to what is 
going on in the engine. The least 
change in the performance of the 
motor is instantly registered on the 
Boyce Moto-Meter dial, right before 
your eyes. 

THE MOTO-METER COMPANY 
Long Island City New York 

Then, --and Now 

It used to be that the 

boatman bought a skele- 

ton motor from one 

place and went to vari- 

ous manufacturers for 

Unit Power Plant Model “F” THOROBRED clutch, magneto, carbu- 
Porniched Sin or cithatk Usk Power Plant retor, starting device and 

all the accessories that 

were necessary to complete the skeleton and “make it run”. 

Now, thanks to modern manufacturing and selling methods, you buy a marine motor in a 
complete unit, each part fitted scientifically for the service it is to perform; tested out and ready 
to bolt into your hull, and not alone that, but giuaranteed to give you REAL service for your 
money. 

The Red Wing THOROBRED, now used as standard equipment by the country’s leading 
boat builders, is one of the finest examples of the unit power plant. 

Ask us to send you the “dope” on our five sizes, 10 to 40 H.P. They burn either kerosene 
or gasoline. ; 

RED WING MOTOR COMPANY 

Dept. B RED WING, MINN., U.S. A. 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating 
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AA Mh 

OTOR BOATMEN 

and their friends are 

cordially invited to visit 

aboard the 

International 

Thirty- Two 

The Prettiest and Finest Boat Afloat 

ee: You will find her at space 
@ The Supreme Ignition Test M f p 

A-6, Main Floor, at The 
The life or death necessity for a continuous pow: 
stream is the reason forthe popularity of Bosch Motor Boat Show 
Magnetolgnition among airmen. Thesamesurety of 
ignition service which Bosch— America’s Supreme 
Ignition System—has given thousands of aviation 
motors is assured in any Bosch Equipt Product. 

AMERICAN BOSCH ee CORPORATION 
Main Office and Works -  - - + Springfield, Mass. 
Branches : New York Ching Detroit San Francisco 

More Than 200 Service Stations in Over 200 Cities SHIPBUILDING AND MARINE ENGINEERING 
CORPORATION 

NYACK,NEW YORKE,U.S.A. 

QML UMC 

; One Man and a Yale 
ive om | o Mand equal Chain Block on an I | 

Beam Trolley 

ND the one man with the Yale 
equipment will perform the same 

work in the Safest Way, take up less 
working space, and do it quicker. 

For setting Propellers, Hoisting 
Rudders, Handling Anchors, Assem- 
bling Engines, Machinery and other 
Heavy Parts the Yale Spur-Geared | 
Chain Block will handle the load with | 
the greatest speed, safety and at lowest 
cost. 

‘From Hook-to-Hook-a-Line-of-Steel’ 

The new Yale 19D catalog shows you 
many ways to save money and increase 
production in your plant by using Yale 

We build all sizes 

and types, but | 

have made a spe- 

cialty of this de- | 

sign. | 

(CONSTRUCTION and 

= workmanship is the Chain Blocks and Electric Hoists. 
best—equal in every re- ob np bis au aaa cal 

spect to the high class of yacht work on which our ; For a factory locking equipment 
reputation has been based for over 20 years. The use a Yale Master-Key System. | 
lines are very fast, the launch is safe and able in The Yale & Towne Mfg. Co. 
severe conditions of wind and sea, and it has a large Makers of the Yale Locks 

cockpit and very comfortable accommodations below 9 East 40th Street New York City | 

decks. It is equally adapted to day service or cruis- 

"STEARNS & McKAY CO. 
MARBLEHEAD, MASS., U. S. A. 

Advertising Index will be found on page 100 
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It Pays to Buy Our Kind 

OR 70 years has stood for the best and most 
economical Marine Hardware. Equip your boat 

with Qf fittings. You'll get more out of it; you'll get 
more for it when you sell. 

NEW NAVY WINDLASS 

You can heave a line, let the chain 
run free, stop it instantly — without 
shifting the position of the hand. The 
three operations are controlled by 
one heaving lever. Winch head for @@# 
rope; wild-cat for chain cable. No 
complicated parts. For anchors up to 
150 Ibs. 

Get This Valuable Book 
“Sea Craft Suggestions and Supplies.” New, enlarged edition. Tells 
how to box the Compass, what is proper Ground Tackle, gives hints on 
Steering Gear, Shaft Bearings, Knots, etc. Sent only on receipt of 50c. 

Wilcox, Crittenden & World’s Largest Mfrs. 
Co., Inc. of Marine Hardware 

4 South Main St. Mfrs. of the Famous Maxim 
Middletown, Conn. Silencer for Motor Boats. 

The Best Amateur Built Runabouts and 

Cruisers are 

PA 

Stamp for 

Illustrated 

Catalog ve V ” 

BOTTOMS 

And they are also the best boats if built by boat builders 

WILLIAM H. HAND, JR. 

Naval Architect NEW BEDFORD, MASS. 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating 
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Mullins’ Steel Boats Can’t Sink 

There are more than 70,000 Mullins Steel Boats in 
service! 
From year to year they continue to demonstrate their 
absolute safety in all waters and to increasingly 
satisfy the pride of owners. 
With a Mullins Steel Boat you can enjoy boating with 
all its charm and thrill and miss most of the objection- 
able features of this glorious sport. 
Designed by America’s foremost naval architects, 
equipped with 2 and 4-cycle motors of national 
repute—clean-lined, strong and _ beautiful—Mullins 
Boats carry a guarantee of satisfaction that is backed World’s largest 
by 22 years of boat building. Sulddeve of stool 

and wooden 
motor boats, 
rowboats and 

MULLINS BODY CORPORATION, canoes 

601 Franklin Street Boat Department SALEM, OHIO 
Safe as a Life Boat—Do not Leak. 

NE SN i ra 

Write for catalog showing 40 models and 
learn where you can see a Mullins’ Boat. 

Never wateriog. a ye My. 
\ —need “se boat-hou 

5 keep cost of any boat. ‘in the So were, 

SAVE 

TIME LABOR MONEY 
BY USING A 

CRAN
E PULL

ER 

BRONZE GEARED 

PUMPS 
The successful operation of your engine depends 
very largely on the efficiency of the cooling system, 
the oiling system and the fuel feed. 
Equip your engines with the ever-reliable Ober- 
dorfer Pumps and you can forget all about your 
cooling, oiling and fuel feed systems. Their action 
is entirely automatic—the speed of the motor 
determines the supply. A feature of utmost impor- 
tance is the fact that the Oberdorfer will never 
over-feed nor under-feed. 
Oberdorfer, Lathrop and other 
Bronze Geared. good marine 
Pumps are stand- motors. 
ard equipment Send at once for the 
on Kermath, . Oberdorfer pump 

LATEST MODEL CRANE PULLER Red Wing, Gray, booklet. 
WITH LOCKING ARMS 

Write for Our New Catalog 
ORDER FROM YOUR DEALER 

CRANE PULLER COMPANY M.L.LOBERDORFER 4} 812 E.WATER ST, 
54 Lake Street, Arlington, Mass. BRASS COMPANY SYRACUSE. NEW YORK 

Advertising Index will be found on page 100 
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[e SVERSIBLE PROPEL 

Always Knowing Gordon Reversible 

are best—still we have improved them— 

For your boat—A Gordon propeller will serve 

you in a way which will make you wonder why 

you ever used another. 

For work—for pleasure—there is no better. 

GORDON UNDERWATER 

EXHAUSTS eliminate noise, 

smoke, pounding, without retarding the motor. 

The Gordon Propeller & Mfg. Co. 

9001 Desmond Ave. Cleveland, Ohio 

MTV THAN TERT AAD AU RL 

WATTS 45 FT. HOUSE BOAT | 

These 45 feet seaworthy house boats now building for They have a beam of 14 ft. and can go anywhere in 
stock. Florida, having only 2 feet 10 inches draft. 

They have comfortable accommodations for 4 guests The owner may have his preferred type of motor 
and 2 paid hands. installed. 

The boats are delivered complete and ready for a These boats are complete with plumbing, upholstery, 
cruise to Southern waters. and all necessary fittings, including windlass, 2 anchors, 

2 cables, one 10 ft. tender and davits, awning and awn- 
ing stanchions, side ladder, fenders, and docking lines. 

The construction of the boats is substantial through- 
out. 

The keel and framing being of the best selected white- 
oak and the planking of heart-pine, varying from 1% 
inch to 1% inch thick. The interior finish is cream 
colored enamel, trimmed with mahogany, and the out- 
side painted in colors to suit the owner, with mahogany 
trim. The doors and windows are fitted with copper 
fly screens. 

All the locks and cabin hardware of heavy brass and 
the entire boat and equipment built to last. 

The price of the stock 45 ft. houseboat, is $8,000, de- 
livered in the waters of the shipyard after trial trip 
satisfactory to the owner. This price includes a 4 
cylinder, 4 cycle 24 H. P. motor of medium duty type, 
with electric starter and control, brought up to the j 
steering wheel. The boat is fitted with electric lights 
and electric klaxon horn. 

For those who wish a larger boat with two double } 
staterooms instead of one, we offer a stock 50 ft. house- 
boat of the same beam and draught and the same gen- 
eral high grade equipment for $10,000. 

J. MURRAY WATTS, N. A. 

138 S. 4th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Telephone, Lombard 2072 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating 
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“Fire Insurance” for Your Boat! 

——S boats are destroyed and lives are imperilled 
each year by fire—and most fires can be traced to leak- 

ing tanks. 
“Jasco” Tanks dre more than mere “fuel containers.” 

In addition to keeping all the gasoline where it should be 
kept, every “Jasco” Tank is a positive protector of life 
and property. 

“Jasco” Tanks are made of the finest quality drawn steel 
—seamless, leakless, tinned and tested. They’re endorsed 
by authorities—used by thousands. 

You can readily equip with a “Jasco” Tank. Send for 
booklet and detailed information. 

JANNEY, STEINMETZ & COMPANY 

Main Office—Philadelphia © 

New York Office, Hudson Terminal Building 

FLORIDA COAST 

HARBORS 

We are publishing a book- 

let on Florida Coast Harbors 

—showing depth, rise of 

tide and other information of 

interest for Winter cruising. 

Mailed on Request 

Gulf Refining Company 

Dept. 1773 

PITTSBURGH PA. 

MARINE MOTORS 
Built uptoa Standard-not down loa price 

A Clean-Cut 

Power Plant 

For Commercial Boats and Cruisers 

Model D-4, Medium Heavy Duty 

36 Horse Power Bore, 4 inches Stroke, 8 inches 

Write today for full description and prices 

The Gray & Prior Machine Co. 

Tungar 
REC Tyr eae 

TWO SIZES 

6 amps. 15 volts 
2 amps. 7.5 volts 

A reliable battery charger 

for motor-boat owners 

The charging of storage batteries is much 
more difficult for motor-boat owners than 
for motorists. It is usually necessary to 
remove the battery from the boat and carry 
it to a charging station somewhere inland. 

The G-E Tungar rectifier can be installed 
in the private boat-house and connected to 
the alternating current lighting circuit. It 
will charge batteries quickly and without 
any attertion while in operation. Its price 
is moderate and the current consumption 
low. It is an ideal device for the purposes 
for which it is intended. 

Send for booklet B-3439 

Generalf va Electric 
General Office Co + any Schenectady, N.Y. 

Advertising Index will be found on page 100 
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BARGAINS NOW 

We have never carried a more complete stock of 

new and used motors than we are displaying at the 

present time at our large quarters, 153-155-157-159 

West 15th Street. Purchasers who are in the market 

for immediate or spring deliveries will benefit in 

price and service by placing their orders at once. 

Special inducements for orders closed now. 

BRUNS KIMBALL & CO. 

153-155-157-159 West 15th St., New York City 

THERE IS NO MYSTERY 
SURROUNDING THE 

Much-Talked-of Performances 

OF THE 

NO MYSTERY! 

ALBO 

STEAM UNIT 
It is EFFICIENT because it is a single, self-contained 

unit within which both high temperatures and high pres- 
sures are produced and safely maintained. Engineers are 
agreed such an apparatus assures maximum efficiency. 

It is the most COMPACT steam plant on the market in 
proportion to horse-power produced. Occupies about the 
same amount of space as a gasolene engine. 

For ECONOMY in operation a Talbot steam plant is 
without an equal. A Talbot plant burning crude oil will, 
in the course of 300 working days, practically pay for 
itself in the saving of fuel alone. 

A Talbot steam plant is SAFE because it has no water 
level; no steam dome; no mud drum nor any other large 
pressure container. It cannot explode in a manner to 
endanger lives or property. 

Standard Sizes, 25 to 1,000 H. P. 
Write at once for our Bulletin “B” one | etve such particulars 

as will assist our Engineering Departm 
Dealers—we a some desirable pa open for oere- 

sentation. Write for our agency wre lon. “SUPER- 
HEATED STEAM THE ULTIMATE P 

TALBOT ENGINEERING CORPORATION 

Factories—P!LATTSBURGH. N.Y. 66 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating 
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1909 -I.EADERSHIP-— _1920 

Leadership that is established on something 

firmer than any mere claim of ours. 

Leadership that is based solely on the evidence 

a of satisfied owners of Mathis-built Houseboats. 

a, Owners who are among America’s leaders in their 

respective fields—men who know and possess the 

means to buy what they determine worthy—men 

like 

A. P. Ordway Murray Guggenheim 
H. N. Baruch W. J. Matheson 
George W. Perkins Ex. Com. Arthur Curtis James 

of NEW YORK 

L. H. and A. W. Armour and Jas. Deering 

Plenty of room for luxurious comfort in this 
wonderful, new Mathis t houseboat. Min- . . : . 
ha ” If you are in Florida this winter look for the 

Osana, Nadesah and Kingfisher—our latest 

model 80-ft. houseboats, new this winter 

Mathis-built Houseboats have been “Foremost in Florida” since 1909 

erecialats in Sovesésze wee |= MATHIS YACHT BUILDING CO.= ©°°°*** cimpEn. w. 5. 

Burn Kerosene 

You can keep down boating costs if your boat is 
Doman engined. The Holley-Doman carbure- 
tion system on this engine thoroughly gasifies 
kerosene, getting a full-powered explosion with- 
out excessive smoke or carbon. 

Doman durability is assured by over-size water- 
jackets, great bronze-backed bearings, giant 
valves and leak-proof oiling system. 

Write for Specifications 

THE H. C. DOMAN COMPANY 

STATION 806, OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN 

Advertising Index will be found on page 100 
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DUNN ‘whic MOTORS 

1920 Models—Kerosene or Gasoline Fuel 

Single Cylinder 

2 Our Prices Speak for 

Themselves 

6 H. P. 12 H.P. 

$100.00 $150.00 $42.50 

If you want a reliable economical motor 
at the lowest possible cost you should own 
a Dunn Motor. Compare the prices of 
Dunn Motors quoted on this page with the 
prices of any other motors in the market. 
Then write us for full information about 
the design features of Dunn Motors and 
how they are built. 
Remember all Dunn 

models are four cycle 
type, of up-to-date de- 
sign. Special attention 
has been given to easy 
starting and accessibility 

Bore—3%” for easy repair and re- 
Stroke—4” placement. 

What A Dunn User Writes 
“This is to certify that about 10 months ago, I purchased 

one 12 H.P. Dunn Motor which I had installed in my cabin 
cruiser, 33% ft. long by 9 ft. beam, full model boat, and I 
use this boat in outing trips and have made as high as 200 
miles without a stop. te works beautifully, and my little boy, 
13 years old, can and does start motor without any trouble. 

3 Cyl. 6 H. P. and 
3 Cyl. 12 H. P. 

This motor runs smooth and easy, in fact, is as smooth run- 6 H.P 12 H.P. 
ning as any automobile I have ever used. I consider it the jo Se . ” 
best marine engine made.” (Signed) Dr. G. H. Howard. Bore—3 34” Bore—4 4 
At the prices given, each motor is furnished complete with Stroke—4” Stroke—5” 
suitable propeller, shaft, couplings, coil, spark-plugs, mixing- 
valve and oil-cups. 
Customers abroad—Add 10% to prices given _to cover cost of 
boxing thoroughly for export and delivering F. O. B. Steamer 
New York City. 

Write today for our new 1920 catalog 

4-Cyl., 16 H. P. 

$175.00 

Dunn Powered Launch 

DUNN MOTOR WORKS, Ogdensburg, New York, U.S. A. 
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Two New Motor Boating Hand Books Ready February 1, 1920 

THE IDEAL SERIES 

We announce that two new MoToR BoatinG Handbooks are now on 

the press and will be ready for delivery February first. The two new 

books will be known as the Ideal Series and fill a gap in our otherwise 

complete line of books for Motor Boatmen. 

The new books will deal exclusively with designing and building 

small motor boats. The titles will be 

Vol. 1—Designs of Ideal Motor Boats. 

This volume describes in detail how to design a motor boat. It also 

contains complete plans of 30 Cruisers, Runabouts and Auxilaries. 

The plans include lines, table of offsets, interior plans, profiles, con- 

struction details, ete. There is no book published at the present time 

which describes in everyday language the details of designing a boat 

according to your own tastes. The plans of Ideal Cruisers, Runabouts 

and Auxilaries are complete in every particular. They include the 

best of the plans published in MoToR BoatinG during the past several 

years. The plans include boats of from 20 feet in length up to 40 

feet. The drawings are all to scale and large size. 

Vol. Il—How To Build Sixteen Ideal Motor Boat Boats. 

This book gives complete information for building the following boats: 

9-foot dinghy 20-foot monoplane 

10-foot mark boat 20-foot hydro-runabout 

12-foot outboard motor boat 20-foot knockabout 

12-foot speed boat 20-foot tunnel stern 

12-foot bangabout 22-foot V-bottom runabout 

13-foot sea skiff 25-foot V-bottom cruiser 

16-foot sharpie 25-foot round-bottom cruiser 

18-foot runabout 28-foot cruiser (Consort II) 

Every article is fully illustrated with working drawings and no infor- 

mation or instructions are missing which would be of assistance to the 

novice to build his own boat. 

Both of the Ideal. Books are printed in large type on extra fine paper. 

They have been edited by Charles F. Chapman, editor of MoToR BoatinG. 

Price $2.00 each or the two books for $3.00 

MOTOR BOATING 

119 West 40th Street New York 

Advertising Index will be found on page 100 
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“Why Paint the Lily White?” 

AID one big engine distributor, “The Scripps is one motor that we 

handle that does not require any extravagant ‘write-up’, superlatives, 

or sensational selling stunts. The motor boating public is pretty wise 

to the fact that the Scripps has always been an honestly good engine. 

Building the utmost value and performance that can go into a marine 

motor has been a Scripps ideal and habit for fourteen years. I know 

because I saw the first few Scripps engines built and have watched 

Scripps growth and development ever since.” 

This dealer has stated our case better than 
we could ourselves. To sum up, we put our 
sales and advertising into the motor itself 
and this policy has built up Scripps sales 
in increasing volume in almost every Port 

of the World. 

The secret of Scripps favor is not to be 
found in any revolutionary or freakish in- 
vention. The reliability, dependability and 
uniform performance of whatever model or 
price—is the result of taking exceptional 
pains in the designing, the making and the 
inspection of the Scripps product. 

When you stop to think about it, the trou- 
bles you have had with motors have not 

been big troubles. It was the little things 

that pestered your motoring experience. 

Parts becoming loose or getting out of ad- 

justment—a bearing running out, where 

another minute put in careful hand-scraping 
would have prevented this—a clutch failing 
you—another accessory going wrong—a 
cheap ignition outfit—troubles in ninety- 
nine times out of a hundred all traceable to 
a manufacturer working down to a price 
rather than up to a standard like the 
Scripps. 

And in the end the Scripps price is not high, 
not nearly as high as the quality of the 
engine. Scripps motors will cost you no 
more, in fact, will cost you less after a sea- 
son’s run than engines selling only on a 
price appeal. 

The Scripps line is complete, comprising 
power plants for speed, cruiser, runabout or 
commercial purposes,—built in two, four 
and six cylinder, ten to seventy-five horse 
power—with the option of gasoline, kero- 
sene or distillate equipment. 

iSCRIPPS MOTOR?FCOMPANY 

631 LINCOLN AVENUE 

4 “ 
4-3 . very Moving Part Enclose 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating 
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NEW GRAY MOTORS 

3% x 5 MODEL VM—10 to 25 H. P. 

| 

This new model “VM” Gray 4 cycle motor marks an epoch in 
Marine Motor history. In this motor is embodied the results of 
the most modern gasoline motor practice and backed by an old 
established motor building organization and its experience. 
Note carefully the features that give this engine character. First, 
let us examine carefully into the 

A good crank shaft is the be- 
ginning of a good motor. If 
your crank shaft is small and 
badly designed there is no use 

of trying to build a good motor around it. Compare the “VM”™ 
crank shaft diameter and length of bearings with every other 
motor of similar bore and stroke on the market. Next, in fact 
equally as important is 

° The bearings on the “VM”™ are not 
only large interchangeable and made of 

arings the best material obtainable, but are 
BRONZE BACKED, the same type of 

bearing as used in the famous Liberty Aeroplane Motor, and 
have nearly 50% more bearing surface than the average of the 
V. M. S. competitors 
It took a lot of nerve to lay aside so good a motor as our former 
model ““D* and substitute a new one, but we feel that we must 
keep one motor up to date and give our customers the best there 
is. So analyze our 

° ° The force 
feed to all 

ubrica stem =": ings and to 
troughs for lubricating the connecting rod bearings by splash 
with a pressure indicator to tell you at all times if your pump is 
working properly. 

meee a All the Overhead Valves: <= 
—also the Reo, Marmon, Chevrolet, Buick, Noch and a host 
of others have adopted the overhead valve—it is more efficient, 
more powerful and more accessible. 

° This motor cannot backfire and 
ac = eng set fire to your boat. 

All gaso- 

K Gasoline:.."= erosene or Csr 
motor ey ed five or six years ago uses it, but not satisfactorily, 
it takes a different design of intake to properly use this low grade 
_ Our HOT SPOT cylinder head uses not only gasoline of 
wt ey grades but even kerosene and gives absolute control, 

flexi 

This is the day of 
overhead valve 

Po e Our overhead valve, special timing system, 

remarkable. Study our power curve. 

ty and a clean motor. 

if you want 
it so, or not 

y osed':: 3%: 

Hot Spot manifold and excellent workmanship 
and design produce a power result that is most 

fit the job without cutting or fitting. 

A New Model 4: x 6 

This new 4 cylinder, Valve-in-head 

35-45 H. P. motor now ready for 

delivery. Write today for literature. 

Gray Motor Company, Detroit, Mich. 

2106 Mack Avenue 

GRAY 2-CYCLE MOTORS 

Ask for New Catalogue of Gray 2-cycle Motors 3 to 8 H. P 

STANDARD the World over. 

Advertising Index will be found on page 100 
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JOES HUSKY GEAR 

85" 

Reverse 

High Reverse Speed Ratio Means Action 

Low Reverse Speed Ratio Means Sluggishness 

Which Do You Require? 

OES HUSKY responds with 85 percent. reverse speed ratio the instant 

you throw the lever. You get the quick, positive action on the reverse 

that you need: Your gear must overcome the headway of your boat, 

and then force the blunt stern through the water instead of the sharp 

prow. This is a job for a “husky” gear; and Joes Husky has the reverse 

speed ratio for the job. 

Joes Husky is designed especially for oil burning and heavy duty work 

boat motors, where a high ratio of reverse speed is most necessary. 

Send for Literature 

The Snow & Petrelli Manufacturing Co. 

156-B, Brewery Street New Haven, Conn. 

Agents: J. King & Co., 10 Church Row, Limehouse, E. London, 
England; Pacific Marine Engine Co., Seattle, Wash.; W. E. Gochenaur 
Mfg. Co., 631 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.; A. R. Williams Machinery Co., 
Toronto; Sutter Bros., 44 Third Ave., New York City; Service Station, 
foot of East 92d St., Brooklyn, N. Y.; Arendahl Motor & Machine Co., 
Arendahl, Norway. 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoattnG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating 
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Champion Stands for 

Spark Plug Satisfaction 

OR every motor boat requirement, in smooth water 
or heavy sea, Champion Spark Plugs respond with 
unfailing regularity of performance. 

The sense of satisfaction and security that Champion 
Spark Plugs give to motor boating makes it unwise to 
experiment with substitutes. 

You can recognize the genuine Champion Spark Plug 
by the name on the insulator and the world trade mark 
on the box. 

Champion reliability for every type of motor boat 
engine is due chiefly to our No. 3450 Insulator. Protected 
at the point of greatest pressure with patented leak-proof 
asbestos lined copper gaskets, this improved insulator 
gives Champion Spark Plugs unusually high resistance to 
heat and strain and insures enduring service. 

Champion Spark Plug Company 

Toledo, Ohio 

Champion Spark Plug Company of Canada, Limited 
Windsor, Ontario 

Dependable Spark Plugs { 

January, 1920 

J. A. S. 43-%—18 
For Marine Engines 

Price $1.00 —_ | 

Advertising Index will be found on page 100 
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“A Kermath 

Always Runs” 

“America’s Standard Four Cycle Engine’ 

The Great Popularity of Kermath Engines Is Due to 

the Very Satisfying Service They Gwe Boat Owners 

_ The more experience a man has had with 
Marine Engines the more certain he is 
that Kermath Engines are rightly con- 
sidered the standard by which all four 
cycle engines must be judged. 

Consider the fact that Kermath Engines 
are standard equipment with more than 
sixty per cent of all the boat builders in 
the world, and you will agree that here is 
an engine that a man can buy with a feel- 
ing of security. An engine that he knows 
will be right, and that will give him won- 
derful service at less cost and for longer 
time than is usual. 

Now service and economy in a Marine 
Engine are never accidental qualities. 

Every Marine Engine manufacturer may 
be assumed +o build as well as he knows 

how. It is a question of the maker’s ex- 
perience and ability and: integrity and 
knowledge. 

Kermath Engines have,been on the mar- 
ket a number of years—and every year 
the demand for them increases—for really 
dependable Marine Engines are not so 
very common. 

Vibration cut down to the minimum— 
none of the usual rack and strain on 
the engine. 

Prices $400.00 to $550.00—depending on 
equipment. 

Look up the dealer or builder who can 
sell you a Kermath—he is a man worth 
knowing. You’ll find him an expert on 
Marine Engines. 

Write for Booklet Giving Interesting Facts About 
Marine Engines. Address: Department: D. 

DETROIT 

Advertising Index will be found on page 100 
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Write today for the “Propeller 
Questionnaire” and the Colum- 
bian Bronze Catalog “Propellers 
in a Nutshell”—you need both 
of them. 

New York Local Salesrooms—44 Third Avenue. 

ONZE 

opellers 

Columbian Bronze Corporation 50 Church St., New York City 

One Block East of Wanamaker’s 
When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the National Magaz 

O matter how big or how small 
your boat is. No matter 

whether it be a Runabout, a Cruiser, 
a Fishing Boat, a Motorship or a 
Steamship—there is a Columbian 
Propeller designed and built to fit 
it. Propeller illustrated is 8’ 8” Di- 
ameter, 14° Pitch, weight 3891 Ibs. 
For use on small Motorship or 
Steamship. A splendid example of 
efficient bronze propeller design. 

ine of Motor Boating 
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MOTOR BOATING PRACTICAL HAND-BOOKS 

Every motor boatman has lo felt the need for a really complete and comprehensive library devoted to their favorite 
boating. ano of the ditadhe bo Ge @ plish t of this important work was the difficulty: 

omy Pt, DT yh ty ef . In presenting the new series of practical hand- 
books, ToR BoatinG i compe MF ee gplh ye Lely mth rn ae eae snes Fr 
Chapman, the editor of MoToR Boatin they are the results of months of untiring effort on his part, 
Goazmem. Sh he best of thousands of cuggestions ecat to kim by sncter beatsnen themoalves. The list of the con- 
tents given below will give you some idea of the vast amount of ground covered by these volumes. 

Practical Motor Boats and Their Equipment ‘ 
Volume 1.—The first volume tells you what the ideal boat for various kinds of service should be and what to look for io 
‘buying a boat. Many suggestions about decoration and hints on all kinds of equipment. All about cee gears, wireless 
outfits, electrical attachments, etc. Glance over the list of contents appended herewith: Hulls, Ballast an aworthiness; 
Round Bottom vs. Sharp Bilge; What are the Advantages of Flare? ised Deck vs. Trunk Cabin; Best Proportion of Beam 
to Length; Selecting a New Design; The Advantages of Bilge Keels; Open or Solid Deadwood? What Makes a Hull 
Seaworthy? The $1,000 Cruiser; Byying a Second-Hand Boat; Types of Bows and Sterns; Exterior Arrangement of Cruisers; 
The Best Cabin Arrangement; Finishing Up the Cabin; Changes in Interior Arrangement; Interior Arrangement for 
Boat; Propeller-Rudder Arrangements; Best Position for the Rudder; Advantages of the Outboard Rudder; Different 
Steering Positions; Steerin Equipments for Motor Boats; Steering Gear for the Cruiser; The presring, Geer for a Runabout; 
Steering the Boat from the Side; The Electrical Equipment; Making and bags | a Switchboard; lectric Lighting on a 
Motor Boat; The Inexpensive Lighting Outfit; Wiring the ‘Small Cruiser; The pores Battery; The Dynamo Cyt-Out; 
Wireless for a Small Cruiser; Tender Sor a Thirty- foot Cruiser; pulang a Folding Dinghy; Installing the Boat Boom; 
What is the Best Galley Arrangement; Ventilating the Galley; The Galley Stove and Its Installation; Making a Fireless 
Cooker; A Portable Cook Box; Running Water for the Cruiser; How to Build a Portable Table; A Table for the Open Boat. 

Practical Motor Boat Building 
Volume 2—As its title implies, this volume takes up the building of your own boat. It also covers the construction of the 
necessary fittings such as awning, windshield, etc. Every boatman sometime or other builds a boat, and a book of this 
kind will save much time and prevent many mistakes. List of contents: Types of Motor Boat Fastenings; Boat Building 
Woods; Laying Down a Boat’s Lines; Converting a Trunk-Cabin Cruiser; A Steam Box for Amateur Builders; Joiner 
Between Stem and Keel; Fastening the Frames and Floors; Boring the Forgotten Limbers; Fitting the Garboard lank; 
Boring the Shaftlog; Fitting the Stuffing Box; The Stern Syaringe for a Cruiser; A Water-Tight ompanionway; How to 
Canvas a Deck; Hinged Water-Tight Hatches; Making a Water-Tight Hatch; The Coaming of an Open Boat; Fitting a 
Swinging Port Light; Making a lf-Bailing Cockpit; A Water-Tight Wirdow Sash; Making a Water-Tight Skylight; 
How to Build an » Sa ine Housing; How to Make an Engine Cover; Buildiug a Tool Locker; Constructing an Extension 
Transom; How to Make a Pipe Berth; An Ice-Box for a Cruiser; Installing a Toilet; How to Rig a Signal Mast; How to 
Make a Spra Hood; Fitting a Folding Windshield; An Awning for the Open Boat; A Cover for the Open Cockpit; Screens 
for the Side Li ht; A Support for the After Light; A Seat for the Man at the Wheel; Removable Davits for the Cruiser; 
The Boarding Steps; A Bow Rudder for Your Hydro; The Motor-Driven Club Tender. 

Practical Things Motor Boatmen Should Know 
Volume 3.—Navigation is one of the important subjects covered in volume three of the series. Tells you how to steer 
how to increase the factor of safety, and a host of other things relative to the proper running of your boat. The chart and 
compass afe both fully explained in a clear and comprehensive manner. The list of contents will tell you more about it; 
Advice for the Beginner; Lessons Learned from Experience; Good Things to Know; Increasing the Factor of Safety; 
Which Way Should the Boat Steer? Why a_ Boat Steers Badly; Why do Boats Squat? Figuring the Boat’s Speed; 
Ballasting the Cruiser; Getting Off Bottom; To Ride Out a Storm in a Motor Boat; The Why and How of Storm Oil; 
Preventing Fire; Handlin Ground Tackle; Government Charts; Stowing the Anchor on a Cruiser; Diminishing Deviation; 
Preventing Electrolysis; howls and Using Charts; How to Make a Chart Case; Recping a Motor Boat's Log; How to 
Make a Sextant; Tides and Tidal Waters; Taking Her Through the Canals; The Best All Round Dinghy; Towing the 
Tender; Handling the Dory in a Seaway; Getting the Tender Aboard; Planning for a Cruise; = ing for a Cruise; 
Equipment for Offshore Cruising; Novel Events for Regatta Dey’ Handicapping; The Object of a Handicap Rule; Laying 
of a Race Course; Measuring the Length of a Race Course; Preparing a Boat'’s Bottom for a Race; How to Build a 
Turning Buoy; Starting Boats in a Race; Stowing the Signal Flags: Fitting a Gun Mount; A Fish Box for Your Cruiser; 
A Cabin Wall Rack. 

Practical Marine Motors 
Volume 4.—All about the marine motor; what it should and should not be. Tells why the automobile engine is unsuccessful 
in marine work. The best location for gow engine, the ideal engine bed, the fuel tank, exhaust and countless other 
suggestions that will enable you to get the best results from your power plant. List of contents: Purchasing a Marine 
Motor; How Many Cylinders? Power per Cylinder; - Speed vs. Heavy Duty; Long Stroke vs. Short Stroke; Correct 
Motor Design; Changes in One’s Power Plant; G ings that Cause Vibration; The Automobile Engine for a Boat; 
The Best Position for the Motor; The Ideal Engine Compartment; Placing the Engine in the Hull; Installing a Motor 
in a Canoe; Installing Power in a Yaw!; Converting a “Banker” to Power Engine Installation in a Hydroplane; Putting 
Power in the Rowboat; Limits of Shaft Inclination; Constructing the Engine ; Getting the Motor Aboard; Lining Up 
the Propeller Shaft; The Best Exhaust; Mufflers vs. Under-Water Exhausts; Installing an Under-Water Exhaust; Primar 
Batteries for Ignition; Keeping the Ignition System Dry; Installing a High-Tension Magneto; From Make and Brea 
© comp Spark; Installing the Gasoline Tanks; Taking Care of Extra Gasoline; Spark and Throttle Controls; Constructing 
a Rear Starter; Propeller for Engine and Hull; ingeeles a Universal Joint; Gearing Motor to ag me Shaft; The 
Automobile Throttle; Harnessing the Main Engine; Rebabbitting a Worn Bearing; Should Fuel Line be Inside or Out: ide. 

Practical Motor Operation and Maintenance 
Volume &—One of the most valuable books of the entire set. Your motor’s ills and how to cure them. This volume tells 
you how to adjust your carburetor, how to fit piston rings, how to remedy poor compression and a number of other things 
that will enable you to doctor your own motor. ‘List of contents: Locating the Motor’s Troubles; The Overheated Motor; 
Starting in Cold Weather; Overhauling a Marine Motor; How to Save Fuel; The Fuel Situation; Using Low Grade Fuel; 
How to Run on Kerosene; Supplying the Fuel to the Carburetor; Adjusting the Carburetor; Cleaning the Fuel Tanks; 
foaming, she Gasoline Line; prsopiee Up the Leak in the Tank; A Home-Made Gasoline Gauge; Carrying an Extra Supply 
of Oil; Mixing the Fuel and Lubricant; Remedying Leaky Vomozcomen; nies the Carbon Jinx; Tool and Spare Parta to 
Carry; Removing and Replacing Piston Rings; Repairing a Leaky Cylinder; Grinding a Motor’s Valves; Setting the Valves; 
Timing the Ignition System; Cleaning the Water Jacket; Making and Fitting a Gasket; Patching Up a Bearing; Straightening 
the S rung. haft; Truing a Bent veqgtier’ Removene, the potest wares <oegtngs and Pipe Fittings; anging 
the Shaft Hole Location; Utilizing the haust; Disposing of the Bilge Water; Heating a Small Cruiser’s Cabin; Operating 
the Outboard Motor; The Clean and Quiet Boat; Charging a Storage Battery; When the Motor Stops Unexpectedly; 
Making a Unit Power Plant. 

Practical Suggestions for Handling, Fitting Out and Caring for the Boat 
Volume 6.—This volume is an especially valuable one. You will find in it points covering the care of your boat that you 
never dreamed of before. Whether you are a beginner or a finished expert this book will give you a better knowledge 
of the handling of your craft than you can imagine. List_of contents: Putting the Boat into Commission; Fitting Out 
a Thirty-Footer; Suggestions for the Beginner; Refinishing Bright Work; Keeping the Wood Surface Bright; Putting the 
Boat Out of Commission; Laying Up an Unsheltered Boat; Hauling Out for the Winter; Covering the Boat for the Winter; 

. Launching from a Whart; Correcting Faults; Lengthening Out the Boat; Moorings and Buoys; Taking Steps to Safeguard 
f'the Anchor; What to Use in the Bilge; Preserving the Wood in Boats; mmecpenty Rigs for the Cruiser; Auxiliary Sails 

for the Cruiser; Providing an Emergency Rudder; Preparing for Southern aters; Stopping, the Troublesome Leak; Re- 
placing a Broken Plank; Removing Broken Lag Screws; Raising the Boat’s Stern; Clearing the Propeller; Protecting the Bow 
and Stern; Open Boat Sleeping arters; Ventilating the Cabin of Smal) Cruisers; Converting the Open Boat to a Cruiser; 
Making a Cover for the Open Boat; Preventing Electrolysis; Building a Club Float; A Floating Boathouse; Constructing 
a Landing Stage; Building the Marine; Keeping the Thief Out; A Place for Your Shore Clothes; Stowing for Life Preservers; 
The Winter’s Alterations; What Changes all I Make; The Satisfacto Bilge Pump; The Pressure Water System; Making 
a Pelorus; Your Storm Curtains; Life-Saving Equipment: The Absent ‘Gwaet s Anchor Light; Mounting the Reverse Gear. 

Price $1.25 per volume, or $6 per set of six volumes of over 1,000 pages. 
The books measure 7 x 10 inches and are handsomely bound in cloth. Each volume is fully illustrated and printed in clear 

type on fine paper. 

Price after February 1, $1.50 per copy; $7.50 per set 

MoToR BoatinG 119 West 40th Street, New York 
Advertising Index will be found on page 100 
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America’s First Marine Diesel 

Engine Builders 

Over 150,000 B.H.P. now in use or on Order 

Size 120 B.H.P. and Upwards 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating 
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Aristocrat 

Controlled Like an Automobile Motor 

With a Caille Aristocrat in your boat you can forget your 
motor entirely. You need never worry as to whether your 
motor will start promptly or remain running. It is built and 
controlled like an automobile motor. You have all the instru- 
ments right in front of you, mounted on the bulkhead. Start- 
ing, stopping, speed variation—all is accomplished instantly by 
manipulation of controlling devices at your fingers’ tips. 

You never have to crank the Aristocrat. It starts with 
pressing a button. For it has an“electric starter like those on 
automobiles. It even furnishes electric lights for the boat. 
Has four cylinders and is of the four-cycle type. 

And it’s the neatest, most gracefully designed motor you 
ever saw. Everything is fully enclosed. -Nothing to catch 
clothing. No place where oil can splash out. It’s truly the 
highest development ever attained in a marine motor, for the 
average pleasure or speed boat. 

Get the details. Send for catalog and 
prices. 

CAILLE PERFECTION MOTOR CO. 

41 Caille Building DETROIT, MICHIGAN 

Use the ‘coupon. 

USE THIS COUPON 

CAILLE PERFECTION MOTOR CO., 
41 Caille Bldg., Detroit, Mich. 

Gentlemen: 
Tell me whether the Aristocrat is suited to my hull. 

follow: 
Dimensions 

Ga cebbesecee cece wcewces heveus debe 

seose Model 

Speed desired....... 

If the Aristocrat is not just suited to my hull—what engine do you 
recommend ? 

Advertising Index will 
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W hat Motor Boatmen in the Navy Had 

to Know 
(Continued from page 54) 

Fire drills were frequent on all chasers becayse the dread 
of a conflagration was never far in the background of one’s 
thoughts. If an enthusiastic matelot on a French torpedo boat 
struck eight bells in the vicinity of the American craft, you 
would see more Pyrenes in twenty seconds than an adding 
machine could count in twenty minutes. Fire and rescue parties 
prepared to shove off in wherries as the alarm became general, 
and the air glistened with reflected rays from chart-house ex- 
tinguishers, engine-room extinguishers and still more ex- 
tinguishers. Not until someone passed the word that it was 
“just a Froggie ringing eight bells” would the false alarm 
subside. 

Barring such drills and inspections as the commanding officer 
might direct, the day’s work in port was generally along the 
lines which any conscientious owner of a private yacht would 
order. Necessary repairs to the engines were effected, and 
the tiller lines, handrails, and guys were examined and renewed 
where necessary. Bad leaks in the decks were pitched and 
the paintwork scrubbed or repainted as seemed desirable. On 
a wooden vessel not a great deal of chipping is necessary, but 
the towing bands and deck fittings required occasional atten- 
tion, while the bulkheads suffered corrosion if they were not 
red-leaded and the bilges flushed and aired periodically. Work- 
ing parties to handle stores and ammunition on the mother 
ship constituted a severe drain on the good temper of the 
chaser personnel, and the daily shore patrol provided occupa- 
tion for two or three members of each crew. All hands 
knocked off ship’s work at four o’clock, and the liberty or 
recreation party was mustered soon thereafter. Upon coming 
to a new port in European waters the watch going on liberty 
was invariably warned that the liquor was bad, the vice con- 
ditions worse, and that every precaution must be taken not 
to start'an argument with the natives. 

At sea the daily routine followed more closely that of other 
naval vessels. During the war the men stood alternate watches 
so that the necessary number of lookouts could be made avail- 
able; but in peace times they were customarily divided into 
three watches standing four on and eight off and dogging in 
the evening. Chaser men gradually developed into specialists in 
their calling, and became better versed in seamanship and signals 
than the average ‘sailor of the big ships. All the deck force 
took their tricks at the wheel, and perhaps half could be retied 
on to send a message by semaphore or blinker. Not a few 
quartermasters when given the opportunity for experimentation 
developed into competent navigators, capable of laying a course 
and working a sight with the professionals. 

Life on the submarine chasers was not regulation in the 
naval sense, and men who were transferred from them to 
other classes of vessels found that in some respects they had 
almost as much to learn as the newest recruits from the train- 
ing stations. But experience with these diminutive war ves- 
sels developed initiative and resource to an extent not even 
equalled by service on the destroyers, and if the call to the 
sea comes again in a military sense there will be thousands 
available whose training has taught them to think quickly and 
act wisely. I was told recently by a high officer of the naval 
service that if, in the event of renewed hostilities, he could 
be given a ship manned entirely by ex-chaser officers and men 
recalled from civilian life, he would back her for efficiency 
against any unit in the Navy. Living for months at the 
water’s edge, these men learned seamanship as only the motor 
boatman can, and a large percentage of them may be counted 
upon to hold responsible positions in the next national 
emergency. 

Specifications for 15-foot V-Bottom 

Runabout Edith 

(Continued from page 58) 

parts, piping, pipe fittings, and all labor in connection with 
installation. 

Painting: Entire inside of hull to be painted with two 
coats of tan deck paint. Outside, below bilge line, to be painted 
with one coat of red lead and oil and two coats of best non- 
fouling bottom paint. Topsides to be painted with four coats 
of white lead mixed with lamp black in sufficient quantity to 
give a light gray color. Decking to be painted with three 
coats of DeVoe’s tan deck paint. Bulkheads, seats and floor- 
ings, to be painted three coats of DeVoe’s D tan deck paint. 
Note: Painted waterline to be 3% inches above L.W.L. at 
bow, 2 inches amidship and 2% inches at transom. 

The plans and specifications to be published next month will 
be of an 18-foot V-Bottom runabout, a thoroughly able and 
seaworthy little boat. 

be found on page 100 
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BE SURE HHALL-SCOTT MARINE MOTORS 

At the Motor Boat Show 

GRAND CENTRAL PALACE, NEW YORK CITY, FEBRUARY 20th-28th 

A seven bearing 
Crankshaft crankshaft of high 
grade chrome nickel steel drop forged, heat 
treated, machined and finished all over. 

> High grade nickel babbitt 
Bearings throughout, bronze backed, 
positively lubricated and of sufficient area 
to assure safe bearing loads. 

O d 
Overhead Valves (Psi 

er arms and overhead camshaft. Valves of 
large diameter and of high tungsten steel, 
so cooled as to eliminate distortion and 
warpage. 

Overhead Camshaft 
Driven by gear on crankshaft through verti- 
cal shaft and bevel gears. Arms so designed 
to prevent oil leakage, and provided with 
simple and accessible tappet clearance ad-- 
justment. 

of high grade alu- 
Crank Case minum alloy. 
strongly ribbed. Upper half carries all 
main bearings and has exceptionally large 
hand hole plates on each side, enabling re- 
moval of the connecting rod and piston as- 
sembly without disassembling motor. 

nf Delco Double Unit battery 
Ignition ignition,two with spark plugs 
in each cylinder. 

Starting & Lighting 
Delco Two Unit. Starter has Bendix drive, 
and generator is directly driven off crank- 
shaft. 

Reverse Gear “3 gear multiple 
disc type. Completely enclosed and readily 
removable. 

Pistons of special aluminum alloy 
are carefully balanced and 

interchangeable. 

Connecting Rods “ chrome 
nickel steel drop forged, heat treated, and 
machined all over. 

We have been specializing in 
Power the production of high-pow- 
ered motors of minimum weight for more 
than ten years and are prepared to demon- 
strate that our motor has more power per 
cubic inch of cylinder capacity than any 
other marine motor on the market. Exam- 
ine Our power curve. 

BUILT IN TWO SIZES ONLY—FOUR-CYLINDER 125 H.P.; SIX-CYLINDER 200 HLP. 
Write for copy of the new Hall-Scott Catalogue. 

HALL-SCOTT MOTOR CAR CO., INC. 

Dept. 2 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Boatina 

BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 
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We 

Fifteen Years of Progress 

a Conviction Justified 

Frisbie Motors should be built with the 
valves in the cylinder heads, set in removable 

valve cages. Careful tests had convinced us that the 
valve-in-head design developed more power, permitted 
more thorough scavenging of the cylinders and greater 
accessibility of the valves than was possible with the 
L or T head construction. 

In Which We Rejoice 

Our conviction has been justified. Valve-in-head con- 
struction is coming into general use—not alone for 
the small medium duty motor, but for the high pow- 
ered racer and cruiser. We rejoice that this is so, 
because valve-in-head gives greater reliability, econ- 
omy of operation, and necessitates fewer repairs. 

A Benefit to the Motor Boat Industry 

We want to see all motors of the valve-in-head type. We 
believe that the universal adoption of this design will ben- 
efit the whole motor boat industry by increasing the pleas- 
ure and profit of motor boating. 

M res than 15 years ago we decided that all Frisbie Valve-in-head Motors 

are made in five sizes—from 5 to 75 H.P., 1 to 6 
cylinders—and can be equipped to run on kerosene 
or gasoline or a mixture of both. This a distinct 
“Frisbie” feature. Ask us about it. 

Grishie. 
VALVE -IN “MEAD * 

l-cyl., 5 and 
2-cyl., 10 and 1 
3-cyl., 
4-cyl., 
6-cyl., 50 and 7 

All Four-cycle Gasoline or Kerosene 

Send for Literature 

FRISBIE MOTOR COMPANY 

7 College Street, Middletown, Conn. 

Advertising Index will be found on page 100 
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Truth in Advertising 
What we tell you in words, we will 
make good with works. 

JOHN L. HACKER, N. A. 
HUGH F. PALMER, 

General Manager 

Runabouts Exclusively 

One finds the 

HACKER BUILT 

boats only among the most 

discerning and most par- 

ticular of boat enthusiasts. 

The HACKER 

Clientele is 

posed of men who 

acknowledged 

in their 

com- 

are 

leaders 

chosen life work. 

Their acceptance of 

the HACKER 

BUILT boat has 

made the name of 

HACKER synony- 

mous with LEAD- 

ERSHIP in boat 

building. We have three like the above illustration now under construction. 
Order one for early spring delivery. 

WRITE US 

HACKER BOAT COMPANY 

OFFICE 

323 CRANE AVENUE, DETROIT 

FACTORIES AT 

MOUNT CLEMENS and DETROIT, MICHIGAN 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating 
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“FORGOTTEN ALL ABOUT TROUBLE” 

His 32 ft. Cruiser 

Ventnor, N. J., Sept. 14th, 1919. 
Fay & Bowen Engine Co., 

Geneva, N. Y. 

Dear Sirs: 

Three years ago | bought a 32-ft. cruiser and up until this summer | have not made 
a cruise, in fact hardly a trip, without some kind of engine trouble. Have changed motors 
twice and each time there has been just some little thing, such as poor oiling system 
or circulation, that has made everybody on board feel more or less uncomfortable. It is 
impossible to get the real enjoyment out of cruising under these conditions. 

Early this Spring | installed one of your Model L43 Motors with self-starter and 
can honestly say that | have yet to have my first miss out of her. She starts at the first 
press of the button and runs like a watch until | shut her off. 1 have forgotten all about 
engine trouble. 

Yours truly, 
(Signed) LEGH R. MYERS. 

Model L43, 4-Cylinder, 444x514 

FAY & BOWEN ENGINE COMPANY 

104 Lake Street, Geneva, N. Y., U.S.A. 

NEW YORK: 44 Third Ave. at 1(th St., Sutter Bros., Representatives 
PHILADELPHIA: 610 Arch St.,Marine Equipment & Supply Co., Representatives 

BOSTON: 111 Haverhill St., Louis T. Carey, Representative 
CANADA: Brockville, Ont., St. Lawrence Engine Co., Representatives 

‘eenaeetisienieemmnal — oneenens re rem a A 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating 
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IDEALS 

WYMAN-GORDON forgings are our ideals 

expressed in the best metal, honestly designed 

and made to fit your individual requirements, 

combined with the most progressive forging 

methods. 

Their reputation for excellence in the engi- 

neering fraternity is prima facia evidence that 

the Wyman-Gordon way is the Ideal Way. 

WYMAN-GORDON 

The Crankshaft Makers 

Worcester, Mass. 

ture of every Knox Motor. Ad- 
justments are made easily because 

everything is within sight and easy reach. 
For instance, the screen that strains the 
oil is removed for cleaning simply by loos- 
ening three bolts and lifting it out by hand 
as illustrated. 
This is one of those little things that con- 

~ tribute so much to complete and lasting 
engine satisfaction. 

a A CCESSIBILITY is a prominent fea- 

SPACE NO. 58, NEW 
YORK MOTOR BOAT 
SHOW. 

When writing to advertisers please mention MoToR BoatinG, the National Magazine of Motor Boating 
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On 

GASOLINE 

MARINE 

ENGINES 

“DON’T GO DOWN THERE: 

IT’S A GREASY PLACE” 

NGINES are fascinating. 

Every red-blooded man and 

nearly every woman likes to see 

them in action—to know how they 

look and how they run. And how 

pleasing to a yacht owner to be 

able to take his guests into his 

engine room on a tour of inspec- 

tion and show them a sturdy, 

masterful, quiet power plant in 

an engine room as clean and spot- 

less as a bride’s kitchen. 

Your engine room need not be a 

Calcutta hole. It need not be a 

chamber of torrid heat and spat- 

tering grease. It can be a show 

place, worthy of the fine yacht the 

engine drives—a delight to engi- 

neer, owner and guests alike. 

Winton Gasoline Marine Engines 

drive some of the largest and most 

beautiful American yachts. They 

are at home in fine surroundings. 

With all their abundant power. 

they are almost as quiet as an 

anchor, and, in Theodore Roose- 

velt’s words, as clean “as a hound’s 

tooth.” 

Five sizes, 80 to 200 H. P., six and 

eight cylinders. May we send 

you full information? 

WINTON ENGINE WORKS 

2122 WEST 106TH STREET 

DEALERS: New York—Rost, 

New Orleans—A. Baldwin & Co., Ltd. 

ing Co. San Francisco—F. 

Angstman & Griese, Inc., 

Jacksonville, Fla—Gibbs Engineer- 

G. Bryant, 424 Ellis Street. 

H. W. Starrett, Sunset Engine Co. 

CLEVELAND, OHIO 

1778 Broadway. 

Seattle, Wash.— 

Advertising Index will be found on page 190 




